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(54) FEEDBACK METHOD OF CONTROL INFORMATION, USER EQUIPMENT AND BASE STATION

(57) The present invention provides a control infor-
mation feedback method, a user equipment, and a base
station. The control information feedback method in-
cludes: receiving, by a UE, a UL Grant in a subframe n-k’,
where the UL Grant is used to indicate PUSCH transmis-
sion in a subframe n, and k’ is an uplink association index;
determining, HARQ-ACK information according to a
downlink reference configuration, where the HARQ-ACK

information is carried on the PUSCH; and transmitting
the PUSCH in the subframe n. In the present invention,
the HARQ-ACK information is determined according to
the downlink reference configuration, so that it is unnec-
essary to determine the HARQ-ACK information accord-
ing to a value indicated by a DAI in the UL Grant, thereby
avoiding a technical problem of feeding back incorrect
HARQ-ACK information.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of information transmission technologies, and in particular, to a control
information feedback method, a user equipment that uses the control information feedback method, and a base station
that uses the control information feedback method.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In a Long Term Evolution (LTE, Long Term Evolution) time division duplexing (TDD, Time Division Duplexing)
system in the prior art, downlink transmission supports the hybrid automatic repeat request (Hybrid Automatic Repeat
Request, HARQ) technology.
[0003] A base station transmits a PDSCH (Physical Downlink Share Channel, physical downlink shared channel) or
downlink semi-persistent scheduling release (SPS Release, Semi-Persistent Scheduling Release) signaling to a UE
(User Equipment, user equipment) in a subframe n-k, and the UE transmits HARQ acknowledge (HARK-ACK, HARQ-
Acknowledge) information of the PDSCH or the downlink SPS release signaling to the base station in an uplink subframe
n, where k ∈ K, K is referred to as a downlink association set (Downlink association set),
[0004] K is a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc

-1} that includes M elements, and a downlink subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kM-1} is referred to as an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set. Specific values are shown in Table 1.

[0005] After receiving the HARQ-ACK information, the base station may learn whether the UE has correctly received
the PDSCH or the downlink SPS release signaling. On the other hand, the base station transmits an uplink grant (UL
Grant, Uplink Grant) to the UE in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant is used to indicate physical uplink shared channel
(Physical Uplink Share Channel, PUSCH) transmission in the uplink subframe n, where k’ is referred to as an uplink
association index (Uplink association index). Specific values are shown in Table 2.

[0006] In the prior-art system, values of k’ and {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} are separately defined in each uplink-downlink config-

Table 1 Downlink association set

Uplink-downlink configuration Subframe number n

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 - - 6 - 4 - - 6 - 4

1 - - 7, 6 4 - - - 7, 6 4 -

2 - - 8, 7, 4, 6 - - - - 8, 7, 4, 6 - -

3 - - 7,6,11 6,5 5, 4 - - - - -

4 - - 12, 8, 7, 11 6, 5, 4, 7 - - - - - -

5 - - 13, 12, 9, 8, 7, 5, 4, 11,6 - - - - - - -

6 - - 7 7 5 - - 7 7 -

Table 2 Uplink association index

Uplink-downlink configuration Subframe number n

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 6 4 6 4

2 4 4

3 4 4 4

4 4 4

5 4

6 7 7 5 7 7
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uration. For any uplink-downlink configuration, a value of k’ is not greater than a value of kM-1, that is, the UL Grant is
transmitted in the last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, or the UL Grant is transmitted after the last
subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set. For example, when the uplink-downlink configuration is 2, the UL
Grant is transmitted in a subframe 8, where the subframe 8 is the last subframe in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {4, 5, 6, 8}. If the UE needs to transmit a PUSCH in the uplink subframe n, HARQ feedback information is carried
on the PUSCH; otherwise, the HARQ feedback information is carried on a PUCCH (Physical Uplink Control Channel,
physical uplink control channel).
[0007] However, in a later release of the LTE TDD system, a base station can dynamically configure an uplink-downlink
configuration, for example, it changes an uplink-downlink configuration every 10 ms to 40 ms. In this case, timing between
the UL Grant and the PUSCH is determined according to an uplink reference uplink-downlink configuration, and downlink
HARQ timing is determined according to a downlink reference uplink-downlink configuration, where the uplink reference
uplink-downlink configuration and the downlink reference uplink-downlink configuration may be different. In this case,
the UL Grant may be transmitted prior to the last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set.
[0008] For example, the uplink reference uplink-downlink configuration is 1, and the downlink reference uplink-downlink
configuration is 2, the UL Grant is transmitted in a subframe 6, where the subframe 6 is located before the last subframe
in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {4, 5, 6, 8}.
[0009] It should be noted that, in the prior art, an HARQ-ACK information bit carried on a PUSCH scheduled by a UL
Grant is determined according to a value of a downlink assignment index (DAI, Downlink Assignment Index) carried by
the UL Grant, where the DAI indicates the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are
transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set. As a result, when the UL Grant is transmitted prior to the last
subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, the DAI carried by the UL Grant may not indicate the total number
of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, causing
the UE to feed back an incorrect HARQ-ACK information bit.
[0010] It can be easily learned that, in a case of dynamically configured uplink-downlink configuration, when a UL
Grant is transmitted prior to the last subframe in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, a DAI carried by the UL Grant
may not indicate the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set, thereby causing a UE to feed back incorrect HARQ-ACK information.

SUMMARY

[0011] Embodiments of the present invention mainly resolve a technical problem in the prior art that a DAI carried in
a UL Grant may not indicate the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling, and consequently HARQ-
ACK information fed back according to a value indicated by the DAI is incorrect.
[0012] In view of this, the embodiments of the present invention provide a control information feedback method, a user
equipment, and a base station, so as to determine HARQ-ACK information in a new manner, thereby avoiding feedback
of incorrect HARQ-ACK information.
[0013] A first aspect of the embodiments of the present invention provides a control information feedback method,
and the method includes: receiving, by a UE, an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant is used
to physical uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n is an integer, and k’ is an uplink association
index; determining hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgment HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink
reference configuration, where the downlink reference configuration is used to determine a downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or determine downlink HARQ timing, and the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH; and
transmitting the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0014] With reference to the first aspect, in a first possible implementation, before the receiving, by a UE, an uplink
grand UL Grant in a subframe n-k, the method further includes: determining the uplink association index k’ according to
an uplink reference configuration.
[0015] With reference to the first possible implementation of the first aspect, in a second possible implementation, the
determining HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference configuration specifically includes: determining
the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration; and
determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0016] With reference to the first possible implementation of the first aspect, in a third possible implementation, the
determining HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference configuration specifically includes: determining,
according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-ACK information.
[0017] With reference to the third possible implementation of the first aspect, in a fourth possible implementation, the
determining, according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-ACK
information specifically includes: determining that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration
1 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or determining that the uplink
reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-
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downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5; determining the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframes n
according to the downlink reference configuration; and determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}
[0018] With reference to the first possible implementation of the first aspect, in a fifth possible implementation, the
determining HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference configuration specifically includes: determining
the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}of the subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration; deter-
mining an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; determining a timing relationship between the subframe n-k’ and subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; and determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relationship.
[0019] With reference to the fifth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a sixth possible implementation, the
determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relationship includes: if the subframe n-k’ in the deter-
mined timing relationship is a subframe n-kMc-1or the subframe n-k’ is a subframe after the subframe n-kMc-1, determining
the HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the UL Grant, where the subframe n-kMc-

1 is the last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}.
[0020] With reference to the fifth or the sixth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a seventh possible imple-
mentation, the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relationship includes: if the subframe n-
k’ in the determined timing relationship is a subframe prior to the subframe n-kMc-1, determining the HARQ-ACK infor-
mation according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,-kMc-1}.
[0021] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in an eighth
possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining the HARQ-ACK information
according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: determining, according to the number of
elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc,
where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0022] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in a ninth
possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining the HARQ-ACK information
according to the downlink association set {k0, k1,..., kMc-1} specifically includes: determining the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determining whether
the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe; and when the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe, determining that
the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-
kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is
Mc -1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0023] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in a tenth
possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining the HARQ-ACK information
according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,..,kMc-1} specifically includes: determining the HARQ-ACK bundling sub

frame set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} ;determining, according to uplink-

downlink configuration information, the number of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling sub-

frame set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where k’ and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information

carried on a physical layer channel; and determining, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the

number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

[0024] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in an
eleventh possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining the HARQ-ACK
information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,..,kMc-1} specifically includes: determining the HARQ-ACK

bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} ; determining,

according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-

ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determining whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-

k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration

information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-

k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe, determining, according to the number  of downlink sub-

frames, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is  or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
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{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, determining, according to the number  of downlink

subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

[0025] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twelfth
possible implementation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells include a

serving cell c, and the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1} includes: determining, according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes

for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determining a transmission mode
of the serving cell c ; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial

HARQ-ACK bundling, determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK

bundling, determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0026] With reference to the twelfth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a thirteenth possible implementation,

the determining, according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for

which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically includes: determining theHARQ-
ACK bundling sub frame set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and deter-

mining whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-sub frame;

and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe,

determining that  equals Mc; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink

special mini-subframe, determining that  equals Mc-1, , where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink asso-

ciation set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0027] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in a fourteenth
possible implementation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells include a

serving cell c, and the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1} specifically includes: determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink

association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; determining, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number 

of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where  the

uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; determining, according to

 the number of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving

cell c, and determining a transmission mode of the serving cell c ; and when  determining that the number

of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of the serving

cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining that the number of bits of the

HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell

c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining that the number of bits of

the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0028] With reference to the fourteenth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a fifteenth possible implemen-

tation, the determining, according to  the number of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information

needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically includes: when  determining that  equals 0; when

the  downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe, determining that  equals Mc; or when the

downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, determining that  equals Mc -1, where Mc is the

number of elements of the set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0029] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in a sixteenth
possible implementation, the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set
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{k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according
to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; determining a first subframe set and a second subframe set according
to the subframe n-k’ and the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,kMc-1}, where the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes the first subframe set and the second subframe set, the last subframe in the
first subframe set is the subframe n-k’ or a subframe prior to the subframe n-k’, and the first subframe in the second
subframe set is a subframe after the subframe n-k’; determining first HARQ-ACK information according to downlink
control information DAI in the UL Grant, where the first HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the first subframe set;
and determining second HARQ-ACK information, where the second HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the second
subframe set; the HARQ-ACK information includes the first HARQ-ACK information and the second HARQ-ACK infor-
mation.
[0030] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a seventeenth possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining first HARQ-ACK information according

to the DAI in the UL Grant specifically includes: determining the number  of downlink assignments DL Assignments

received in the first subframe set; determining the number of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received

in the first subframe set, where the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment; determining a value  indicated

by the DAI in the UL Grant; and determining the first HARQ-ACK information according to   and 

[0031] With reference to the seventeenth possible implementation of the first aspect, in an eighteenth possible imple-

mentation, the determining the first HARQ-ACK information according to  and  includes: if it is

determined that  determining that the first HARQ-ACK information indicates

a non-acknowledgment NACK.
[0032] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a nineteenth possible implemen-
tation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining first HARQ-ACK information according to

the DAI in the UL Grant includes: determining that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information is  where

 is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

[0033] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twentieth possible implemen-
tation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell c, and the

determining first HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the UL Grant includes: determining, according to the

DAI in the UL Grant, the number  of downlink subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be

fed back on the serving cell c, and determining a transmission mode of the serving cell c ; and when the transmission
mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining that the number

of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving

cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining that the number of bits

of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0034] With reference to the twentieth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twenty-first possible implemen-

tation, the determining, according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number  of downlink subframes for which the

first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically includes: when none of downlink
reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determining that

 or when a downlink reference configuration of at least one serving cell among the Ncell

serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration information carried on the physical
layer channel indicates the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determining that

 where min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value,  is

the number of subframes in the first subframe set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a maximum

Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments received in the first subframe set

of an ith serving cell and the number of PDSCHs not scheduled by using a DL Assignment, and 0≤ i < Ncell.

[0035] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twenty-second possible imple-
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mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining second HARQ-ACK information specifically
includes: determining the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI in a downlink assign-
ment DL Assignment received in the second subframe set.
[0036] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twenty-third possible implemen-
tation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining second HARQ-ACK information includes:

determining that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is  where  is the number of subframes

in the second subframe set.
[0037] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twenty-fourth possible imple-
mentation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell c,

and the determining second HARQ-ACK information specifically includes: determining the number  of downlink

subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determining a
transmission mode of the serving cell c ; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport
block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information

of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and

does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information

of the serving cell c is 

[0038] With reference to the twenty-fourth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twenty-fifth possible imple-

mentation, the determining the number  of downlink subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK information needs

to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically includes: when the second subframe set includes no downlink special

mini-subframe, determining that  or when the second subframe set includes a downlink special mini-

subframe, determining that  where  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

[0039] With reference to the twenty-fourth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twenty-sixth possible im-

plementation, the determining the number  of downlink subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK information

needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically includes: determining, according to uplink-downlink configuration

information, the number  of downlink subframes included in the second subframe set, where the uplink-downlink

configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; when the  downlink subframes include

no downlink special mini-subframe, determining that  or when the  downlink subframes include

a downlink special mini-subframe, determining that 

[0040] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twenty-
seventh possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining the HARQ-ACK
information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: determining the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; determining a first
DL Assignment, where the first DL Assignment is the last DL Assignment detected in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; and determining the HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment index DAI
in the first DL Assignment.
[0041] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twenty-eighth possible
implementation, the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the first DL Assignment specifically
includes: determining the number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set

{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determining a value  indicated by the DAI in the first DL Assignment, where the first DL

Assignment is specifically the last DL Assignment among the UDAI,c DL Assignments; and determining the HARQ-ACK

information according to UDAI,c and 

[0042] With reference to the twenty-eighth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twenty-ninth possible

implementation, the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c and  includes: if it is determined

that UDAI,c>0 and  determining that the HARQ-ACK information indicates a non-

acknowledgment NACK.
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[0043] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in a thirtieth possible imple-
mentation, the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the first DL Assignment specifically includes:
determining the number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-

1}; determining the number NSPS of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK bundling

subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n- kMc-1}, where the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment; determining a value 

indicated by the DAI in the first DL Assignment; determining the total number K of subframes, with PDSCH transmission
and downlink SPS release signaling transmission, that are indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant; and determining the

HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c NSPS,  and K.

[0044] With reference to the thirtieth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a thirty-first possible implementation,

the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c, NSPS,  and  includes: if it is determined

that UDAI,c>0 and  or if it is determined that K >UDAI,c + NSPS, determining that the

HARQ-ACK information indicates a non-acknowledgment NACK.
[0045] With reference to any one of the twenty-seventh to the thirty-first possible implementations of the first aspect,
in a thirty-second possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and after the determining
the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the first DL Assignment, the method further includes: determining that
Nbundled =(UDAI,c+NSPS), where UDAI,c is the determined number of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, NSPS is the determined number of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs
received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n--k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and the PDSCH has no corresponding DL
Assignment; and determining a scrambling sequence according to Nbundled, where the scrambling sequence is used to
scramble the HARQ-ACK information on which encoding is performed.
[0046] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in a thirty-
third possible implementation, an HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, and two
serving cells are configured for the UE, where the two serving cells include a serving cell c, and the determining the
HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: when Mc = 1 or
2, determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A , where A is 2, 3, or 4; or when Mc = 3 or 4,
determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4; where Mc is the number of elements of the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0047] A second aspect of the embodiments of the present invention provides a user equipment UE, and the user
equipment includes: a receiving module, configured to receive an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the
UL Grant is used to indicate physical uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n is an integer, and
k’ is an uplink association index; a processing and feedback module, configured to determine hybrid automatic repeat
request acknowledgment HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference configuration, where the downlink
reference configuration is used to determine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or determine downlink HARQ
timing, and the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH; and a transmitting module, configured to transmit the
PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0048] With reference to the second aspect, in a first possible implementation, the user equipment further includes: a
parameter determining module, configured to determine the uplink association index k’ according to an uplink reference
configuration before the receiving module receives the UL Grant in the subframe n-k’.
[0049] With reference to the first possible implementation of the second aspect, in a second possible implementation,
the processing and feedback module specifically includes: a set determining unit, configured to determine the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration; and a processing
unit, configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...kMc-1} de-
termined by the set determining unit.
[0050] With reference to the first possible implementation of the second aspect, in a third possible implementation,
the processing and feedback module is specifically configured to determine, according to the downlink reference con-
figuration and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-ACK information.
[0051] With reference to the third possible implementation of the second aspect, in a fourth possible implementation,
the processing and feedback module specifically includes: a configuration determining unit, configured to determine that
the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 and the downlink reference configuration is the
uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or determine that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink config-
uration 6 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5; a set determining
unit, configured to determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink
reference configuration; and a processing unit, configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0, k1,...,kMc-1} I determined by the set determining unit.
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[0052] With reference to the first possible implementation of the second aspect, in a fifth possible implementation, the
processing and feedback module specifically includes: a set determining unit, configured to determine the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration, and determine an
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and
a processing unit, configured to determine a timing relationship between the subframe n-k’ and subframes in the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing
relationship.
[0053] With reference to the fifth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a sixth possible implementation,
the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment
index DAI in the UL Grant if the subframe n-k’ in the determined timing relationship is a subframe n-kMc-1 or the subframe
n-k’ is a subframe after the subframe n-kMc-1, where the subframe n-kMc-1 is the last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}.
[0054] With reference to the fifth or the sixth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a seventh possible
implementation, the processing unit is further configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} when the subframe n-k’ in the determined timing relationship is a subframe prior
to the subframe n-kMc-1.
[0055] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the second aspect, in an
eighth possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit is specifically
configured to determine, according to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the
number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0056] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the second aspect, in a
ninth possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit is specifically
configured to determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink associ-
ation set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes
a downlink special mini-subframe; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no
downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information
is Mc; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {nk0,nk1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe,
the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc-1, where Mc is the number
of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0057] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the second aspect, in a
tenth possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit is specifically
configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-

k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes

included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration in-

formation, where , and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer

channel; and determine, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-

ACK information is 

[0058] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the second aspect, in an
eleventh possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit is specifically
configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK bundling sub frame set {n-k0,n-k1,...n-

kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes included in

the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, and

determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-sub-

frame, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer

channel; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-

subframe, the processing unit determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of

bits of the HARQ-ACK information is  or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}

includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines, according to the number  of downlink
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subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

[0059] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the second aspect, in a
twelfth possible implementation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells include

a serving cell c, and the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, according to the downlink association

set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back

on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the
serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines that the

number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is or when the transmission mode of the serving

cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines that

the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0060] With reference to the twelfth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a thirteenth possible implemen-
tation, the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-

kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling sub-

frame set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set

{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines that  equals Mc;

or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the

processing unit determines that  equals Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set

{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0061] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the second aspect, in a
fourteenth possible implementation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells

include a serving cell c, and the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, after the set determining unit
determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set

{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-

k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, where  and the uplink-downlink config-

uration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; determine, according to  the number 

of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c; and determine

a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and when  the processing unit determines that the number of bits

of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c

supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines that the number of

bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is or when  and the transmission mode of the

serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines

that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0062] With reference to the fourteenth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a fifteenth possible imple-

mentation, the processing unit is specifically configured to, when determine that  equals 0; when the

 downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  equals Mc; or when the

 downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  equals Mc-1, where Mc is the

number of elements of the set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0063] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in a sixteenth
possible implementation, the processing unit specifically includes: a subframe determining unit, configured to determine,
after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, a first subframe set and a second subframe set according to the subframe n-
k’ and the set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; a first processing unit, configured to determine first HARQ-ACK information according
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to downlink control information DAI in the UL Grant; and a second processing unit, configured to determine second
HARQ-ACK information; where the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes the first subframe
set and the second subframe set, the last subframe in the first subframe set is the subframe n-k’ or a subframe prior to
the subframe n-k’, the first subframe in the second subframe set is a subframe after the subframe n-k’, the first HARQ-
ACK information corresponds to the first subframe set, the second HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the second
subframe set, and the HARQ-ACK information includes the first HARQ-ACK information and the second HARQ-ACK
information.
[0064] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a seventeenth possible im-
plementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the first processing unit is specifically configured to

determine the number of downlink assignments DL Assignments received in the first subframe set; determine

the number of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the first subframe set, where the PDSCH

has no corresponding DL Assignment; and determine a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, so as to

determine the first HARQ-ACK information according to   and 

[0065] With reference to the seventeenth possible implementation of the second aspect, in an eighteenth possible
implementation, the first processing unit is specifically configured to determine, when it is determined that

that the first HARQ-ACK information indicates a non-acknowledgment NACK.

[0066] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a nineteenth possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the first processing unit is specifically configured to

determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information is  where  is a value indicated by the

DAI in the UL Grant.
[0067] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a twentieth possible imple-
mentation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell c,

and the first processing unit is specifically configured to determine, according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number

 of downlink subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and

determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one
transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the first processing unit determines that the number of bits of the

first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports

two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the first processing unit determines that the number

of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0068] With reference to the twentieth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a twenty-first possible implemen-
tation, the first processing unit is specifically configured to: when none of downlink reference configurations of the Ncell

serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determine that  or when a downlink

reference configuration of at least one serving cell among the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5,

determine that  where min() is a function for obtaining a minimum

value,  is the number of subframes in the first subframe set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant,

U is a maximum Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments received in the

first subframe set of an ith serving cell and the number of PDSCHs not scheduled by using a DL Assignment, and 0≤i<Ncell.

[0069] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a twenty-second possible
implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the second processing unit is specifically configured
to determine the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI in a downlink assignment DL
Assignment received in the second subframe set.
[0070] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a twenty-third possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the second processing unit is specifically configured to
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determine that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is  where  is the number of subframes

in the second subframe set.
[0071] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a twenty-fourth possible
implementation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell

c, and the second processing unit is specifically configured to determine the number  of downlink subframes for

which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission
mode of the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses
spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the second processing unit determines that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport

blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the second processing unit determines that the number of bits of

the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0072] With reference to the twenty-fourth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a twenty-fifth possible
implementation, the second processing unit is specifically configured to: when the second subframe set includes no

downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  or when the second subframe set includes a downlink

special mini-subframe, determine that  where  is the number of subframes in the second subframe

set.
[0073] With reference to the twenty-fourth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a twenty-sixth possible
implementation, the second processing unit is specifically configured to determine, according to uplink-downlink config-

uration information, the number  of downlink subframes included in the second subframe set, where the uplink-

downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; when the  downlink subframes

include no downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit determines that  or when the

 downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit determines that

[0074] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the second aspect, in a
twenty-seventh possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit is
specifically configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0, k1,...,kMc-1}, a first DL Assignment, where the first
DL Assignment is the last DL Assignment detected in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; and
determine the HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the first DL Assignment.
[0075] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible implementation of the second aspect, in a twenty-eighth possible
implementation, the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received

in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determine a value  indicated by the DAI in

the first DL Assignment, so as to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c and  where the first

DL Assignment is specifically the last DL Assignment among the UDAI,c DL Assignments.

[0076] With reference to the twenty-eighth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a twenty-ninth possible
implementation, the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, when it is determined that UDAI,c > 0 and

 that the HARQ-ACK information indicates a non-acknowledgment NACK.

[0077] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible implementation of the second aspect, in a thirtieth possible
implementation, the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received

in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; determine the number NSPS of physical downlink shared

channels PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where the PDSCH has no

corresponding DL Assignment; determine a value  indicated by the DAI in the first DL Assignment; and determine
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the total number K of subframes, with PDSCH transmission and downlink SPS release signaling transmission, that are

indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant; so as to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c, NSPS, 

and K.
[0078] With reference to the thirtieth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a thirty-first possible implemen-
tation, the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, when it is determined that UDAI,c>0 and

 or when it is determined that K >UDAI,c + NSPS, that the HARQ-ACK information

indicates a non-acknowledgment NACK.
[0079] With reference to any one of the twenty-seventh to the thirty-first possible implementation of the second aspect,
in a thirty-second possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit is
further configured to determine that Nbundled =(UDAI,c+NSPS) after determining the HARQ-ACK information according to
the DAI in the first DL Assignment, so as to determine a scrambling sequence according to Nbundled, where UDAI,c is the
number, which is determined by the processing unit, of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} ,NSPS is the number, which is determined by the processing unit, of physical downlink shared
channels PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} the PDSCH has no corre-
sponding DL Assignment, and the scrambling sequence is used to scramble the HARQ-ACK information on which
encoding is performed.
[0080] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the second aspect, in a
thirty-third possible implementation, an HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection,
and two serving cells are configured for the UE, where the two serving cells include a serving cell c, and the processing
unit is specifically configured to: when Mc = 1 or 2, determine that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is
A , where A is 2, 3, or 4; or when Mc = 3 or 4, determine that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4;
where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0081] A third aspect of the embodiments of the present invention provides a user equipment UE, and the user
equipment includes: a receiver, configured to receive an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant
is used to physical uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n is an integer, and k’ is an uplink
association index; a processor, configured to determine hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgment HARQ-ACK
information according to a downlink reference configuration, where the downlink reference configuration is used to
determine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or determine downlink HARQ timing, and the HARQ-ACK
information is carried on the PUSCH; and a transmitter, configured to transmit the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0082] With reference to the third aspect, in a first possible implementation, the processor is further configured to
determine the uplink association index k’ according to an uplink reference configuration before the receiver receives the
UL Grant in the subframe n-k’.
[0083] With reference to the first possible implementation of the third aspect, in a second possible implementation,
the processor is specifically configured to determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n
according to the downlink reference configuration, and determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0084] With reference to the first possible implementation of the third aspect, in a third possible implementation, the
processor is specifically configured to determine, according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink
reference configuration, the HARQ-ACK information.
[0085] With reference to the third possible implementation of the third aspect, in a fourth possible implementation, the
processor is specifically configured to: determine that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configu-
ration 1 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or determine that the uplink
reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-
downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5; determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...kMc-1} of the subframe n according
to the downlink reference configuration; and determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0086] With reference to the first possible implementation of the third aspect, in a fifth possible implementation, the
processor is specifically configured to: determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according
to the downlink reference configuration, and determine an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}
according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; and determine a timing relationship between the subframe n-
k’ and subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determine the HARQ-ACK infor-
mation according to the timing relationship.
[0087] With reference to the fifth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a sixth possible implementation, the
processor is specifically configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment index
DAI in the UL Grant if the subframe n-k’ in the determined timing relationship is a subframe n-kMc-1 or the subframe n-
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k’ is a subframe after the subframe n-kMc-1, where the subframe n-kMc-1 is the last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}.
[0088] With reference to the fifth or the sixth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a seventh possible imple-
mentation, the processor is further configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink as-
sociation set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} when the subframe n-k’ in the determined timing relationship is a subframe prior to the
subframe n-kMc-1.
[0089] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the third aspect, in an eighth
possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor is specifically configured to
determine, according to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the number of bits
of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0090] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the third aspect, in a ninth
possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor is specifically configured to
determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink
special mini-subframe; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink
special mini-subframe, the processor determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc; or when
the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processor
determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements of the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0091] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the third aspect, in a tenth
possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor is specifically configured to
determine, after the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} is determined according to the downlink

association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, where  and the uplink-down-

link configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and determine, according to the number

 of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

[0092] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the third aspect, in an
eleventh possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor is specifically
configured to: determine, after determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to

the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling

subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, and determine whether the

HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe; and where

 and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and

when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the

processor determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information is  or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special

mini-subframe, the processor determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of

bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

[0093] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the third aspect, in a twelfth
possible implementation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells include a

serving cell c, and the processor is specifically configured to determine, according to the downlink association set

{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on

the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the
serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor determines that the

number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving
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cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor determines that the

number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0094] With reference to the twelfth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a thirteenth possible implementation,
the processor is specifically configured to determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} ac-

cording to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set

{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-

k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the processor determines that  equals Mc; or when

the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processor

determines that  equals Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0095] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the third aspect, in a
fourteenth possible implementation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells

include a serving cell c, and the processor is specifically configured to determine, after determining the HARQ-ACK

bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number 

of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-

downlink configuration information; determine, according to  the number  of downlink subframes for which

the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c; and determine a transmission mode of the serving

cell c; and and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel;

and when  the processor determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial

HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell c is  or when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and

does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information

of the serving cell c is 

[0096] With reference to the fourteenth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a fifteenth possible implemen-

tation, the processor is specifically configured to, when  determine that  equals 0; when the 

downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  equals Mc ; or when the 

downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  equals Mc - 1, where Mc is the

number of elements of the set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0097] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the third aspect, in a sixteenth
possible implementation, the processor is specifically configured to: after determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, determine a first subframe set
and a second subframe set according to the subframe n - k’ and the set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}; and determine first
HARQ-ACK information according to downlink control information DAI in the UL Grant; and determine second HARQ-
ACK information; where the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}includes the first subframe set
and the second subframe set, the last subframe in the first subframe set is the subframe n - k’ or a subframe before the
subframe n - k’, the first subframe in the second subframe set is a subframe after the subframe n - k’, the first HARQ-
ACK information corresponds to the first subframe set, the second HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the second
subframe set, and the HARQ-ACK information includes the first HARQ-ACK information and the second HARQ-ACK
information.
[0098] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a seventeenth possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell C is configured for the UE, and the processor is specifically configured to: determine

the number  of downlink assignments DL Assignments received in the first subframe set; determine the number

 of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the first subframe set, where the PDSCH has no
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corresponding DL Assignment; determine a value  indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant; and determine the first

HARQ-ACK information according to   and 

[0099] With reference to the seventeenth possible implementation of the third aspect, in an eighteenth possible im-
plementation, the processor is specifically configured to determine, when it is determined that

 that the first HARQ-ACK information indicates a non-acknowledgment NACK.

[0100] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a nineteenth possible implemen-
tation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor is specifically configured to determine that the

number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information is  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

[0101] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a twentieth possible implemen-
tation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell c, and

the processor is specifically configured to determine, according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number  of downlink

subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a
transmission mode of the serving cell c ; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport
block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor determines that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport

blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor determines that the number of bits of the first

HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0102] With reference to the twentieth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a twenty-first possible implemen-
tation, the processor is specifically configured to: when none of downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving

cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determine that  or when a downlink reference

configuration of at least one serving cell among the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determine

that  where min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value, 

is the number of subframes in the first subframe set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a

maximum Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments received in the first

subframe set of an ith serving cell and the number of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs not scheduled by
using a DL Assignment, and 0 ≤ i < N cell.

[0103] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a twenty-second possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor is specifically configured to determine the
second HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI in a downlink assignment DL Assignment
received in the second subframe set.
[0104] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a twenty-third possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor is specifically configured to determine that

the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is  where  is the number of subframes in the second

subframe set.
[0105] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a twenty-fourth possible imple-
mentation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell c,

and the processor is specifically configured to determine the number  of downlink subframes for which the second

HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving
cell c; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK
bundling, the processor determines that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c

is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial

HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor determines that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell is 
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[0106] With reference to the twenty-fourth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a twenty-fifth possible im-
plementation, the processor is specifically configured to: when the second subframe set includes no downlink special

mini-subframe, determine that  or when the second subframe set includes a downlink special mini-

subframe, determine that where  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

[0107] With reference to the twenty-fourth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a twenty-sixth possible
implementation, the processor is specifically configured to determine, according to uplink-downlink configuration infor-

mation, the number  of downlink subframes included in the second subframe set, where the uplink-downlink

configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; when the  downlink subframes include

no downlink special mini-subframe, the processor determines that  or when the  downlink sub-

frames include a downlink special mini-subframe, the processor determines that 

[0108] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the third aspect, in a twenty-
seventh possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor is specifically
configured to determine a first DL Assignment after determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n
- kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, where the first DL Assignment is the last DL Assignment
detected in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}; and determine the HARQ-ACK information
according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the first DL Assignment.
[0109] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible implementation of the third aspect, in a twenty-eighth possible
implementation, the processor is specifically configured to determine the number U DAI,c of DL Assignments received

in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, and determine a value  indicated by the DAI

in the first DL Assignment, so as to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c and  where the

first DL Assignment is specifically the last DL Assignment among the UDAI,c DL Assignments.

[0110] With reference to the twenty-eighth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a twenty-ninth possible
implementation, the processor is specifically configured to determine, when it is determined that UDAI,c > 0 and

 that the HARQ-ACK information indicates a non-acknowledgment NACK.

[0111] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible implementation of the third aspect, in a thirtieth possible imple-
mentation, the processor is specifically configured to: determine the number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the

HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}; determine the number NSPS of physical downlink shared

channels PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, where the PDSCH has

no corresponding DL Assignment; determine a value  indicated by the DAI in the first DL Assignment; determine

the total number K of subframes, with PDSCH transmission and downlink SPS release signaling transmission, that are

indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant; and determine the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c, NSPS,  and K.

[0112] With reference to the thirtieth possible implementation of the third aspect, in a thirty-first possible implementation,
the processor is specifically configured to determine, when it is determined that UDAI,c > 0 and

 or when it is determined that K >UDAI,c + NSPS, that the HARQ-ACK information

indicates a non-acknowledgment NACK.
[0113] With reference to any one of the twenty-seventh to the thirty-first possible implementations of the third aspect,
in a thirty-second possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor is further
configured to determine that Nbundled = (UDAI,c + NSPS) after determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the
DAI in the first DL Assignment, so as to determine a scrambling sequence according to Nbundled, where UDAI,c is the
number, which is determined by the processor, of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, NSPS is the number, which is determined by the processor, of physical downlink shared channels
PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, the PDSCH has no corresponding
DL Assignment, and the scrambling sequence is used to scramble the HARQ-ACK information on which encoding is
performed.
[0114] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the third aspect, in a thirty-
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third possible implementation, an HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, and two
serving cells are configured for the UE, where the two serving cells include a serving cell c, and the processor is specifically
configured to: when Mc = 1 or 2, determine that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is 2, 3,
or 4; or when Mc = 3 or 4, determine that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4; where Mc is the number
of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0115] A fourth aspect of the embodiments of the present invention provides a control information feedback method,
and the method includes: transmitting, by a base station, an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n - k’, where the UL
Grant is used to indicate physical uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n is an integer, and k’
is an uplink association index; receiving, by the base station in the subframe n, the PUSCH transmitted by the UE; and
determining, by the base station, hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgment HARQ-ACK information according
to a downlink reference configuration, where the downlink reference configuration is used to determine a downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or determine downlink HARQ timing, and the HARQ-ACK information is carried on
the PUSCH.
[0116] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a first possible implementation, before the transmitting, by a base station,
a UL Grant in a subframe n - k’, the method further includes: determining, by the base station, the uplink association
index k’ according to an uplink reference configuration.
[0117] With reference to the first possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a second possible implementation,
the determining, by the base station, HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference configuration specifically
includes: determining, by the base station, the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to
the downlink reference configuration; and determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0118] With reference to the first possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a third possible implementation, the
determining, by the base station, HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference configuration specifically
includes: determining, by the base station according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference
configuration, the HARQ-ACK information.
[0119] With reference to the third possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a fourth possible implementation,
the determining, by the base station according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference config-
uration, the HARQ-ACK information specifically includes: determining, by the base station, that the uplink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink
configuration 2 or 5, or determining, by the base station, that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink
configuration 6 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5; determining,
by the base station, the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference
configuration; and determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0120] With reference to the first possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a fifth possible implementation, the
determining, by the base station, HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference configuration specifically
includes: determining, by the base station, the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to
the downlink reference configuration; determining, by the base station, an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n
- k1,...,n - kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; determining, by the base station, a timing
relationship between the subframe n - k’ and subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n -
kMc-1}; and determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relationship.
[0121] With reference to the fifth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a sixth possible implementation, the
determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relationship includes: if the subframe
n - k’ in the timing relationship determined by the base station is a subframe n - kMc-1 or the subframe n - k’ is a subframe
after the subframe n - kMc-1, determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink
assignment index DAI in the UL Grant, where the subframe n - kMc-1 is the last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set .{n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}
[0122] With reference to the fifth or the sixth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a seventh possible
implementation, the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relationship
includes: if the subframe n - k’ in the timing relationship determined by the base station is a subframe prior to the subframe
n - kMc-1, determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0123] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in an
eighth possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining, by the base station,
the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: determining,
by the base station according to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the number
of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
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[0124] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a ninth
possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining, by the base station, the
HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: determining, by
the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and determining whether the HARQ-ACK bundling sub frame set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} includes
a downlink special mini-subframe; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} includes
no downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information
is Mc ; or when the set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base
station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is M c -1, where Mc is the number of elements of the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0125] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a tenth
possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining, by the base station, the
HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: determining, by

the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according to the downlink association

set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; determining, by the base station according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number

 of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, where

 and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and

determining, by the base station according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the

HARQ-ACK information is 

[0126] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in an
eleventh possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining, by the base
station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: de-

termining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according to the downlink

association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; determining, by the base station according to uplink-downlink configuration information,

the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1},

and determining whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} includes a downlink special

mini-subframe, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical

layer channel; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} includes no downlink special

mini-subframe, determining, by the base station according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number

of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is  or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-

1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station according to the number  of downlink

subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

[0127] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a
twelfth possible implementation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, the Ncell serving cells

include a serving cell c, and the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} includes: determining, by the base station according to the downlink association set

{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on

the serving cell c, and determining a transmission mode of the serving cell c ; and when the transmission mode of the
serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the base station, that

the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the

serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the base

station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0128] With reference to the twelfth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a thirteenth possible implemen-

tation, the determining, by the base station according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number 
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of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically
includes: determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according

to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determining whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n

- k1,...,n - kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n

- k1,...,n - kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station, that  equals Mc ; or

when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe,

determining, by the base station, that  equals Mc -1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association

set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0129] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a
fourteenth possible implementation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, the Ncell serving cells

include a serving cell c, and the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} determining, by the base station

according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-

ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration information

is information carried on a physical layer channel; determining, by the base station according to  the number 

of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determining

a transmission mode of the serving cell c ; and when  determining, by the base station, that the number of

bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of the serving

cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the base station, that the number

of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when  and the transmission mode of the

serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the base

station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0130] With reference to the fourteenth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a fifteenth possible implemen-

tation, the determining, by the base station according to  the number  of downlink subframes for which the

HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically includes: when  determining,

by the base station, that  equals 0; when the  downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe,

determining, by the base station, that  equals Mc ; or when the  downlink subframes include a downlink special

mini-subframe, determining, by the base station, that  equals Mc -1, where Mc is the number of elements of the set

{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0131] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a
sixteenth possible implementation, the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; determining, by the
base station, a first subframe set and a second subframe set according to the subframe n - k’ and the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, where the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-

1} includes the first subframe set and the second subframe set, the last subframe in the first subframe set is the subframe
n - k’ or a sub frame prior to the subframe n - k’, and the first subframe in the second subframe set is a subframe after
the subframe n - k’; determining, by the base station, first HARQ-ACK information, where the first HARQ-ACK information
corresponds to the first subframe set; and determining, by the base station, second HARQ-ACK information, where the
second HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the second subframe set; the HARQ-ACK information includes the first
HARQ-ACK information and the second HARQ-ACK information.
[0132] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a seventeenth possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining, by the base station, first HARQ-ACK
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information specifically includes: determining, by the base station, that the first HARQ-ACK information is 1 or 2 bits;
and when at least one bit of the first HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK, retransmitting, by the base station,
downlink data corresponding to at least one codeword in the first subframe set.
[0133] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in an eighteenth possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining, by the base station, first HARQ-ACK
information specifically includes: determining, by the base station, the first HARQ-ACK information according to downlink
control information DAI in the UL Grant.
[0134] With reference to the eighteenth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a nineteenth possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining, by the base station, the first HARQ-
ACK information according to the DAI in the UL Grant includes: determining, by the base station, that the number of bits

of the first HARQ-ACK information is  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

[0135] With reference to the eighteenth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a twentieth possible imple-
mentation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell c,

and the determining, by the base station, the first HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the UL Grant includes:

determining, by the base station according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number  of downlink subframes for

which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determining a transmission mode
of the serving cell c ; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial
HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does

not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is 

[0136] With reference to the twentieth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-first possible imple-

mentation, the determining, by the base station according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number  of downlink

subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically includes:
when none of the downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5,

determining, by the base station, that  or when a downlink reference configuration of at

least one serving cell among the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determining, by the base

station, that  where min() is a function for obtaining a minimum

value,  is the number of subframes in the first subframe set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant,

U is a maximum U i value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments transmitted in

the first subframe set of an ih serving cell and the number of PDSCHs not scheduled by using a DL Assignment, and 0
≤ i < Ncell.

[0137] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-second possible
implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining, by the base station, second HARQ-
ACK information specifically includes: determining, by the base station, the second HARQ-ACK information according
to a value indicated by a DAI in a downlink assignment DL Assignment transmitted in the second subframe set.
[0138] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-third possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining, by the base station, second HARQ-
ACK information includes: determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information

is  where  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

[0139] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-fourth possible imple-
mentation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell >0, the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell c,

and the determining, by the base station, second HARQ-ACK information specifically includes: determining, by the base

station, the number  of downlink subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back

on the serving cell c, and determining a transmission mode of the serving cell c ; and when the transmission mode of
the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the base station,
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that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission

mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining,

by the base station, that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0140] With reference to the twenty-fourth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-fifth possible

implementation, the determining, by the base station, the number  of downlink subframes for which the second

HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically includes: when the second subframe set

includes no downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station, that  or when the second

subframe set includes a downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station, that  where

 is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

[0141] With reference to the twenty-fourth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-sixth possible

implementation, the determining, by the base station, the number  of downlink subframes for which the second

HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically includes: determining, by the base station

according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes included in the second

subframe set, where the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel;

when the  downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station, that

 or when the  downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by

the base station, that 

[0142] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a
twenty-seventh possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and before the determining,
by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the method
further includes: configuring, by the base station, an HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK
bundling; performing, by the base station, blind detection on a scrambling sequence, where the scrambling sequence
is used to scramble the HARQ-ACK information on which encoding is performed; and determining, by the base station,
Nbundled by using an index of the scrambling sequence.
[0143] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a twenty-eighth possible
implementation, the determining, by the base station, Nbundled by using an index of the scrambling sequence specifically
includes: determining, by the base station according to a formula i = (Nbundled -1)mod4, Nbundled, where i is the index of
the scrambling sequence.
[0144] With reference to the twenty-seventh or the twenty-eighth possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a
twenty-ninth possible implementation, the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to
the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; determining,
by the base station, that the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} is K, where K is a positive integer; when Nbundled is not
equal to K, determining, by the base station, that the UE has lost a PDSCH and/or downlink SPS release signaling in
the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} ; and retransmitting, by the base station, the lost PDSCH
and/or downlink SPS release signaling.
[0145] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fourth aspect, in a
thirtieth possible implementation, an HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, and
two serving cells are configured for the UE, where downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are same,
the two serving cells include a serving cell c, and the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information
according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically includes: when Mc = 1 or 2, determining, by the
base station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is 2, 3, or 4; or when Mc = 3 or 4,
determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4; where Mc is the number of
elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0146] A fifth aspect of the embodiments of the present invention provides a base station, and the base station includes:
a transmitting module, configured to transmit an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n - k’, where the UL Grant is used
to indicate physical uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n is an integer, and k’ is an uplink
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association index; a receiving module, configured to receive, in the subframe n, the PUSCH transmitted by the UE; and
a feedback determining module, configured to determine hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgment HARQ-ACK
information according to a downlink reference configuration, where the downlink reference configuration is used to
determine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or determine downlink HARQ timing, and the HARQ-ACK
information is carried on the PUSCH.
[0147] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a first possible implementation, the base station further includes: a parameter
determining module, configured to determine the uplink association index k’ according to an uplink reference configuration
before the transmitting module transmits the UL Grant in the subframe n - k’.
[0148] With reference to the first possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a second possible implementation, the
feedback determining module specifically includes: a set determining unit, configured to determine the downlink asso-
ciation set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration; and a processing unit,
configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} determined
by the set determining unit.
[0149] With reference to the first possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a third possible implementation, the
feedback determining module is specifically configured to determine, according to the downlink reference configuration
and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-ACK information.
[0150] With reference to the third possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a fourth possible implementation, the
feedback determining module specifically includes: a configuration determining unit, configured to determine that the
uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 and the downlink reference configuration is the
uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or determine that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink config-
uration 6 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5; a set determining
unit, configured to determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink
reference configuration; and a processing unit, configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} determined by the set determining unit.
[0151] With reference to the first possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a fifth possible implementation, the
feedback determining module specifically includes: a set determining unit, configured to determine the downlink asso-
ciation set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration, and determine an HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; and a
processing unit, configured to determine a timing relationship between the subframe n - k’ and subframes in the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} ,and determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing
relationship.
[0152] With reference to the fifth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a sixth possible implementation, the
processing unit is specifically configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment
index DAI in the UL Grant if the subframe n - k’ in the determined timing relationship is a subframe n - kMc-1 or the
subframe n - k’ is a subframe after the subframe n - kMc-1, where the subframe n - kMc-1 is the last subframe in the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}.
[0153] With reference to the fifth or the sixth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a seventh possible imple-
mentation, the processing unit is further configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} when the subframe n - k’ in the determined timing relationship is a subframe prior to the
subframe n - kMc-1.
[0154] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in an eighth
possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit is specifically configured
to determine, according to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the number of
bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1}.
[0155] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a ninth
possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit is specifically configured
to determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink
special mini-subframe; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink
special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc ; or
when the set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines that the
number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0156] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a tenth
possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit is specifically configured
to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}
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according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-

ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, where

 and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and

determine, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information

is 

[0157] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in an
eleventh possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit is specifically
configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set

{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes

included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration in-

formation, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink

special mini-subframe, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a

physical layer channel; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink

special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the

number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is  or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-

1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines, according to the number  of downlink

subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

[0158] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a twelfth
possible implementation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, the Ncell serving cells include a

serving cell c, and the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, according to the downlink association set

{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on

the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c; when the transmission mode of the serving
cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines that the number

of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c

supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines that the

number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0159] With reference to the twelfth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a thirteenth possible implementation,
the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}

according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set

{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines that  equals Mc;

or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the

processing unit determines that  equals Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set

{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0160] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a fourteenth
possible implementation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, the Ncell serving cells include a

serving cell c, and the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines
the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1},

the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} ac-

cording to uplink-downlink configuration information, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration information

is information carried on a physical layer channel; determine, according to  the number  of downlink subframes
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for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c; and determine a transmission mode

of the serving cell c; and when  the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one

transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-

ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports

two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines that the number of

bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0161] With reference to the fourteenth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a fifteenth possible implemen-

tation, the processing unit is specifically configured to, when  determine that  equals 0; when the 

downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  equals Mc; or when the 

downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  equals Mc-1, where Mc is the number

of elements of the set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0162] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a sixteenth
possible implementation, the processing unit specifically includes: a subframe determining unit, configured to determine,
after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, a first subframe set and a second subframe set according to the subframe n-
k’ and the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; a first processing unit, configured to determine first
HARQ-ACK information; and a second processing unit, configured to determine second HARQ-ACK information; where
the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes the first subframe set and the second subframe
set, the last subframe in the first subframe set is the subframe n-k’ or a subframe prior to the subframe n-k’, the first
subframe in the second subframe set is a subframe after the subframe n-k’, the first HARQ-ACK information corresponds
to the first subframe set, the second HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the second subframe set, and the HARQ-
ACK information includes the first HARQ-ACK information and the second HARQ-ACK information.
[0163] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a seventeenth possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the first processing unit is specifically configured to
determine that the first HARQ-ACK information is 1 or 2 bits; and when at least one bit of the first HARQ-ACK information
indicates an NACK, the base station retransmits downlink data corresponding to at least one codeword in the first
subframe set.
[0164] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in an eighteenth possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the first processing unit is specifically configured to
determine the first HARQ-ACK information according to downlink control information DAI in the UL Grant.
[0165] With reference to the eighteenth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a nineteenth possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the first processing unit is specifically configured to

determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information is  where  is a value indicated by the

DAI in the UL Grant.
[0166] With reference to the eighteenth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a twentieth possible implemen-
tation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell c, and the

first processing unit is specifically configured to determine, according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number  of

downlink subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine
a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport
block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the first processing unit determines that the number of bits of the first HARQ-

ACK information of the serving cell c is ; or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two

transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the first processing unit determines that the number of

bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0167] With reference to the eighteenth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a twentieth possible implemen-
tation, the first processing unit is specifically configured to, when none of downlink reference configurations of the Ncell
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serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determine that  and when a downlink

reference configuration of at least one serving cell among the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5,

determine that  where min() is a function for obtaining a minimum

value,  is the number of subframes in the first subframe set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant,

U is a maximum Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments transmitted in

the first subframe set of an ith serving cell and the number of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs not scheduled
by using a DL Assignment, and 0≤i<Ncell.

[0168] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a twenty-second possible imple-
mentation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the second processing unit is specifically configured to
determine the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI in a downlink assignment DL
Assignment transmitted in the second subframe set.
[0169] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a twenty-third possible implemen-
tation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the second processing unit is specifically configured to

determine that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is  where  is the number of subframes

in the second subframe set.
[0170] With reference to the sixteenth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a twenty-fourth possible imple-
mentation, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell c,

and the second processing unit is specifically configured to determine the number  of downlink subframes for

which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission
mode of the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses
spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the second processing unit determines that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is ; or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport

blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the second processing unit determines that the number of bits of

the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

[0171] With reference to the twenty-fourth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a twenty-fifth possible imple-
mentation, the second processing unit is specifically configured to: when the second sub frame set includes no downlink

special mini-subframe, determine that  or when the second subframe set includes a downlink special

mini-subframe, determine that  where  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

[0172] With reference to the twenty-fourth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a twenty-sixth possible im-
plementation, the second processing unit is specifically configured to determine, according to uplink-downlink configu-

ration information, the number  of downlink subframes included in the second subframe set, where the uplink-

downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; when the  downlink sub-

frames include no downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit determines that ; or

when the  downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit determines

that 

[0173] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a twenty-
seventh possible implementation, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit is further
configured to configure an HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling; perform blind
detection on a scrambling sequence, where the scrambling sequence is used to scramble the HARQ-ACK information
on which encoding is performed; and determine Nbundled by using an index of the scrambling sequence.
[0174] With reference to the twenty-seventh possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a twenty-eighth possible
implementation, the processing unit is specifically configured to determine Nbundled according to a formula i = (Nbundled-
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1)mod4 , where i is the index of the scrambling sequence.
[0175] With reference to the twenty-seventh or the twenty-eighth possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a
twenty-ninth possible implementation, the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, after the set determining
unit determines the HARQ-ACK bundled subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} is K, where K is a positive integer; when Nbundled is not equal to K, the
processing unit determines that the UE has lost a PDSCH and/or downlink SPS release signaling in the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; and the base station retransmits the lost PDSCH and/or downlink SPS
release signaling.
[0176] With reference to the second, the fourth, or the seventh possible implementation of the fifth aspect, in a thirtieth
possible implementation, an HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, and two
serving cells are configured for the UE, where downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are the same,
the two serving cells include a serving cell c, and the processing unit is specifically configured to: when Mc = 1 or 2,
determine that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A , where A is 2, 3, or 4; or when Mc = 3 or 4, determine
that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4; where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0177] In embodiments of the present invention, a downlink reference configuration is used to determine a downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and the like, so that HARQ-ACK information is determined according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and the like. This is different from the prior art in which the HARQ-ACK information is
determined according to a value (the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling) indicated by a DAI
carried by a UL Grant. Therefore, the following technical problem is effectively avoided: when the UL Grant is transmitted
prior to the last subframe in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, for example, in a scenario in which an uplink-downlink
configuration is dynamically configured, the DAI carried by the UL Grant may not indicate the total number of PDSCHs
and the downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, thereby causing
a UE to feed back incorrect HARQ-ACK information.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0178]

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a first embodiment of a control information feedback method according
to the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a first specific embodiment of a control information feedback method
according to the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a second specific embodiment of a control information feedback method
according to the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a third specific embodiment of a control information feedback method
according to the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a fourth specific embodiment of a control information feedback method
according to the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a first embodiment of a user equipment according to the present
invention;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a second embodiment of a user equipment according to the present
invention;
FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a third embodiment of a user equipment according to the present
invention;
FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a fourth embodiment of a user equipment according to the present
invention;
FIG. 10 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a second embodiment of a control information feedback method according
to the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a fifth specific embodiment of a control information feedback method
according to the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a sixth specific embodiment of a control information feedback method
according to the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a seventh specific embodiment of a control information feedback method
according to the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a schematic flowchart illustrating an eighth specific embodiment of a control information feedback method
according to the present invention;
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FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a first embodiment of a base station according to the present
invention;
FIG. 16 is a detailed structural block diagram illustrating an embodiment of a feedback determining module shown
in FIG. 15; and
FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a second embodiment of a base station according to the present
invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0179] In the following description, by way of illustration, and not by way of limitation, numerous specific details such
as a specific system structure, an interface and a technology are set forth to provide a thorough understanding of the
embodiments of the present invention. However, it should be understood by a person skilled in the art that the present
invention may still be implemented in other embodiments without these specific details. In other instances, a well-known
apparatus, circuit and method have not been described in detail so as not to unnecessarily obscure description of the
present invention.
[0180] Technologies described in this specification may apply to various communications systems, for example, current
2G and 3G communications systems and a next-generation communications system, for example, a Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM, Global System for Mobile communications), a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA,
Code Division Multiple Access) system, a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA, Time Division Multiple Access) system,
a Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA, Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) system, a Frequency
Division Multiple Access (FDMA, Frequency Division Multiple Access) system, an Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple
Access (OFDMA, Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access) system, a single-carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) system,
a General Packet Radio Service (GPRS, General Packet Radio Service) system, a Long Term Evolution (LTE, Long
Term Evolution) system, and other communications systems.
[0181] Various aspects are described in this specification with reference to a user equipment and/or a base station
and/or a base station controller.
[0182] The user equipment may be a wireless terminal or a wired terminal. The wireless terminal may refer to a device
that provides a user with voice and/or data connectivity, a handheld device with a wireless connection function, or another
processing device connected to a wireless modem. A wireless terminal may communicate with one or more core networks
through a radio access network (for example, RAN, Radio Access Network). The user equipment may be a mobile
terminal, such as a mobile phone (or referred to as a "cellular" phone), a computer that has a mobile terminal, for example,
a portable, pocket-sized, handheld, computer built-in, or in-vehicle mobile apparatus, which exchanges a language
and/or data with a radio access network. For example, the wireless terminal may be a device such as a personal
communication service (PCS, Personal Communication Service) telephone, a cordless telephone, a Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) telephone, a wireless local loop (WLL, Wireless Local Loop) station, or a personal digital assistant (PDA,
Personal Digital Assistant). The wireless terminal may also be referred to as a system, a subscriber unit (Subscriber
Unit), a subscriber station (Subscriber Station), a mobile station (Mobile Station), a mobile (Mobile), a remote station
(Remote Station), an access point (Access Point), a remote terminal (Remote Terminal), an access terminal (Access
Terminal), a user terminal (User Terminal), a user agent (User Agent), a user device (User Device), or a user equipment
(User Equipment).
[0183] The base station (for example, an access point) may refer to an apparatus in communication with a wireless
terminal via one or more sectors at an air interface on an access network. The base station may be configured to perform
conversion between a received over-the-air frame and an IP packet and serve as a router between the wireless terminal
and a rest portion of the access network, where the rest portion of the access network may include an Internet Protocol
(IP) network. The base station may also coordinate attribute management of the air interface.
[0184] For example, the base station may be a base station controller (Base Station Controller, BSC) on a 2G network,
a radio network controller (Radio Network Controller, RNC) on a 3G network, or an evolved NodeB (evolved NodeB,
eNodeB) on an LTE network. For example, the base station may be a base transceiver station (BTS, Base Transceiver
Station) in GSM or CDMA, may also be a NodeB (NodeB) in WCDMA, and may be further an evolved NodeB (NodeB,
eNB, or e-NodeB, evolutional Node B) in LTE, which is not limited in the present invention.
[0185] The base station controller may be a base station controller (BSC, base station controller) in GSM or CDMA,
or a radio network controller (RNC, Radio Network Controller) in WCDMA, which is not limited in the present invention.
[0186] In addition, the term "system" and "network" may be used interchangeably herein. The term "and/or" herein
merely describes an association relationship between associated objects and represent that three types of relationships
may exist. For example, A and/or B may represent three cases: only A exists, both A and B exist, and only B exists. In
addition, the character"/" in this specification generally indicates an "or" relationship between the associated objects.
[0187] To make the present invention more comprehensible, a brief description is provided first:
[0188] In this technical field, a time domain of a system generally consists of radio frames (Radio Frame); a radio
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frame is identified by an SFN (System Frame Number, system frame number) nf, where SFNs are cyclically selected to
identify radio frames. For example, an SFN is represented by 10 bits, and nf = 0, 1, 2, ..., 1023. That is, radio frames
are numbered from 0 to 1023, and then from 0 again. Each radio frame consists of 10 subframes (subframe) each of
which is 1 ms (millisecond) in length, a subframe in each radio frame is identified by a subframe number nsbf, where nsbf
= 0, 1, 2, ... 9. In other words, all subframes (including uplink subframes and downlink subframes) mentioned in the
present invention are each identified and distinguished by a system frame number nf plus a subframe number nsbf in
each radio frame.
[0189] The existing TDD system supports 7 uplink-downlink configurations; specific configuration manners of each
uplink-downlink configuration are shown in Table 3.

[0190] U indicates an uplink subframe, D indicates a downlink subframe, and S indicates a special subframe (special
subframe). A special subframe includes a DwPTS (Downlink Pilot Time Slot, downlink pilot time slot) that may be used
for downlink data transmission; therefore, in the present invention, the special subframe and the downlink subframe are
collectively referred to as downlink subframes. In addition, for a special subframe that has a normal downlink cyclic prefix
(normal DL CP, normal downlink Cyclic Prefix) and a special subframe is configured as 0 and 5, or a special subframe
that has an extended downlink cyclic prefix (extended DL CP, extended downlink Cyclic Prefix) and a special subframe
is configured as 0 and 4, a length of the DwPTS is 3 OFDM (orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing) symbols; in the present invention, special subframes of this type are collectively referred
to as downlink special mini-subframes.
[0191] In a working process, a UE receives a PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling of a serving cell c in a
subframe n-k, and transmits HARQ-ACK information of the PDSCH or the downlink SPS release signaling to a base
station in an uplink subframe n, where k ∈ Kc, Kc is a set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} that includes Mc elements, and is referred to
as a downlink association set. In addition, a downlink subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} is referred to as an HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set, and c is an identifier of a serving cell, where c≥0. When only one serving cell is configured for
the UE or the UE does not support multiple serving cells, the serving cell c may be ignored. For example, a downlink
association set K is {k0,k1,...,kM-1}, an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set is {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kM-1}, and the number of
elements of the downlink association set is M. Downlink SPS release signaling is carried on a PDCCH (physical downlink
control channel, physical downlink control channel)/ePDCCH (enhanced PDCCH, enhanced physical downlink control
channel). A subframe n is a kth subframe that follows the subframe n-k.
[0192] In this technical field, HARQ-ACK information indicates a receive status of a PDSCH or downlink SPS release
signaling, and includes an ACK (Acknowledgement, acknowledgment)/NACK (Non-Acknowledgement, non-acknowl-
edgment) information, or further includes DTX (Discontinuous Transmission, discontinuous transmission), where the
ACK indicates correct reception, NACK indicates incorrect reception, and DTX indicates that no PDSCH or downlink
SPS release signaling is received. The HARQ-ACK information may also be referred to as HARQ-ACK feedback (re-
sponse) information.
[0193] Further, for a UE that does not support multiple serving cells, there are two HARQ-ACK feedback modes:
HARQ-ACK bundling (bundling) and HARQ-ACK multiplexing (multiplexing); for a UE that supports multiple serving
cells, there are three HARQ-ACK feedback modes: HARQ-ACK bundling (bundling), PUCCH format 1b with channel
selection (PUCCH format 1b with channel selection), and PUCCH format 3 (PUCCH format 3). During working, a base
station configures an HARQ-ACK feedback mode first, and then notifies the UE by using higher layer (higher layer)
signaling; in a carrier aggregation (CA, Carrier Aggregation) system, a serving cell is also referred to as a CC (Component
Carrier, component carrier).

Table 3

Uplink-downlink configuration Subframe number

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 D S U U U D S U U U

1 D S U U D D S U U D

2 D S U D D D S U D D

3 D S U U U D D D D D

4 D S U U D D D D D D

5 D S U D D D D D D D

6 D S U U U D S U U D
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[0194] A UL Grant is used to indicate a UE to transmit uplink data, and includes downlink control information format
4 (DCI format 4, Downlink Control Information format 4) and DCI format 0. When one of the uplink-downlink configurations
1 to 6 is in use, the UL Grant includes a 2-bit DAI. A downlink assignment DL Assignment is used to indicate a UE to
receive downlink data, and includes DCI formats 1/1A/1B/1D/2/2A/2B/2C/2D; the downlink data includes a PDSCH or
downlink SPS release signaling; that is, the DL Assignment is used to carry scheduling information of the PDSCH or
downlink SPS release signaling. The DL Assignment includes a 2-bit DAI. The UL Grant and the DL Assignment are
carried on a PDCCH or an ePDCCH.
[0195] It should be noted that, the embodiments included in the present invention are not limited to an application
scenario/case of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, and are also applicable to inter-band TDD carrier ag-
gregation (inter-band TDD CA, inter-band TDD Carrier Aggregation) and TDD-FDD CA (that is, TDD component carrier
and FDD component carrier aggregation). Similar implementation principles or processes are within a scope of under-
standing by a person skilled in the art by reference are not described herein again.
[0196] The following provides a detailed description with reference to different embodiments and accompanying draw-
ings of the present invention.
[0197] Referring to FIG. 1, FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a first embodiment of a control information
feedback method according to the present invention. The control information feedback method according to this em-
bodiment includes but is not limited to the following steps:

Step S 100: A UE receives a UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant is used to indicate PUSCH transmission
in a subframe n, n is an integer, and k’ is an uplink association index.
Step S101: Determine HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference configuration, where the downlink
reference configuration is used to determine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or determine downlink
HARQ timing, and the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH.

[0198] In step S101, Mc is a natural number greater than or equal to 1. The UE may, according to a default setting,
set the downlink reference configuration, for example, in a case in which an uplink-downlink configuration is dynamically
configured, or learn the downlink reference configuration by receiving higher-layer signaling, which is not limited herein.
[0199] In this embodiment, the UE determines the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} or an HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink reference configuration; the downlink reference configu-
ration is an "uplink-downlink configuration" that is referenced by the UE when determining the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1} or the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}. In this embodiment, the UE determines
the downlink HARQ timing according to the downlink reference configuration; the downlink reference configuration is
an "uplink-downlink configuration" that is referenced by the UE when determining the downlink HARQ timing. The HARQ
timing refers to a sequence between a time for transmitting a PDSCH/downlink SPS release signaling and a time for
transmitting the HARQ-ACK information.
[0200] It should be noted that, in this embodiment, the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} or the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} or both are preferably used to determine the HARQ-ACK information. Ap-
parently, if the UL Grant is transmitted in the last subframe of the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, the HARQ-ACK
information may also be determined according to a DAI in the UL Grant, which is not described in detail in this embodiment.
[0201] Step S102: Transmit the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0202] It can be easily understood that, in this embodiment, the downlink reference configuration is used to determine
the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the downlink HARQ timing, or an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, or the like, so that HARQ-ACK information is jointly determined according to the downlink associ-
ation set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the downlink HARQ timing, and/or the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set. This is different from
the prior art in which a UE must determine, when receiving a UL Grant, the HARQ-ACK information according to a value
(the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling) indicated by a DAI carried by the UL Grant. The
method according to this embodiment effectively avoids the following technical problem: when the UL Grant is transmitted
prior to the last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, for example, in a scenario in which an uplink-downlink
configuration is dynamically configured, the DAI carried by the UL Grant may not indicate the total number of PDSCHs
and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, thereby causing the
UE to feed back incorrect HARQ-ACK information. In addition, by practicing the method according to this embodiment,
another problem is avoided: when an uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0, the UL Grant
does not include a 2-bit DAI; therefore, the UL Grant cannot indicate the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS
release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set. In this embodiment, the HARQ-ACK
information may be determined by selecting and applying different conditions according to different situations, which
provides more options in determining the HARQ-ACK information, and can effectively prevent a feedback error.
[0203] With reference to different specific embodiments, the following provides a description of acknowledging HARQ-
ACK information according to different conditions.
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[0204] Then, referring to FIG. 2, FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a first specific embodiment of a control
information feedback method according to the present invention. The control information feedback method according
to this embodiment includes but is not limited to the following steps:

Step S200: A UE determines an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration.

[0205] In step S200, only a serving cell c or multiple serving cells may be configured for the UE, that is, the serving
cell c is one serving cell among the multiple serving cells configured for the UE. The step in which "a UE determines an
uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration" is specifically that "the UE determines an uplink
reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c". It should be noted that, when
multiple serving cells are configured for the UE, the UE further needs to determine uplink reference configurations and
downlink reference configurations of other serving cells, in addition to the uplink reference configuration and the downlink
reference configuration of the serving cell c. For example, the serving cell c and a serving cell d are configured for the
UE; accordingly, the UE further needs to determine an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference config-
uration of the serving cell d, in addition to the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration
of the serving cell c.
[0206] It should be noted that, in an application scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, preferably,
an uplink reference configuration is different from a downlink reference configuration. For example, the uplink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0 or the uplink-downlink configuration 1, and the downlink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration 2. When the uplink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0, a UL Grant includes no DAI.
[0207] In other words, on one hand, to avoid a technical problem in which a dynamic change in an uplink-downlink
configuration causes a failure to transmit HARQ-ACK information or causes feedback of incorrect HARQ-ACK information,
a downlink reference uplink-downlink configuration (DL-reference UP/DL configuration) is used in this embodiment, and
the downlink reference uplink-downlink configuration is referred to as a downlink reference configuration for ease of
description. Therefore, even if the uplink-downlink configuration changes, the UE may still determine HARQ timing and
the like according to the downlink reference configuration. The downlink reference configuration may be one of the 7
uplink-downlink configurations 0, 1, 2,...defined in Table 3. Preferably, the downlink reference configuration may merely
be a configuration with a large number of downlink subframes, for example, the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the
uplink-downlink configuration 2. As mentioned above, the UE may achieve the downlink reference configuration by
receiving higher-layer signaling, where the higher-layer signaling is from higher layer and transmitted at lower frequency
relative to physical layer signaling, and includes RRC signaling, media access control (MAC, Media Access Control)
signaling, and the like.
[0208] On the other hand, to avoid a problem that a dynamic change in an uplink-downlink configuration causes a
failure to transmit a PUSCH, an uplink reference uplink-downlink configuration (UL-reference UL/DL configuration) is
introduced, which is referred to as an uplink reference configuration for ease of description. Likewise, even if the uplink-
downlink configuration changes, the UE may still determine uplink scheduling timing according to the uplink reference
configuration. The uplink reference configuration may be one of the 7 uplink-downlink configurations 0 to 6 defined in
Table 3. Preferably, the uplink reference configuration is a configuration with a large number of uplink subframes, for
example, the uplink-downlink configuration 0 or the uplink-downlink configuration 1; the UE may also achieve the uplink
reference configuration by receiving higher-layer signaling (for example, RRC signaling).
[0209] In addition, for inter-band TDD CA and TDD-FDD CA, when the serving cell c is a secondary cell (SCell,
Secondary Cell), the UE also needs to determine the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference config-
uration of the serving cell c.
[0210] Step S201: The UE determines a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} according to the downlink reference
configuration, and determines an uplink association index k’ according to the uplink reference configuration.
[0211] The downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} is a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving cell
c. Specifically, the UE determines the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the serving cell c according to the
downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c. It should be noted that, when multiple serving cells are configured
for the UE, the UE further needs to determine downlink association sets of other serving cells according to downlink
reference configurations of the other serving cells, in addition to the downlink association set of the serving cell c according
to the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c. For example, the serving cell c and the serving cell d are
configured for the UE; accordingly, the UE needs to determine a downlink association set of the serving cell d according
to a downlink reference configuration of the serving cell d, in addition to the downlink association set of the serving cell
c according to the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c. It should be noted that, unlike in the prior art,
the UE in this embodiment determines the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} or an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink reference configuration; the downlink reference configuration is an
"uplink-downlink configuration" that is referenced by the UE when determining the downlink association set or the HARQ-
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ACK bundling subframe set. In other words, in this embodiment, the UE determines downlink HARQ timing according
to the downlink reference configuration; the downlink reference configuration is an "uplink-downlink configuration" that
is referenced by the UE when determining the downlink HARQ timing. The HARQ timing refers to a sequence between
a time for transmitting a PDSCH/downlink SPS release signaling and a time for transmitting the HARQ-ACK information.
The downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} is the downlink association set of the subframe n of the serving cell c.
[0212] Likewise, in this embodiment, the UE determines the uplink association index k’ according to the uplink reference
configuration; that is, the uplink reference configuration is an "uplink-downlink configuration" that is referenced by the
UE when determining the uplink association index. In other words, the UE determines uplink scheduling timing according
to the uplink reference configuration; the uplink reference configuration is an "uplink-downlink configuration" that is
referenced by the UE when determining the uplink scheduling timing. The uplink scheduling timing refers to a sequence
between a time for transmitting a UL Grant and a time for transmitting a PUSCH.
[0213] Step S202: The UE receives a UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant is used to indicate PUSCH
transmission in a subframe n, and n is an integer.
[0214] It is worth noting that, in this embodiment, the UE receives downlink data of the serving cell c in a subframe
n-k, where the downlink data includes a PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling, where {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and Mc is a
natural number greater than or equal to 1, and is specifically the number of elements of the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. In other words, the UE receives the downlink data of the serving cell c in a subframe within the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where the downlink data includes the PDSCH or the downlink SPS
release signaling.
[0215] Step S203: The UE determines HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1}, where the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH.
[0216] As mentioned above, in this embodiment, the UE is preferably a UE that has a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink
configuration capability, or a UE that is configured with a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, or a UE of a later
version in the technical field; different UEs may be used according to understanding of a person skilled in the art, which
is not limited herein. In this embodiment, the HARQ-ACK information in the subframe n is used to indicate a receive
status of a PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}. In addition, when multiple serving cells are configured for the UE, the HARQ-ACK information
carried on the PUSCH includes HARQ-ACK information of the multiple serving cells.
[0217] It should be noted that, for different HARQ feedback modes, the UE may determine the HARQ-ACK information
by using different methods. Therefore, before the UE determines the HARQ-ACK information, the UE further needs to
determine an HARQ feedback mode. For example, HARQ-ACK bundling is to perform a logical AND operation on the
HARQ-ACK information in multiple downlink subframes, that is, to compress the HARQ-ACK information, which, however,
causes a loss in the HARQ-ACK information. In an application scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration,
because different subframes are exposed to different types of main interference and greatly vary in performance, per-
formance deterioration is caused if the Logical AND operation is performed. Therefore, in the application scenario of a
dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, HARQ-ACK bundling may not be supported; that is, the UE determines
that the HARQ feedback mode does not include HARQ-ACK bundling.
[0218] It should be specially pointed out that, in other embodiments, if the UE supports HARQ-ACK bundling, processing
may be performed by using the following solution A and solution B of this embodiment.
[0219] Correspondingly, step S203 includes the solution A and the solution B.

Solution A

[0220] The UE determines, according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the HARQ-ACK information
carried on the PUSCH, which may specifically include three sub-solutions A-1, A-2, and A-3.

Sub-solution A-1

[0221] The UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is OACK, where
the following two methods are used to determine OACK. Method 1: The UE directly determines that OACK = Mc. Method
2: The UE determines the HARQ-ACK bundling sub frame set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-
subframe, the UE determines that OACK = Mc; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}
includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the UE determines that OACK = Mc -1.

[0222] It should be noted that, in this embodiment, the HARQ-ACK information bit is  n=0,...,OACK -1, where

 indicates HARQ-ACK information of a subframe n-ki, and ki ∈ {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. When the UE determines that a
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PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling in the subframe n-ki is correctly received,  indicates an ACK; when

the UE determines that the PDSCH or the downlink SPS release signaling in the subframe n-ki is incorrectly received,

 indicates an NACK; or when the UE receives no PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling in the subframe n-ki,

 indicates an NACK. In addition, when the PDSCH in the subframe n-ki includes multiple codewords (codeword),

 is information on which spatial HARQ-ACK bundling (spatial HARQ-ACK bundling) is performed by the UE, that

is, a logical AND operation (logical AND operation) is performed on HARQ-ACK information corresponding to all code-
words in a same subframe. When the UE receives no PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling in any subframe in
the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, the UE does not feed back the HARQ-ACK information in

the subframe n.
[0223] It is worth mentioning that the sub-solution A-1 is applicable to a case in which only one serving cell is configured
for the UE. For example, if the UE determines that an HARQ feedback mode of the serving cell c is HARQ-ACK bundling
or HARQ-ACK multiplexing, the UE may execute the sub-solution A-1.
[0224] It should be specially noted that, in the prior art, when the HARQ feedback mode is HARQ-ACK bundling, the
UE performs a logical AND operation on the HARQ-ACK information in multiple downlink subframes, and ultimately
obtains the HARQ-ACK information which is 1 or 2 bits. Inaccurate DAI information in the UL Grant may cause the UE
to feed back incorrect HARQ-ACK information. Likewise, when the HARQ-ACK information is determined according to
DAI information of a DL Assignment, the UE may also feed back incorrect HARQ-ACK information because of missed
detection of the DL Assignment. In this embodiment, the solution A-1 is employed to avoid a problem of an HARQ-ACK
information loss due to a logical AND operation in HARQ-ACK bundling, and also avoid a technical problem due to
inaccurate DAI information of a UL Grant and missed detection of DL Assignment.

Sub-solutionA-2

[0225] Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the serving cell c is one serving cell among
the Ncell serving cells. The HARQ-ACK information includes HARQ-ACK information of the Ncell serving cells.

[0226] The UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  where

HARQ information bits are  The UE determines a transmission mode of the serving cell c; if

the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block (TB, Transport Block) or uses spatial HARQ-

ACK bundling, the UE determines that  or if the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two

transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the UE determines that  is the

number of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c. In this

embodiment,  may be determined by using two methods. Method 1: The UE directly determines that 

Method 2: The UE determines whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink

special mini-subframe; when the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe,

 or when the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe,

 that is, HARQ-ACK information bits do not include HARQ-ACK information of the downlink special

mini-subframe. When the UE receives no PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling in any subframe in the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, the UE does not feed back the HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell c in the subframe n.
[0227] The sub-solution A-2 in this embodiment is applicable to all HARQ feedback modes. Preferably, if the UE
determines that the HARQ feedback mode of the serving cell c is PUCCH format 3, the UE executes the sub-solution
A-2. In addition, if two serving cells are configured for the UE and if the UE determines that the HARQ feedback mode
of the serving cell C is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, the UE may also execute the sub-solution A-2.
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Sub-solutionA-3

[0228] Two serving cells are configured for the UE, where the serving cell c is one serving cell among the two serving
cells. The HARQ-ACK information indicates HARQ-ACK information of the two serving cells.
[0229] When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are the same, an operation is performed
according to the following method:

when Mc = 1 or 2, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when Mc = 3 or 4, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

[0230] When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells (including the serving cell c and a serving cell
d) are different, an operation is performed according to the following method:

when M = 1 or 2, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when M = 3 or 4, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

[0231] M = max(Mc,Md), Md is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving
cell d, and Mc is the number of elements in a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving cell c.
[0232] It is worth noting that, if two serving cells are configured for the UE and if the UE determines that the HARQ
feedback mode of the serving cell c is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, the UE may also execute the sub-
solution A-3.
[0233] In the solution A, HARQ-ACK information is determined according to a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1}. This is different from the prior art in which a UE must determine, when receiving a UL Grant, the HARQ-ACK information
according to a value indicated by a DAI carried by the UL Grant. The solution A effectively avoids the following technical
problem: when the UL Grant is transmitted prior to the last subframe in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, for
example, in a scenario in which an uplink-downlink configuration is dynamically configured, the DAI carried by the UL
Grant may not indicate the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, thereby causing the UE to feed back incorrect HARQ-ACK information. In addition,
by practicing the methods in the solution A, another problem is avoided: when an uplink reference configuration is the
uplink-downlink configuration 0, the UL Grant does not include a 2-bit DAI; therefore, the UL Grant cannot indicate the
total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set.

Solution B

[0234] The step in which the UE determines, according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the HARQ-
ACK information carried on the PUSCH may be specifically: determining, by the UE according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and uplink-downlink configuration information, the HARQ-ACK information carried on the PUSCH.
The uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; preferably, the physical
layer channel is a PDCCH/ePDCCH.
[0235] It should be noted that, in an application scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, uplink-
downlink configuration information carried on a PDCCH or ePDCCH is a current uplink-downlink configuration used to
indicate uplink and downlink subframe assignment. Specifically, a base station carries the uplink-downlink configuration
information on the PDCCH/PDCCH, and transmits the PDCCH/PDCCH to the UE. The base station instructs, by using
the uplink-downlink configuration information, the UE to detect the PDCCH/PDCCH in a downlink subframe indicated
by the uplink-downlink configuration information.
[0236] In this embodiment, the solution B specifically includes but is not limited to the following substeps:

Substep 2031: The UE determines an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

Substep 2032: The UE determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of

downlink subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where  and the

uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel.
Before substep 2032, preferably, in this embodiment, the UE receives physical layer signaling, where the physical
layer signaling indicates the uplink-downlink configuration information. In an application scenario of a dynamic TDD
uplink-downlink configuration, uplink-downlink configuration information carried by the physical layer signaling is a
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current uplink-downlink configuration used to indicate uplink and downlink subframe assignment. The UE may
transmit uplink data in an uplink subframe indicated by the uplink-downlink configuration information, and the UE
may receive downlink data in a downlink subframe indicated by the uplink-downlink configuration information. The
UE detects a PDCCH/PDCCH in the downlink subframe indicated by the uplink-downlink configuration information.
The physical layer signaling is signaling carried on a physical layer channel; that is, the uplink-downlink configuration
information is carried on the physical layer channel, and preferably, carried on the PDCCH or ePDCCH.

Substep 2033: The UE determines the HARQ-ACK information. Specifically, when  the UE determines

the HARQ-ACK information according to the following sub-solutions B-1, B-2, or B-3; or when  the UE

does not need to feed back HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c; that is, the UE does not need to determine
the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c

Sub-solution B-1

[0237] The UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is OACK, an

HARQ-ACK information bit is  n = 0,..., OACK-1, where  indicates HARQ-ACK information of the subframe

n-ki. This embodiment is executed according to the following methods. Method 1: The UE determines that

 where the subframe n-ki belongs to a first downlink subframe set, and the first downlink subframe set

consists of  downlink subframes. Method 2: When the first downlink subframe set includes no downlink special

mini-subframe, the UE determines that ; or when the first downlink subframe set includes a downlink

special mini-subframe, the UE determines that  It should be noted that, the subframe n-ki belongs

to the first downlink subframe set; when the first downlink subframe set includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the

first downlink subframe set consists of  downlink subframes; otherwise, the first downlink subframe set consists of

 downlink subframes, except the downlink special mini-subframe, among the  downlink subframes.

[0238] The sub-solution B-1 in this embodiment is applicable to a case in which only one serving cell is configured for
the UE. For example, if the UE determines that an HARQ feedback mode of the serving cell C is HARQ-ACK bundling
or HARQ-ACK multiplexing, the UE may execute the sub-solution B-1.
[0239] Similar to the solution A-1, when the HARQ feedback mode is HARQ-ACK bundling, the solution B-1 in this
embodiment is used to avoid a problem of an HARQ-ACK information loss caused by a logical AND operation, and also
to avoid a technical problem caused by inaccurate DAI information of a UL Grant and missed detection of a DL Assignment.
Further, compared with the solution A-1, the solution B-1 reduces the number of bits of HARQ-ACK information that is
fed back.

Sub-solution B-2

[0240] The UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell C is  where

HARQ information bits are  The UE determines a transmission mode of the serving cell c; if

the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the UE

determines that  otherwise, the UE determines that  As mentioned above,  is the

number of downlink subframes on the serving cell c that require HARQ-ACK information. Likewise, in this embodiment,

 may be determined by using two methods. Method 1: The UE directly determines that  Method
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2: The UE determines whether the  downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe; when the

 downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe, determines that  otherwise,

determines that  that is, HARQ-ACK information bits do not include HARQ-ACK information of the

downlink special mini-subframe.
[0241] The sub-solution B-2 in this embodiment is applicable to all HARQ feedback modes. Preferably, if the UE
determines that the HARQ feedback mode of the serving cell c is PUCCH format 3, the UE executes the sub-solution
B-2. In addition, if two serving cells are configured for the UE and if the UE determines that the HARQ feedback mode
of the serving cell c is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, the UE may execute the sub-solution B-2.

Sub-solution B-3

[0242] Two serving cells are configured for the UE, where the serving cell c is one serving cell among the two serving
cells. The HARQ-ACK information is HARQ-ACK information corresponding to the two serving cells.
[0243] Scenario 1: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are the same, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when  or 2, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is

2, 3, or 4; or when  or 4, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

[0244] Scenario 2: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells (including the serving cell c and
a serving cell d) are different, an operation is performed according to the following method:

when NDL = 1 or 2, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when NDL = 3 or 4, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

 is the number of downlink subframes in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of

a subframe n of the serving cell d, and  is the number of downlink subframes in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set of a subframe n of the serving cell c. The UE determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of the subframe n
of the serving cell c according to the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c, and the UE determines the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of the subframe n of the serving cell d according to the downlink reference configuration
of the serving cell d. The UE determines the number of downlink subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
of the subframe n of the serving cell c according to first uplink-downlink configuration information, and the UE determines
the number of downlink subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of the subframe n of the serving cell d
according to second uplink-downlink configuration information, where the first uplink-downlink configuration information
and the second uplink-downlink configuration information are information carried on a same physical layer channel or
different physical layer channels. For the scenario 2, the uplink-downlink configuration information mentioned in substep
2032 is the first uplink-downlink configuration information.
[0245] It should be noted that, if two serving cells are configured for the UE and if the UE determines that the HARQ
feedback mode of the serving cell c is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, the UE may execute the sub-solution B-3.
[0246] In the solution A, HARQ-ACK information of each subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n
- k1,...,n - kMc-1} needs to be fed back. However, in an application scenario of dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration,
subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} may be uplink subframes, and HARQ-
ACK information corresponding to these uplink subframes is invalid. If the invalid HARQ-ACK information is also fed
back to a base station, performance of other data carried on a PUSCH may be deteriorated. Compared with the solution
A, in the solution B, HARQ-ACK information of only downlink subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n -
k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} is fed back, thereby reducing the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information that is fed back,
and having little impact on performance of other data carried on a PUSCH.
[0247] Step S204: The UE transmits the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0248] In step S204, in the subframe n, the UE carries the HARQ-ACK information on the PUSCH, and transmits the
PUSCH to a base station.
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[0249] Then, referring to FIG. 3, FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a second specific embodiment of a control
information feedback method according to the present invention. Preferably, in this embodiment, an HARQ feedback
mode of a UE is HARQ-ACK bundling; the control information feedback method according to this embodiment includes
but is not limited to the following steps:

Step S300: The UE determines an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration.
In step S300, preferably, the uplink reference configuration is different from the downlink reference configuration.
In addition, for a specific process of implementing the step S300, refer to the related description of step S200, which
is within a scope of understanding by a person skilled in the art by reference and is not repeatedly described.
Step S301: The UE determines a downlink association set {k0, k1,..., kMc-1} according to the downlink reference
configuration, and determines an uplink association index k’ according to the uplink reference configuration.
Step S301 is similar to step S201 of the foregoing embodiment, which is within a scope of understanding by a person
skilled in the art and is not repeatedly described.
Step S302: The UE receives a UL Grant in a subframe n - k’, where the UL Grant is used to indicate PUSCH
transmission in a subframe n, and n is an integer.
Likewise, for a specific description of step S302, refer to step S202, which is not repeatedly described herein.
Step S303: The UE determines HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in a first DL Assignment, where the
HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH, and the first DL Assignment is the last DL Assignment detected
by the UE in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,..., n - kMc-1}.

[0250] Specifically, a solution in step S303 is referred to as a solution C, which includes two sub-solutions C-1 and C-2.

Sub-solution C-1

[0251] The UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the first DL Assignment, which specif-
ically includes the following substeps:
[0252] Substep C-10: The UE determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according
to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0253] Substep C-11: The UE determines the number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, where the first DL Assignment is the last DL Assignment among the UDAI,c DL
Assignments.

[0254] Substep C-12: The UE determines  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the first DL

Assignment.

[0255] Substep C-13: The UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c and 

[0256] It should be noted that, if the UE determines that UDAI,c > 0 and  the UE

concludes that the HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK, that is, HARQ-ACK information corresponding to all

codewords is an NACK; if the UE determines that UDAI,c > 0 and  the UE concludes

a receive status of a PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n -

k1,...,n - kMc-1}, and performs a logical AND operation on all receive statuses, where a specific process is within a scope

of understanding by a person skilled in the art and is not described in detail.

Sub-solution C-2

[0257] The step in which the UE determines HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in a first DL Assignment is
specifically that: the UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the first DL Assignment and a
DAI in the UL Grant, which may specifically include the following substeps:
[0258] Substep C-20: The UE determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n-kMc-1} according
to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}
[0259] Substep C-21: The UE determines that UDAI,c DL Assignments are received in the HARQ-ACK bundling set {n
- k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, where the first DL Assignment is the last DL Assignment among the UDAI,c DL Assignments.
[0260] Substep C-22: The UE determines that NSPS PDSCHs not scheduled by using the DL Assignment are received
in the subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, that is, these PDSCHs have no corresponding DL Assignments.
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[0261] Substep C-23: The UE determines  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the first DL

Assignment.

[0262] Substep C-24: The UE determines  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

[0263] Substep C-25: The UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c, NSPS, ,and 

[0264] It should be noted that, if the UE determines that UDAI,c > 0 and  or if

the UE determines that  the UE concludes that the HARQ-ACK information

indicates an NACK, that is, HARQ-ACK information corresponding to all codewords is an NACK; otherwise, the UE
determines a receive status of a PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, and performs a logical AND operation on all receive statuses.

Alternatively, sub-solution C-2

[0265] The step in which the UE determines HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in a first DL Assignment is
specifically that: the UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the first DL Assignment and a
DAI in the UL Grant, which may specifically include the following substeps:
[0266] Substep C-20: The UE determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according
to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0267] Substep C-21: The UE determines that UDAI,c DL Assignments are received in the HARQ-ACK bundling set {n
- k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, where the first DL Assignment is the last DL Assignment among the UDAI,c DL Assignments.
[0268] Substep C-22: The UE determines that NSPS PDSCHs not scheduled by using the DL Assignment are received
in the subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, that is, these PDSCHs have no corresponding DL Assignments.

[0269] Substep C-23: The UE determines where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the first DL

Assignment.
[0270] Substep C-24: The UE determines K, where K is the number of subframes indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant,
that is, the total number of subframes that can carry a PDSCH and downlink SPS release signaling.

[0271] Substep C-25: The UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c, NSPS,  and K.

[0272] It should be noted that, if the UE determines that UDAI,c > 0 and  or if the

UE determines that K >UDAI,c + NSPS, the UE concludes that the HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK, that is,

HARQ-ACK information corresponding to all codewords is an NACK; otherwise, the UE determines a receive status of
a PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, and

performs a logical AND operation on all receive statuses.
[0273] It is worth mentioning that the sub-solutions C-1 and C-2 (including the foregoing two different C-2 solutions)
are applicable to a case in which only one serving cell is configured for the UE. For example, if the UE determines that
an HARQ feedback mode of the serving cell c is HARQ-ACK bundling, the UE may execute the sub-solutions C-1 or C-2.
[0274] Step S304: The UE determines a scrambling sequence according to Nbundled, where the scrambling sequence
is used to scramble the HARQ-ACK information on which encoding is performed.
[0275] Before determining the scrambling sequence (scrambling sequence), the UE determines Nbundled = (UDAI,c +
NSPS). For a method for determining UDAI,c and NSPS, refer to the related description of the foregoing embodiment.
[0276] It is worth noting that, in the prior art, Nbundled = 1 when the uplink-downlink configuration 0 is in use. In this
embodiment, even when the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0 or the UL Grant includes
no DAI, the UE still determines that Nbundled = (UDAI,c + NSPS), that is, Nbundled may still be used to indicate the total
number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are received by the UE.
[0277] The step in which the UE determines a scrambling sequence according to Nbundles may include the following
substeps:

Substep 3041: The UE determines a scrambling sequence index i = (Nbundles - 1) mod 4
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Substep 3042: The UE selects the scrambling sequence according to the scrambling sequence index.

[0278] Step S305: The UE transmits the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0279] In step S305, in the subframe n, the UE carries the HARQ-ACK information on the PUSCH, and transmits the
PUSCH to a base station.
[0280] In this embodiment, HARQ-ACK information is determined according to a DAI in a first DL Assignment. This
is different from the prior art in which in the case of an HARQ feedback mode being HARQ-ACK bundling, a UE must
determine, when receiving a UL Grant, the HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI carried by
the UL Grant. The method according to this embodiment effectively avoids the following technical problem: when the
UL Grant is transmitted prior to the last subframe in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, for example, in a scenario
in which an uplink-downlink configuration is dynamically configured, the DAI carried by the UL Grant may not indicate
the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set, thereby causing the UE to feed back incorrect HARQ-ACK information. In addition, by practicing the method according
to the solution C-1 in this embodiment, another problem is avoided: when an uplink reference configuration is the uplink-
downlink configuration 0, the UL Grant does not include a 2-bit DAI; therefore, the UL Grant cannot indicate the total
number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set.
[0281] Then, referring to FIG. 4, FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a third specific embodiment of a control
information feedback method according to the present invention. The control information feedback method according
to this embodiment includes but is not limited to the following steps:

Step S400: A UE determines an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration.
In step S400, preferably, the uplink reference configuration is different from the downlink reference configuration.
For a specific implementation principle and effect of step S400, refer to the related description of step S200, and
details are not repeatedly described herein.
Step S401: The UE determines a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} according to the downlink reference
configuration, and determines an uplink association index k’ according to the uplink reference configuration.
Likewise, for a specific implementation principle and effect of step S401, refer to the related description of step
S201, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
Step S402: The UE receives a UL Grant in a subframe n - k’, where the UL Grant is used to indicate PUSCH
transmission in a subframe n, and n is an integer.
For a specific implementation principle and effect of step S402 in this embodiment, refer to the related description
of step S202, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
Step S403 may specifically be step 5403’ or step S403".

[0282] Step S403’: The UE determines, according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference
configuration, HARQ-ACK information.
[0283] The UE may determine, according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference configuration,
the HARQ-ACK information. For example, a specific implementation process thereof may include the following:

When the UE determines that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 and the
downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or determines that the uplink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink
configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, or determines that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration
0, the UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} (for
details, refer to the solution A or the solution B in the foregoing embodiment, which are not repeatedly described
herein), or the UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in a first DL Assignment (for details
on determining the HARQ-ACK information, refer to the solution C in the foregoing embodiment, which are not
repeatedly described herein).

[0284] When the UE determines that the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration are
not among the combinations listed above, the UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the UL
Grant.
[0285] It should be noted that, when the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0, the UL
Grant has no DAI. When the UE determines that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration
1 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or determines that the uplink
reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-
downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, the subframe n - k’ is a subframe prior to a subframe n - kMc-1}; otherwise, the
subframe n - k’ is the subframe n-kMc-1 or a subframe after the subframe n-kMc-1. Therefore, step S403 may also be the
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method described below.
[0286] Alternatively, step S403": The UE determines, according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and
the subframe n - k’ HARQ-ACK information, where the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH.
[0287] Specifically, the step S403" may use the following two implementation mechanisms.

Implementation mechanism 1

[0288] Substep 11: The UE determines an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according to
the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0289] Substep 12: The UE determines a timing relationship between the subframe n - k’ and subframes in the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}.

Substep 13: The UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relationship.

[0290] It should be noted that, if the UE determines that the subframe n - k’ is the subframe n-kMc-1 or a subframe after
the subframe n-kMc-1, the UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the UL Grant. The subframe
n - kMc-1 is the last subframe in the subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}.
[0291] If the UE determines that the subframe n - k’ is a subframe prior to the subframe n - kMc-1, the UE determines
the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. For details, refer to the solution
A (including the sub-solution A-1, A-2, or A-3) or the solution B (including the sub-solution B-1, B-2, or B-3) in the foregoing
embodiment, and details are not repeatedly described herein. Or, if the UE determines that the subframe n - k’ is a
subframe prior to the subframe n - kMc-1, the UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in a first DL
Assignment. For details on determining the HARQ-ACK information, refer to the solution C (including the sub-solution
C-1 or C-2) in the foregoing embodiment, and details are not repeatedly described herein.

Implementation mechanism 2

[0292] It is worth noting that, in this embodiment, the HARQ-ACK information may include first HARQ-ACK information
and second HARQ-ACK information. During an implementation process, the following substeps are included:
[0293] Substep 21: The UE determines a subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} according to the set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0294] Substep 22: The UE determines a first subframe set and a second subframe set according to the subframe n
- k’ and the subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, where the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-

1} includes the first subframe set and the second subframe set, the last subframe in the first subframe set is the subframe
n - k’ or a subframe prior to the subframe n - k’ (that is, no subframe in the first subframe set is later than the subframe
n - k’), and the first subframe in the second subframe set is a subframe after the subframe n - k’ (that is, all subframes
in the second subframe set are later than the subframe n - k’).
[0295] Substep 23: The UE determines the first HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the UL Grant, where
the first HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the first subframe set. Substep 23 specifically includes sub-solutions
D-1, D-2, and D-3.

Sub-solution D-1

[0296] The UE determines the number  of DL Assignments received in the first subframe set.

[0297] The UE determines the number  of PDSCHs received in the first subframe set, where the PDSCH has

no corresponding DL Assignment.

[0298] The UE determines  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

[0299] The UE determines the first HARQ-ACK information according to   and 

[0300] It is worth noting that, if the UE determines that  the UE concludes

that the first HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK, that is, first HARQ-ACK information corresponding to all code-
words is an NACK; otherwise, the UE determines a receive status of the PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling in
the first subframe set, and performs a logical AND operation on all receive statuses.
[0301] The sub-solution D-1 is applicable to a case in which only one serving cell is configured for the UE. For example,
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if the UE determines that an HARQ feedback mode of a serving cell c is HARQ-ACK bundling, the UE may execute the
sub-solution D-1.

Sub-solution D-2

[0302] The UE determines the number  of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of a serving cell c, where

 is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant. When  and the UE detects no PDSCH or downlink

SPS release signaling in the first subframe set of the serving cell c, the UE concludes that the number of bits in the first
HARQ-ACK information is 0.
[0303] The sub-solution D-2 is applicable to a case in which only one serving cell is configured for the UE. For example,
if the UE determines that an HARQ feedback mode of the serving cell c is HARQ-ACK bundling or HARQ-ACK multi-
plexing, the UE may execute the sub-solution D-2.

Sub-solution D-3

[0304] Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, and a serving cell c is one serving cell among the
Ncell serving cells.

[0305] The UE determines that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

The UE determines a transmission mode of the serving cell c; when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports
one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is ; or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport

blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is 

[0306] In addition, that the UE determines  according to the DAI in the UL Grant includes the following:

Scenario 1: The Ncell serving cells have a same downlink reference configuration, or uplink-downlink configuration

information carried on a physical layer channel indicates that the Ncell serving cells have a same uplink-downlink

configuration.
When the downlink reference configuration is 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6, or when the uplink-downlink configuration information
carried on a physical layer channel indicates the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6, the UE determines

that  or when the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the

uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical layer channel indicates the uplink-downlink config-

uration 5, the UE determines that  where  is a value indicated by

the DAI in the UL Grant.
Scenario 2: At least two serving cells among the Ncell serving cells have different downlink reference configurations,
or uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical layer channel indicates that at least two serving
cells have different uplink-downlink configurations.

[0307] When none of downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration

5 or no uplink-downlink configuration indicated by the uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical

layer channel is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, the UE determines that  where 

is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant; or when a downlink reference configuration of at least one serving cell
among the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration information

carried on a physical layer channel indicates the uplink-downlink configuration 5, the UE determines that

 where min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value,  is
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the number of subframes in the first subframe set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a

maximum Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments received in the first

subframe set of an ith serving cell and the number of PDSCHs not scheduled by using the DL Assignment, and 0 ≤ i < Ncell.

[0308] The sub-solution D-3 is applicable to all HARQ feedback modes. Preferably, if the UE determines that the
HARQ feedback mode of the serving cell c is PUCCH format 3, the UE executes the sub-solution D-3. In addition, if two
serving cells are configured for the UE and if the UE determines that the HARQ feedback mode of the serving cell c is
PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, the UE executes the sub-solution D-3.
[0309] Substep 24: The UE determines the second HARQ-ACK information, where the second HARQ-ACK information
corresponds to the second subframe set.
[0310] Substep 24 specifically includes sub-solutions E-1, E-2, and E-3.

Sub-solution E-1

[0311] The UE determines the number  of DL Assignments received in the second subframe set.

[0312] The UE determines  where  is a value indicated by a DAI in a second DL Assignment, and the

second DL Assignment is the last DL Assignment detected by the UE in the second subframe set.

[0313] The UE determines the second HARQ-ACK information according to  and 

[0314] It should be noted that, if the UE determines that  and  the

UE concludes that the second HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK, that is, HARQ-ACK information corresponding

to all codewords is an NACK; if the UE determines that  and  the UE

determines a receive status of a PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling in the second subframe set, and performs

a logical AND operation on all receive statuses; and if the UE determines that  the UE concludes

that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is 0.
[0315] The sub-solution E-1 is applicable to a case in which only one serving cell is configured for the UE. For example,
if the UE determines that an HARQ feedback mode of a serving cell c is HARQ-ACK bundling, the UE executes the sub-
solution E-1.

Sub-solution E-2

[0316] The UE determines the number  of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of a serving cell c. The

following four methods may be used to determine the 

Method 1: The UE directly determines that  where  is the number of subframes in the second

subframe set.
Method 2: The UE determines whether the second subframe set includes a downlink special mini-subframe; when

the second subframe set includes no downlink special mini-subframe,  otherwise,

Method 3: The UE determines the number  of downlink subframes in the second subframe set according to

uplink-downlink configuration information, where the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried

on a physical layer channel; and the UE determines that 

Method 4: The UE determines the number  of downlink subframes in the second subframe set according to
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uplink-downlink configuration information, where the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried

on a physical layer channel; the UE determines whether the  downlink subframes include a downlink special

mini-subframe; and when the  downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe, the UE de-

termines that  otherwise, 

[0317] The sub-solution E-2 is applicable to a case in which only one serving cell is configured for the UE. For example,
if the UE determines that an HARQ feedback mode of the serving cell c is HARQ-ACK bundling or HARQ-ACK multi-
plexing, the UE executes the sub-solution E-2.

Sub-solution E-3

[0318] Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, and a serving cell c is one serving cell among the
Ncell serving cells.
[0319] The UE determines that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is

 and determines a transmission mode of the serving cell c. If the transmission mode of the serving cell c

supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the UE determines that  otherwise,

the UE determines that  is the number of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK

information needs to be fed back in the second subframe set on the serving cell c, where the following four methods

may be used to determine 

Method 1: The UE determines that  where  is the number of subframes in the second subframe

set.

Method 2: The UE determines whether the second subframe set includes a downlink special mini-subframe; when

the second subframe set includes no downlink special mini-subframe,  otherwise, 

Method 3: The UE determines the number  of downlink subframes in the second subframe set according

to uplink-downlink configuration information, where the uplink-downlink configuration information is information car-

ried on a physical layer channel; and the UE determines that 

Method 4: The UE determines the number  of downlink subframes in the second subframe set according

to uplink-downlink configuration information, where the uplink-downlink configuration information is information car-

ried on a physical layer channel; and determines whether the  downlink subframes include a downlink special

mini-subframe; when the  downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe, the UE deter-

mines that  otherwise, 

[0320] It is worth noting that the sub-solution E-3 is applicable to all HARQ feedback modes. Preferably, if the UE
determines that the HARQ feedback mode of the serving cell c is PUCCH format 3, the UE executes the sub-solution
E-3. In addition, if two serving cells are configured for the UE and if the UE determines that the HARQ feedback mode
of the serving cell c is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, the UE executes the sub-solution E-3.
[0321] It should be noted that, the sub-solution C-1 or C-2 in the implementation mechanism 1, if used, or the sub-
solution D-1 or E-1 in the implementation mechanism 2, may further include that: The UE determines Nbundled according
to a timing relationship, and determines a scrambling sequence according to Nbundled, where the scrambling sequence
is used to scramble the HARQ-ACK information on which encoding is performed.
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[0322] In this embodiment, the practice of determining, by the UE, Nbundled according to a timing relationship includes:

If the UE determines that the subframe n - k’ is a subframe n - kMc-1 or a subframe after the subframe n - kMc-1, the

UE determines Nbundled according to the DAI in the UL Grant. When the UE detects a DL Assignment loss in the

HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1},  conversely, when the UE

detects no DL Assignment loss in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1}, 

[0323] In addition, if the UE determines that the subframe n - k’ is a subframe prior to the subframe n - kMc-1, the UE
may determine Nbundled according to the solution provided in step S304 in the foregoing embodiment (corresponding to
the solution C-1 or C-2), and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0324] Step S404: The UE transmits the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0325] As mentioned above, in the subframe n, the UE carries the HARQ-ACK information on the PUSCH, and transmits
the PUSCH to a base station.
[0326] In this embodiment, a timing relationship between a UL Grant and an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set is
compared; when the UL Grant is valid, HARQ-ACK information is determined according to a DAI in the UL Grant;
otherwise, HARQ-ACK information is determined according to a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} or a DAI in a
DL Assignment. The DAI in the UL Grant may indicate the number of downlink subframe for which the HARQ-ACK
information needs to be actually fed back; in this embodiment, the UL Grant is used whenever possible, so that in this
embodiment, benefits of all the foregoing embodiments may be obtained, and the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK
information may be further reduced.
[0327] Referring to FIG. 5, FIG. 5 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a fourth specific embodiment of a control infor-
mation feedback method according to the present invention. It should be noted that, in a TDD-FDD CA system, a serving
cell c is a secondary cell, and a duplex mode of the serving cell C is FDD (frequency division duplex); a serving cell d
is a primary cell (PCell, Primary Cell), and a duplex mode of the serving cell d is TDD. When HARQ-ACK information
of the serving cell c is carried on a PUSCH of the serving cell d, a UE may determine the HARQ-ACK information
according to this embodiment.
[0328] Step S500: The UE receives a UL Grant in a subframe n - k’, where the UL Grant is used to indicate PUSCH
transmission in a subframe n, and n is a natural number.
[0329] Step S501: The UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the UL Grant, or the UE
determines the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the UL Grant, Mc, and Md, where the HARQ-ACK information
is carried on the PUSCH, Mc is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving cell
c, Md is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving cell d, a duplex mode of
the serving cell c is FDD, and a duplex mode of the serving cell d is TDD.
[0330] In this embodiment, the UE determines an uplink association index k’ according to an uplink reference config-
uration, and determines a downlink association set according to a downlink reference configuration.
[0331] When the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 or the uplink-downlink configu-
ration 6, and the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 or the uplink-
downlink configuration 6, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c

is  and HARQ information bits are  If a transmission mode of the serving cell c

supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the UE determines that  otherwise,

the UE determines that  is the number of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK infor-

mation needs to be fed back on the serving cell c. In this embodiment,  may be determined by using the following

two methods:

Method 1: The UE determines that  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

Method 2: The UE determines that  where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink

association set of the subframe n of the serving cell c, and Md is the number of elements of the downlink association

set of the subframe n of the serving cell d.
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[0332] Step S502: The UE transmits the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0333] Specifically, in the subframe n, the UE carries the HARQ-ACK information on the PUSCH, and transmits the
PUSCH to a base station.
[0334] The foregoing one or more embodiments mainly describe specific processes of implementing the control in-
formation feedback method on the UE side; the following describes the UE with reference to the foregoing embodiments.
[0335] Referring to FIG. 6, FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a first embodiment of a user equipment
according to the present invention. The UE according to this embodiment includes but is not limited to a receiving module
61, a processing and feedback module 62, and a transmitting module 63.
[0336] In this embodiment, the receiving module 61 is configured to receive an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe
n - k’, where the UL Grant is used to indicate physical uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n
is an integer, and k’ is an uplink association index.
[0337] The processing and feedback module 62 is configured to determine hybrid automatic repeat request acknowl-
edgment HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference configuration, where the downlink reference con-
figuration is used to determine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or determine downlink HARQ timing, and
the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH.
[0338] The transmitting module 63 is configured to transmit the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0339] It should be noted that, the user equipment may further include a parameter determining module 60, configured
to determine the uplink association index k’ according to an uplink reference configuration before the receiving module
61 receives the UL Grant in the subframe n - k’.
[0340] It should be noted that, in this embodiment, the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} or an HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} or both are preferably used to determine the HARQ-ACK information.
Apparently, if the UL Grant is transmitted in the last subframe of the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, the HARQ-ACK
information may also be determined according to a value indicated by a DAI, which is not described in detail herein.
[0341] It can be easily understood that, in this embodiment, a downlink reference configuration is used to determine
a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and the like, so that HARQ-ACK information is jointly determined according
to the downlink association set {k0,k1,..., kMc-1} and the like. This is different from the prior art in which a UE must
determine, when receiving a UL Grant, the HARQ-ACK information according to a value (the total number of PDSCHs
and downlink SPS release signaling) indicated by a DAI carried by the UL Grant. The user equipment according to this
embodiment effectively avoids the following technical problem: when the UL Grant is transmitted prior to the last subframe
in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, for example, in a scenario in which an uplink-downlink configuration is dynam-
ically configured, the DAI carried by the UL Grant may not indicate the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS
release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, thereby causing the UE to feed back
incorrect HARQ-ACK information. In addition, by using the user equipment according to this embodiment, another
problem is avoided: when an uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0, the UL Grant does
not include a 2-bit DAI; therefore, the UL Grant cannot indicate the total number of PDSCHs and the downlink SPS
release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set. In this embodiment, the HARQ-ACK
information may be determined by selecting and applying different conditions according to different situations, which
provides more options in determining the HARQ-ACK information, and can effectively prevent a feedback error.
[0342] Referring to FIG. 7 with reference to FIG. 6 and the related description of the embodiment shown in FIG. 6,
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a second embodiment of a user equipment according to the present
invention.
[0343] In this embodiment, the processing and feedback module 62 may specifically include a set determining unit
621 and a processing unit 622.
[0344] The set determining unit 621 is configured to determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the
subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration. The processing unit 622 is configured to determine the
HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0, k1,...,kMc-1} determined by the set determining
unit 621.
[0345] In an exemplary embodiment, the processing and feedback module 62 is specifically configured to determine,
according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-ACK information.
In this case, the processing and feedback module 62 may correspondingly further include: a configuration determining
unit 620, configured to determine that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 and the
downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or determine that the uplink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink
configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5; then, the set determining unit 621 is configured to determine the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration; and the processing unit 622 is
configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0, k1,..., kMc-1} determined
by the set determining unit 621.
[0346] It should be noted that, the set determining unit 621 is further configured to determine the downlink association
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set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration, and determine the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. The processing unit 622
is further configured to determine a timing relationship between the subframe n-k’ and subframes in the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relation-
ship.
[0347] It should be pointed out that the processing unit 622 is specifically configured to determine the HARQ-ACK
information according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the UL Grant when the determined timing relationship
indicates that the subframe n-k’ is the subframe n-kMc-1 or the subframe n-k’ is a subframe after the subframe n-kMc-1,
where the subframe n-kMc-1 is the last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}. The
processing unit 622 is further configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} when the determined timing relationship indicates that the subframe n-k’ is a subframe prior to the
subframe n-kMc-1.
[0348] As mentioned above, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit 622 is specifically
configured to determine, according to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the
number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0349] In addition, only one serving cell C is configured for the UE, and the processing unit 622 is specifically configured
to determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink
special mini-subframe; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special
mini-subframe, the processing unit 622 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc; or when
the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing
unit 622 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements
of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0350] In this embodiment, if only one serving cell C is configured for the UE, the processing unit 622 is specifically
configured to determine, after the set determining unit 621 determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-

k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes included

in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information,

where  and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel;

and determine, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK infor-

mation is 

[0351] In addition, if only one serving cell C is configured for the UE, the processing unit 622 is specifically configured
to determine, after the set determining unit 621 determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-

1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes included in the

HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, and

determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-sub-

frame, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer

channel. When the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe,

the processing unit 622 determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of

the HARQ-ACK information is  when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a

downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit 622 determines, according to the number  of downlink sub-

frames, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

[0352] Different from the case described above, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, and
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the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell c, the processing unit 622 is specifically configured to determine, according

to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} the number  of Downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK

information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c. When
the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the

processing unit 622 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or

when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK
bundling, the processing unit 622 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell

c is  Further, the processing unit 622 is specifically configured to determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determine whether the HARQ-

ACK bundling subframe sent {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe; when the HARQ-ACK

bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit 622 deter-

mines that  equals Mc; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink

special mini-subframe, the processing unit 622 determines that  equals Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements

of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0353] In an exemplary embodiment, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, and the Ncell

serving cells include a serving cell c, the processing unit 622 is specifically configured to determine, after the set deter-
mining unit 621 determines an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink as-

sociation set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, where  and the uplink-down-

link configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; determine, according to  the

number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c;

and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c. When  the processing unit 622 determines that the

number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of

the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit 622 determines

that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when  and the transmission

mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing

unit 622 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  Specifically,

the processing unit 622 is specifically configured to, when  determine that  equals 0; when the 

downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  equals Mc; or when the 

downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  equals Mc-1, where Mc is the

number of elements of the set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0354] In a further implementation process of this embodiment, the processing unit 622 may specifically include a
subframe determining unit, a first processing unit, and a second processing unit.
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[0355] The subframe determining unit is configured to determine, after the set determining unit 621 determines the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, a first
subframe set and a second subframe set according to the subframe n-k’ and the set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}.
[0356] The first processing unit is configured to determine first HARQ-ACK information according to downlink control
information DAI in the UL Grant.
[0357] The second processing unit is configured to determine second HARQ-ACK information.
[0358] It should be noted that, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes the first subframe
set and the second subframe set, the last subframe in the first subframe set is the subframe n-k’ or a subframe prior to
the subframe n-k’, the first subframe in the second subframe set is a subframe after the subframe n-k’, the first HARQ-
ACK information corresponds to the first subframe set, the second HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the second
subframe set, and the HARQ-ACK information includes the first HARQ-ACK information and the second HARQ-ACK
information.
[0359] If only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the first processing unit 622 is specifically configured to

determine the number  of downlink assignments DL Assignments received in the first subframe set; determine

the number  of PDSCHs received in the first subframe set, where the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment;

and determine a value  indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, so as to determine the first HARQ-ACK information

according to   and 

[0360] The first processing unit is specifically configured to conclude, when it is determined that

 that the first HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK indicative of incor-

rect reception.
[0361] As mentioned above, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the first processing unit is specifically

configured to determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information is  where  is a value

indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.
[0362] Likewise, Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the Ncell serving cells include a serving

cell c; the first processing unit is specifically configured to determine, according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number

 of downlink subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and

determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c. When the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one
transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the first processing unit determines that the number of bits of the

HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports

two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the first processing unit determines that the number

of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  Specifically, the first processing unit is specifically

configured to: when none of the downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink con-

figuration 5, determine that  or when a downlink reference configuration of at least one

serving cell among the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determine that

 where min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value,  is

the number of subframes in the first subframe set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a

maximum Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments received in the first

subframe set of an ith serving cell and the number of PDSCHs not scheduled by using the DL Assignment, and 0≤i<Ncell.

[0363] In addition, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the second processing unit is specifically
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configured to determine the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI in a downlink
assignment DL Assignment received in the second subframe set.
[0364] Preferably, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the second processing unit is specifically

configured to determine that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is  where  is the

number of subframes in the second subframe set.
[0365] In this embodiment, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the Ncell serving cells

include a serving cell c, the second processing unit may be further configured to determine the number  of

downlink subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and
determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c. When the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one
transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the second processing unit determines that the number of bits of

the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell

c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the second processing unit determines

that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  The second processing

unit is specifically configured to: when the second subframe set includes no downlink special mini-subframe, determine

that  or when the second subframe set includes a downlink special mini-subframe, determine that

 where  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

[0366] In addition, the second processing unit is specifically configured to determine, according to uplink-downlink

configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes included in the second subframe set, where the

uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel. When the  downlink

subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit determines that 

when the  downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit determines

that 

[0367] In another embodiment, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit 622 is specifically
configured to determine, after the set determining unit 621 determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-

k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} a first DL Assignment, where the first DL Assign-

ment is the last DL Assignment detected in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} and determine

the HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the first DL Assignment. Correspondingly,
the processing unit 622 is specifically configured to determine the number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the

HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and a value  indicated by the DAI in the first DL Assign-

ment, so as to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c and  where the first DL Assignment

is specifically the last DL Assignment among UDAI,c DL Assignments. Further, the processing unit 622 is specifically

configured to conclude, when it is determined that UDAI,c>0 and  that the HARQ-

ACK information indicates an NACK indicative of incorrect reception.
[0368] For a DL Assignment, in this embodiment, the processing unit 622 is specifically configured to determine the
number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; determine

the number NSPS of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-
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k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} where the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment; determine a value  indicated by the

DAI in the first DL Assignment; and determine a value  indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, so as to determine

the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c, NSPS,  and  Specifically, the processing unit 622 is

configured to conclude, when it is determined that UDAI,c>0 and  or when it is deter-

mined that  that the HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK indicative of

incorrect reception.
[0369] In the foregoing process of performing corresponding processing according to the DL Assignment, only one
serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processing unit 622 is further configured to determine that Nbundled =
(UDAI,c + NSPS) after determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the first DL Assignment, so as to
determine a scrambling sequence according to Nbundled, where UDAI,c is the number, which is determined by the process-
ing unit 622, of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, NSPS is the
number, which is determined by the processing unit 622, of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment, and
the scrambling sequence is used to scramble the HARQ-ACK information on which encoding is performed.
[0370] It should be specially pointed out that, in an exemplary embodiment, an HARQ feedback mode of the UE is
the PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, and two serving cells are configured for the UE, where the two serving
cells include a serving cell c, and the processing unit 622 is specifically configured to: when Mc = 1 or 2, determine that
the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is 2, 3, or 4; or when Mc = 3 or 4, determine that the
number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4; where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0371] Referring to FIG. 8, FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a third embodiment of a user equipment
according to the present invention. The user equipment according to this embodiment includes but is not limited to a
receiving module 81, a processing module 82, and a transmitting module 83.
[0372] As mentioned above, in a TDD-FDD CA system, a serving cell c is a secondary cell, and a duplex mode of the
serving cell c is FDD (frequency division duplex); a serving cell d is a primary cell (PCell, Primary Cell), and a duplex
mode of the serving cell d is TDD. When HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is carried on a PUSCH of the
serving cell d, a UE may determine the HARQ-ACK information according to this embodiment.
[0373] The receiving module 81 is configured to receive a UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant is used
to indicate PUSCH transmission in a subframe n-k’, and n is a natural number.
[0374] The processing module 82 is configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the UL
Grant, or determine the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the UL Grant, Mc, and Md, where the HARQ-ACK
information is carried on the PUSCH, Mc is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a subframe n of the
serving cell c, Md is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving cell d, the
duplex mode of the serving cell c is FDD, and the duplex mode of the serving cell d is TDD.
[0375] In this embodiment, the processing module 82 determines an uplink association index k’ according to an uplink
reference configuration, and determines a downlink association set according to a downlink reference configuration.
[0376] When the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 or the uplink-downlink configu-
ration 6 and the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 or the uplink-
downlink configuration 6, the processing module 82 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information

of the serving cell c is  and HARQ information bits are  If a transmission mode of

the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing module 82 determines

that  otherwise, the processing module 82 determines that  is the number of

downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c. In this embodiment,

 may be determined by using the following two methods:
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[0377] Method 1: The processing module 82 determines that  where  is a value indicated

by the DAI in the UL Grant.

[0378] Method 2: The processing module 82 determines that  where Mc is the number

of elements of the downlink association set of the subframe n of the serving cell c, and Md is the number of elements of

the downlink association set of the subframe n of the serving cell d
[0379] The transmitting module 83 is configured to transmit the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0380] Specifically, in the subframe n, the transmitting module 83 carries the HARQ-ACK information on the PUSCH,
and transmits the PUSCH to a base station.
[0381] Referring to FIG. 9, FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a fourth embodiment of a user equipment
according to the present invention. The UE according to this embodiment includes but is not limited to a receiver 91, a
processor 92, and a transmitter 93.
[0382] In this embodiment, the receiver 91 is configured to receive an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where
the UL Grant is used to indicate physical uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n is an integer,
and k’ is an uplink association index.
[0383] The processor 92 is configured to determine hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgment HARQ-ACK
information according to a downlink reference configuration, where the downlink reference configuration is used to
determine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or determine downlink HARQ timing, and the HARQ-ACK
information is carried on the PUSCH. It should be noted that, in this embodiment, the processor 92 may be further
configured to determine the uplink association index k’ according to an uplink reference configuration before the receiver
91 receives the UL Grant in the subframe n-k’.
[0384] The transmitter 93 is configured to transmit the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0385] It should be noted that, in this embodiment, the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} or the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} both are preferably used to determine the HARQ-ACK information. Appar-
ently, if the UL Grant is transmitted in the last subframe of the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, the HARQ-ACK
information may also be determined according to a value indicated by a DAI, which is not described in detail herein.
[0386] It can be easily understood that, in this embodiment, a downlink reference configuration is used to determine
a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and the like, so that HARQ-ACK information is jointly determined according
to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and the like. This is different from the prior art in which a UE must determine,
when receiving a UL Grant, the HARQ-ACK information according to a value (the total number of PDSCHs and downlink
SPS release signaling) indicated by a DAI carried by the UL Grant. The user equipment according to this embodiment
effectively avoids the following technical problem: when the UL Grant is transmitted prior to the last subframe in an
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, for example, in a case in which an uplink-downlink configuration is dynamically
configured, the DAI carried by the UL Grant may not indicate the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release
signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, thereby causing a UE to feed back incorrect
HARQ-ACK information. In addition, by using the user equipment according to this embodiment, another problem is
avoided: when an uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0, the UL Grant does not include
a 2-bit DAI; therefore, the UL Grant cannot indicate the total number of PDSCHs and the downlink SPS release signaling
that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set. In this embodiment, the HARQ-ACK information may be
determined by selecting and applying different conditions according to different situations, which provides more options
in determining the HARQ-ACK information, and can effectively prevent a feedback error.
[0387] In a specific embodiment, the processor 92 is further configured to determine the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration, so as to determine the HARQ-ACK
information according to the determined downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0388] In an exemplary embodiment, the processor 92 is specifically configured to determine, according to the downlink
reference configuration and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-ACK information. The processor 92 is con-
figured to determine that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 and the downlink
reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or is configured to determine that the uplink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink
configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. Then, the processor 92 determines the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the
subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration. Finally, the processor 92 determines the HARQ-ACK
information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}
[0389] It should be noted that, the processor 92 is further configured to determine the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration, and determine the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. Then, the processor
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92 determines a timing relationship between the subframe n-k’ and subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relationship.
[0390] Specifically, when the determined timing relationship indicates that the subframe n-k’ is a subframe n-kMc-1 or
the subframe n-k’ is a subframe after the subframe n-kMc-1, the processor 92 determines the HARQ-ACK information
according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the UL Grant, where the subframe n-kMc-1 is the last subframe in the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}. In addition, the processor 92 determines the HARQ-ACK in-
formation according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} when the determined timing relationship indicates
that the subframe n-k’ is a subframe prior to the subframe n-kMc-1.
[0391] As mentioned above, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor 92 is specifically
configured to determine, according to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} that the
number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0392] In addition, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor 92 is specifically configured to
determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink
special mini-subframe; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special
mini-subframe, the processor 92 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc; or when the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 92
determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements of the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0393] In another embodiment, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the processor 92 is specifically
configured to determine, after the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} is determined according to

the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling

subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, where  and the

uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and determine, according

to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

[0394] Similarly, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the processor 92 is specifically configured to
determine, after the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,....,n-kMc-1} is determined according to the downlink

association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK

bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, where  and the uplink-

downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and when the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 92 determines, according

to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is  or when

the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,....,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processor

92 determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK infor-

mation is 

[0395] Different from the case described above, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the

Ncell serving cells include a serving cell c, the processor 92 is further configured to determine, according to the downlink

association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to

be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c. When the transmission mode
of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 92 determines that

the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the

serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 92 determines

that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  Further, the processor 92 is

specifically configured to determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink

association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}

includes a downlink special mini-subframe; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframes set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes
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no downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 92 determines that  equals Me; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling

subframes set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 92 determines that 

equals Mc -1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0396] In an exemplary embodiment, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the Ncell serving

cells include a serving cell c, the processor 92 is further configured to determine, after determining the HARQ-ACK

bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number 

of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-

downlink configuration information, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information

carried on a physical layer channel; determine, according to  the number  of downlink subframes for which

the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c; and determine a transmission mode of the serving

cell c. When  the processor 92 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial

HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 92 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell c is ; or when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and

does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 92 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is  Specifically, the processor 92 is configured to: when  determine

that  equals 0; when the  downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-subframe, determine that 

equals Mc; or when the  downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  equals

Mc -1, where Mc is the number of elements of the set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0397] In another embodiment, in the present invention, the HARQ-ACK information may be determined in different
steps. For example, the processor 92 is configured to: after determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-
k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, determine a first subframe set and a second
subframe set according to the subframe n-k’ and the set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}. Then, the processor 92 determines first
HARQ-ACK information according to downlink control information DAI in the UL Grant. At the same time, the processor
92 is configured to determine second HARQ-ACK information. It should be noted that, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframes
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes the first subframe set and the second subframe set, the last subframe in the first
subframe set is the subframe n-k’ or a subframe prior to the subframe n-k’, the first subframe in the second subframe
set is a subframe after the subframe n-k’, the first HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the first subframe set, the
second HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the second subframe set, and the HARQ-ACK information includes the
first HARQ-ACK information and the second HARQ-ACK information.
[0398] For different number s of the serving cells c, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the processor

92 is specifically configured to determine the number  of downlink assignments DL Assignments received in the

first subframe set; determine the number  of PDSCHs received in the first subframe set, where the PDSCH has no

corresponding DL Assignment; and determine a value  indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, so as to determine

the first HARQ-ACK information according to   and  The processor 92 is specifically configured

to conclude, when it is determined that  that the first HARQ-ACK information

indicates an NACK indicative of incorrect reception.
[0399] As mentioned above, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the processor 92 may be further

configured to determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information is  where  is a value

indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.
[0400] Likewise, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the Ncell serving cells include a

serving cell c, the processor 92 is further configured to determine, according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number

 of downlink subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and
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determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c. When the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one
transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 92 determines that the number of bits of the first

HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two

transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 92 determines that the number of bits of

the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  Specifically, the processor 92 is configured to: when

none of the downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determine

that  or when a downlink reference configuration of at least one serving cell among the Ncell

serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determine that 

where min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value,  is the number of subframes in the first subframe set, 

is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a maximum Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui indicates a sum of

the number of DL Assignments received in the first subframe set of an ith serving cell and the number of PDSCHs not
scheduled by using the DL Assignment, and 0≤i<Ncell.

[0401] In addition, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor 92 may be further configured to
determine the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI in a downlink assignment DL
Assignment received in the second subframe set.
[0402] Preferably, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor 92 may be further configured to

determine that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is  where  is the number of subframes

in the second subframe set.
[0403] In this embodiment, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the Ncell serving cells

include a serving cell c, the processor 92 may be further configured to determine the number  of downlink subframes

for which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission
mode of the serving cell c. When the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial
HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 92 determines that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not

use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 92 determines that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK infor-

mation of the serving cell c is  The processor 92 is specifically configured to: when the second subframe set

includes no downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  or when the second subframe set includes

a downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  where  is the number of subframes in the second

subframe set.
[0404] In addition, the processor 92 may be further configured to determine, according to uplink-downlink configuration

information, the number  of downlink subframes included in the second subframe set, where the uplink-downlink

configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel. When the  downlink subframes include

no downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 92 determines that ; when the  downlink

subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 92 determines that 

[0405] In another embodiment, only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor 92 is specifically
configured to determine a first DL Assignment after determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-

1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, where the first DL Assignment is the last DL Assignment

detected in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; and determine the HARQ-ACK information

according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the first DL Assignment. Correspondingly, the processor 92 is specifically
configured to determine the number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-

k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determine a value  indicated by the DAI in the first DL Assignment, so as to determine the

HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c and  where the first DL Assignment is specifically the last DL As-

signment among UDAI,c DL Assignments. Further, the processor 92 is further configured to conclude, when it is determined
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that UDAI,c>0 and  that the HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK indicative of

incorrect reception.
[0406] For a DL Assignment, in this embodiment, the processor 92 may be further configured to determine the number
UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; determine the number

NSPS of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-

kMc-1}, where the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment; determine a value  indicated by the DAI in the

first DL Assignment; and determine a value  indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, so as to determine the HARQ-

ACK information according to UDAI,c, NSPS,  and  Specifically, the processor 92 is configured to conclude,

when it is determined that UDAI,c>0 and  or when it is determined that

 that the HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK indicative of incorrect

reception.
[0407] During the foregoing process of performing corresponding processing according to the DL Assignment, only
one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the processor 92 is specifically configured to determine that Nbundled =
(UDAI,c + NSPS) after determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the first DL Assignment, so as to
determine a scrambling sequence according to Nbundled, where UDAI,c is the number, which is determined by the processor
92, of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, NSPS is the number,
which is determined by the processor 92, of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment, and the scrambling
sequence is used to scramble the HARQ-ACK information on which encoding is performed.
[0408] It should be specially pointed out that, in an exemplary embodiment, an HARQ feedback mode of the UE is
PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, and two serving cells are configured for the UE, where the two serving cells
include a serving cell c, and the processor 92 is specifically configured to: when Mc = 1 or 2, determine that the number
of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is 2, 3, or 4; or when Mc = 3 or 4, determine that the number of bits
of the HARQ-ACK information is 4; where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {K0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0409] As mentioned above, the processor 92 is configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to a
DAI in the UL Grant, or the UE determines the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the UL Grant, Mc, and Md,
where the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH, Mc is the number of elements of a downlink association
set of a subframe n of the serving cell c, Md is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a subframe n of
the serving cell d, the duplex mode of the serving cell c is FDD, and the duplex mode of the serving cell d is TDD.
[0410] In this embodiment, the processor 92 may be further configured to determine an uplink association index k’
according to an uplink reference configuration, and determine a downlink association set according to a downlink refer-
ence configuration.
[0411] When the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 or the uplink-downlink configu-
ration 6, and the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 or the uplink-
downlink configuration 6, the processor 92 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell c is  and HARQ information bits are  If a transmission mode of the serving

cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 92 determines that

; otherwise, the processor 92 determines that   is the number of downlink sub-

frames for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c. In this embodiment,  may

be determined by using the following two methods:

Method 1: The processor 92 determines that  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the

UL Grant.

Method 2: The processor 92 determines that  where Mc, is the number of elements of

the downlink association set of the subframe n of the serving cell c, and Md is the number of elements of the downlink

association set of the subframe n of the serving cell d.

[0412] The transmitter 93 is configured to transmit the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0413] Specifically, in the subframe n, the transmitter 93 carries the HARQ-ACK information on the PUSCH, and
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transmits the PUSCH to a base station.
[0414] Referring to FIG. 10 with reference to the foregoing UE embodiments, FIG. 10 is a schematic flowchart illustrating
a second embodiment of a control information feedback method according to the present invention. It should be noted
that, this embodiment mainly describes an implementation process from the perspective of a base station. The control
information feedback method according to this embodiment includes but is not limited to the following steps:

Step S1001: The base station transmits an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant is used
to indicate physical uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n is an integer, and k’ is an uplink
association index.
Step S1002: The base station receives, in the subframe n, the PUSCH transmitted by a user equipment UE.
Step S1003: The base station determines hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgment HARQ-ACK information
according to a downlink reference configuration, where the downlink reference configuration is used to determine
a downlink association set and/or determine downlink HARQ timing, and the HARQ-ACK information is carried on
the PUSCH. In this embodiment, the UE determines the downlink association set according to the downlink reference
configuration; the downlink reference configuration is an "uplink-downlink configuration" that is referenced by the
UE when determining the downlink association set. In this embodiment, the UE determines downlink HARQ timing
according to the downlink reference configuration; the downlink reference configuration is an "uplink-downlink con-
figuration" that is referenced by the UE when determining the downlink HARQ timing. The HARQ timing refers to a
sequence between a time for transmitting a PDSCH/downlink SPS release signaling and a time for transmitting the
HARQ-ACK information.

[0415] It should be noted that, in this embodiment, the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} or an HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} or both are preferably used to determine the HARQ-ACK information. Ap-
parently, if the UL Grant is transmitted in the last subframe of the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, the HARQ-ACK
information may also be determined according to a DAI in the UL Grant, which is not described in detail in this embodiment.
[0416] When the HARQ-ACK information indicates that a particular downlink data or all downlink data in the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} is an ACK, the base station determines that the UE has correctly
received this particular downlink data or all the downlink data in the set. When the HARQ-ACK information indicates
that a particular downlink data or all the downlink data in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} is
an NACK, the base station determines that the UE has incorrectly received or has not received this particular downlink
data or all the downlink data in the set; further, the base station retransmits this particular downlink data or all the downlink
data in the set.
[0417] It can be easily understood that, in this embodiment, a downlink reference configuration is used to determine
a downlink association set and the like, so that HARQ-ACK information is jointly determined according to the downlink
association set and the like. This is different from the prior art in which a UE must determine, when receiving a UL Grant,
the HARQ-ACK information according to a value (the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling)
indicated by a DAI carried by the UL Grant. The base station according to this embodiment effectively avoids the following
technical problem: when the UL Grant is transmitted prior to the last subframe in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set,
for example, in a scenario in which an uplink-downlink configuration is dynamically configured, the DAI carried by the
UL Grant may not indicate the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, thereby causing the UE to feed back incorrect HARQ-ACK information. In addition,
the base station according to this embodiment avoids another problem: when an uplink reference configuration is the
uplink-downlink configuration 0, the UL Grant does not include a 2-bit DAI; therefore, the UL Grant cannot indicate the
total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set. In this embodiment, the HARQ-ACK information may be determined by selecting and applying different conditions
according to different situations, which provides more options in determining the HARQ-ACK information, and can
effectively prevent a feedback error.
[0418] With reference to different specific embodiments, the following provides a description of determining HARQ-
ACK information according to different conditions.
[0419] Referring to FIG. 11, FIG. 11 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a fifth specific embodiment of a control
information feedback method according to the present invention. The control information feedback method according
to this embodiment includes but is not limited to the following steps:

Step S1101: A base station configures an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration.

[0420] When the base station configures only one serving cell c for the UE, the step in which "a base station configures
an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration" is specifically that "the base station configures
the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c". When the base station
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configures multiple serving cells for the UE, the base station needs to configure uplink reference configurations and
downlink reference configurations of the multiple serving cells. For example, the base station configures the serving cell
c and a serving cell d for the UE; accordingly, the base station further needs to configure an uplink reference configuration
and a downlink reference configuration of the serving cell d, in addition to the uplink reference configuration and the
downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c.
[0421] After configuring the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell
c, the base station may transmit higher-layer signaling to the UE, where the higher-layer signaling indicates the uplink
reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c.
[0422] As mentioned above, the downlink reference configuration may be among the 7 uplink-downlink configurations
defined in Table 3. Preferably, the downlink reference configuration is a configuration with a large number of downlink
subframes, for example, the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration 2. Likewise, the uplink
reference configuration may be among the 7 uplink-downlink configurations defined in Table 3, that is, the uplink-downlink
configurations 0 to 6. Preferably, the uplink reference configuration is a configuration with a large number of uplink
subframes, for example, the uplink-downlink configuration 0 or the uplink-downlink configuration 1.
[0423] It should be noted that, in an application scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, preferably,
the base station configures the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration as different
uplink-downlink configurations. For example, the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0 or
1, and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or 2. When the uplink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0, a UL Grant includes no DAI.
[0424] Step S1102: The base station determines a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} according to the downlink
reference configuration, and determines an uplink association index k’ according to the uplink reference configuration.
[0425] The downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} isa downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving cell c.
Specifically, the base station determines the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the serving cell c according to
the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c. It should be noted that, when the base station configures
multiple serving cells for the UE, the base station needs to determine downlink association sets of the multiple serving
cells according to downlink reference configurations of the multiple serving cells. For example, the base station configures
the serving cell c and the serving cell d for the UE; accordingly, the base station needs to determine a downlink association
set of the serving cell d according to a downlink reference configuration of the serving cell d, in addition to determining
a downlink association set of the serving cell c according to the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c.
[0426] Specifically, the base station determines the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} or then HARQ-ACK bun-
dling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration. In other
words, the base station determines downlink HARQ timing according to the downlink reference configuration. The base
station determines the uplink association index k’ according to the uplink reference configuration. In other words, the
base station determines uplink scheduling timing according to the uplink reference configuration.
[0427] Step S1103: The base station transmits a UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant is used to indicate
PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, and n is an integer.
[0428] The base station transmits downlink data to the UE in a subframe n-k, where the downlink data includes a
PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling, where k∈{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}
includes Mc elements. Or, in other words, the base station transmits downlink data of the serving cell c in a subframe
in the set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where the downlink data includes the PDSCH or the downlink SPS release signaling.
[0429] Step S1104: The base station receives, in the subframe n, the PUSCH transmitted by the UE.
[0430] The base station receives the PUSCH in the subframe n, where the PUSCH carries HARQ-ACK information.
[0431] Step S1105 may be step S1105 (solution O) or step S1105" (solution P).
[0432] Step S1105 (solution O): When the base station configures an HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the serving cell
c as HARQ-ACK bundling, obtaining the HARQ-ACK information by the base station specifically includes the following
steps:

Substep Q1: The base station performs blind detection on a scrambling sequence, and determines Nbundled according
to an index of the scrambling sequence, where the scrambling sequence is used to scramble the HARQ-ACK
information on which encoding is performed.
The base station performs blind detection on the scrambling sequence, and obtains the index i of the scrambling
sequence; and then determines Nbundled according to a formula i=(Nbundled-1)mod4. When Nbundled is not equal to
the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} by the base station, the base station determines that the UE has a PDSCH and/or
downlink SPS release signaling loss in the set, and needs to retransmit all PDSCHs and downlink SPS release
signaling in the set.
Substep Q2: The base station obtains the HARQ-ACK information.
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[0433] The base station performs descrambling by using the scrambling sequence and performs decoding, so as to
obtain the HARQ-ACK information carried on the PUSCH, where the HARQ-ACK information is 1 or 2 bits. When at
least one bit of the 1 or 2 bits indicates an NACK, the base station needs to retransmit all downlink data corresponding
to the NACK.
[0434] Alternatively, step S1105 (solution P): The base station determines the HARQ-ACK information according to
the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, where the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH.
[0435] Before the base station determines the HARQ-ACK information, the base station further needs to configure an
HARQ feedback mode for the UE. If the base station configures Ncell serving cells for the UE, the base station may
separately configure an HARQ feedback mode for each serving cell; the HARQ feedback modes configured by the base
station for any two serving cells of the Ncell serving cells may be the same or different. In addition, in an application
scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, because different subframes are exposed to different types
of main interference, a loss of the HARQ-ACK information may occur if HARQ-ACK bundling is used, causing performance
deterioration. In view of this, in the application scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, it is allowed
that the base station does not configure the HARQ-ACK bundling.
[0436] In step S1105 (solution P), if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, step S1105" (solution P) may
specifically include: the base station determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc according
to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, where Mc is the number of elements of the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. When the HARQ-ACK information which is Mc bits indicates that downlink data
in a subframe n-ki is an ACK, the base station determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data in the
subframe n-ki; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is Mc bits indicates that the downlink data in the
subframe n-ki is an NACK, the base station determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data in the
subframe n-ki, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where ki∈{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0437] In step S1105 (solution P), if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the solution P may specifically
include: the base station determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the down-
link association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determines whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-

1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframes set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes
no downlink special mini-subframe, the base station determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information
is Mc; or when the set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the base station determines that
the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. When the HARQ-ACK information which is Mc, or Mc-1 bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe
n-ki is an ACK, the base station determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki;
conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is Mc or Mc-1 bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe
n-ki is an NACK, the base station determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data in the subframe n-
ki, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where ki∈{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0438] In step S1105 (solution P), if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the solution P may specifically
include: the base station determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the down-

link association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; the base station determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration information,

the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where

 and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and the

base station determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-

ACK information is  Preferably, the physical layer channel is a PDCCH/ePDCCH. When  the base

station does not need to detect the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c in the subframes n. When the HARQ-

ACK information which is  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki is an ACK, the base station determines

that the UE has correctly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information

which is  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the base station determines that

the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data in the

subframe n-ki, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0439] In step S1105 (solution P), if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the solution P may specifically
include: the base station determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the down-

link association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; the base station determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration information,

the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and
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determines whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-sub-

frame, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer

channel; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0, n-k1,..., n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe,

the base station determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-

ACK information is  or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0, n-k1,..., n-kMc-1}includes a downlink

special mini-subframe, the base station determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the

number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is  When  the base station does not need to detect

the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c in the subframe n. When the HARQ-ACK information which is  or

 bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki is an ACK, the base station determines that the UE has

correctly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki ; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is 

or  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the base station determines that the

UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data in the subframe

n-ki, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes (or one subframe, except the

downlink special mini-subframe, among the  downlink subframes).

[0440] If the base station configures only one serving cell for the UE, and configures the HARQ feedback mode of the
UE in the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling or HARQ-ACK multiplexing, the UE may execute the foregoing solution.
[0441] In step S1105 (solution P), if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the Ncell serving

cells include the serving cell c, the solution P may specifically include: the base station determines, according to the

downlink association set {k0, k1...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information

needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determines a transmission mode of the serving cell c. When the transmission
mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the base station determines

that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of

the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the base station determines

that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  In addition, when the base station

transmits no PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling in any subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-
k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, the base station does not need to detect the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c in the

subframe n. When the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe

n-ki or downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an ACK, the base station determines that the

UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits

indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki or the downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe

n-ki is an NACK, the base station determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the

base station retransmits the downlink data, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0442] Further, during a process in which the base station determines, according to the downlink association set {k0,

k1,..., kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the

serving cell c, the base station determines that  equals Mc, or the following may be further specifically included: the

base station determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink associ-

ation set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determines whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes

a downlink special mini-subframe; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink

special mini-subframe, the base station determines that  equals Mc; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the base station determines that  equals Mc-

1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0443] In step S1105 (solution P), if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0,and the Ncell serving
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cells include the serving cell c, the solution P may specifically include: the base station determines the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; the base station

determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes included

in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration

information is information carried on a physical layer channel; the base station determines, according to  the

number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c,

and determines a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and when  the base station determines that the

number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of

the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the base station determines that

the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is ; or when  and the transmission

mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the base station

determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  When the HARQ-ACK

information which is  or  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki or downlink data corresponding

to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an ACK, the base station determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink

data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that the downlink data in the

subframe n-ki or the downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the base station

determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink

data, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0444] Specifically, during a process in which the base station determines, according to  the number  of

downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, when 

the base station determines that  equals 0; when the  downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-

subframe, the base station determines  equals  or when the  downlink subframes include a downlink

special mini-subframe, the base station determines that 

[0445] If the base station configures Ncell serving cells for the UE, and configures an HARQ feedback mode of the UE
on the serving cell c as PUCCH format 3, the UE may execute the foregoing solution.
[0446] In step S1105 (solution P), the process in which the base station determines the HARQ-ACK information
according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} may specifically include the following:

Substep P1: The base station determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according
to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
Substep P2: The base station determines a first subframe set and a second subframe set according to the subframe
n-k’ and the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes the first subframe set and the second subframe set, the last subframe in the first
subframe set is the subframe n-k’ or a subframe prior to the subframe n-k’ (that is, no subframe in the first subframe
set is later than the subframe n-k’), and the first subframe in the second subframe set is a subframe after the subframe
n-k’ (that is, all subframes in the second subframe set are later than the subframe n-k’).
Substep P3: When the base station configures the HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK
bundling, the base station determines that the first HARQ-ACK information is 1 or 2 bits; and when at least one bit
of the first HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK, the base station retransmits downlink data corresponding
to at least one codeword in the first subframe set.

[0447] Alternatively, substep P3: The base station determines first HARQ-ACK information according to downlink
control information DAI in the UL Grant, where the first HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the first subframe set.
[0448] Substep P3 may be further specifically that: the base station determines that the number of bits of the first

HARQ-ACK information is  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant. Preferably, the base
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station configures the HARQ feedback mode of the UE on the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK multiplexing or HARQ-ACK

bundling. When the HARQ-ACK information which is  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki is an

ACK, the base station determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-

ACK information which is  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the base station

determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink

data, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0449] In substep P3, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the Ncell serving cells include

the serving cell c, the substep P3 may specifically be: the base station determines, according to the DAI in the UL Grant,

the number  of downlink subframes for which first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving

cell c, and determines a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c
supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the base station determines that the number of bits

of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c

supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the base station determines that the number

of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  Preferably, the base station configures the

HARQ feedback mode of the UE on the serving cell c as PUCCH format 3. When the HARQ-ACK information which is

 or  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki or downlink data corresponding to a codeword in

the subframe n-ki is an ACK, the base station determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely,

when the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki

or the downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the base station determines that

the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data, where

the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0450] The process in which the base station determines  according to the DAI in the UL Grant includes the

following:

Scenario 1: The Ncell serving cells have a same downlink reference configuration, or uplink-downlink configuration

information carried on a physical layer channel indicates that the Ncell serving cells have a same uplink-downlink

configuration.
When the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6, or the uplink-downlink
configuration information carried on a physical layer channel indicates the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4,

or 6, the base station determines that  or when the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-

downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical layer channel indicates

the uplink-downlink configuration 5, the base station determines that  where

 is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

Scenario 2: At least two serving cells of the Ncell serving cells have different downlink reference configurations, or
uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical layer channel indicates that at least two serving cells
have different uplink-downlink configurations.

[0451] When none of downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration

5 or none of uplink-downlink configurations indicated by the uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a
physical layer channel is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, the base station determines that

 or when a downlink reference configuration of at least one serving cell among the Ncell

serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical
layer channel indicates the uplink-downlink configuration 5, the base station determines that

 where min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value,  is the

number of subframes in the first subframe set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a maximum
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Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments received in the first subframe set

of an ith serving cell and the number of PDSCHs not scheduled by using the DL Assignment, and 0≤i<Ncell.

[0452] Substep P4: The base station determines second HARQ-ACK information, where the second HARQ-ACK
information corresponds to the second subframe set, and the HARQ-ACK information includes the first HARQ-ACK
information and the second HARQ-ACK information.
[0453] In substep P4, when the base station configures the HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the serving cell c as HARQ-
ACK bundling, the base station determines that the second HARQ-ACK information is 1 or 2 bits. When at least one bit
of the 1 or 2 bits indicates an NACK, the base station needs to retransmit all downlink data corresponding to the NACK.
[0454] In substep P4, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the substep P4may specifically include: the
base station determines the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI in a downlink
assignment DL Assignment transmitted in the second subframe set.
[0455] In substep P4, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the substep P4may specifically include: the

base station determines that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is  where  is the number

of subframes in the second subframe set. When the HARQ-ACK information which is  bits indicates that downlink

data in a subframe n-ki is an ACK, the base station determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data in

the subframes n-ki ; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is  bits indicates that the downlink data in

the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the base station determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data in the

subframe n-ki, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where the subframe n-

ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0456] In substep P4, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the Ncell serving cells include

the serving cell c, the substep P4 may specifically include: the base station determines the number  of downlink

subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determines a
transmission mode of the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport
block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the base station determines that the number of bits of the second HARQ-

ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport

blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the base station determines that the number of bits of the second

HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  When the HARQ-ACK information which is  or 

bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki or downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki

is an ACK, the base station determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely, when the

HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki or the

downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the base station determines that the UE

has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data, where the subframe

n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0457] When the second subframe set includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the base station determines that

 or when the second subframe set includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the base station determines

that  where  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

[0458] Alternatively, the base station determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number

 of downlink subframes included in the second subframe set, where the uplink-downlink configuration information

is information carried on a physical layer channel; when the  downlink subframes include no downlink special

mini-subframe, the base station determines that  or when the  downlink subframes include a

downlink special mini-subframe, the base station determines that 

[0459] In substep S1105 (solution P), the HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection,
and two serving cells are configured for the UE, where the two serving cells include the serving cell c and a serving cell
d, and the substep S1105 (solution P) may specifically be:

the base station determines, according to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0, k1,...,kMc-1},
that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc.
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[0460] There are two solutions for the base station to determine the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information
according to Mc.

(1) Solution 1

[0461] Scenario 1: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are the same, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when Mc = 1 or 2, the base station determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A
is 2, 3, or 4; or when Mc = 3 or 4, the base station determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information
is 4; where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0462] Scenario 2: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are different, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when M = 1 or 2, the base station determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A
is 2, 3, or 4; or
when M = 3 or 4, the base station determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

[0463] M=max(Mc,Md), Md is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving cell
d, and Mc is the number of elements in a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving cell c.

(2) Solution 2

[0464] Scenario 1: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are the same, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when  or 2, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is 2,

3, or 4; or when  or 4, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

[0465] Scenario 2: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are different, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when NDL = 1 or 2, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when NDL = 3 or 4, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

  is the number of downlink subframes in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of a

subframe n of the serving cell d, and  is the number of downlink subframes in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set of a subframe n of the serving cell c. The base station determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of the
subframe n of the serving cell c or d according to the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c or d. The
base station determines the number of downlink subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of the subframe
n of the serving cell c/d according to the first/second uplink-downlink configuration information, where the first uplink-
downlink configuration information and the second uplink-downlink configuration information are information carried on
a same physical layer channel or different physical layer channels.
[0466] It is worth noting that, in an application scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, uplink-downlink
configuration information carried on a PDCCH or ePDCCH is a current uplink-downlink configuration used to indicate
uplink and downlink subframe assignment. The base station carries the uplink-downlink configuration information on the
PDCCH/ePDCCH, and transmits the PDCCH/ePDCCH to the UE. The base station instructs, by using the uplink-downlink
configuration information, the UE to detect the PDCCH/ePDCCH in a downlink subframe indicated by the uplink-downlink
configuration information.
[0467] Referring to FIG. 12 with reference to the foregoing embodiments. FIG. 12 is a schematic flowchart illustrating
a sixth specific embodiment of a control information feedback method according to the present invention. The control
information feedback method according to this embodiment includes but is not limited to the following steps:

Step S1201: A base station configures an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration.
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In step S1201, preferably, the uplink reference configuration is different from the downlink reference configuration.
For a specific implementation principle and effect of step S1201, refer to the related description of step S1101, and
details are not repeatedly described herein.
Step S1202: The base station determines a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} according to the downlink
reference configuration, and determines an uplink association index k’ according to the uplink reference configuration.
Likewise, for a specific implementation principle and effect of step S1202, refer to the related description of step
S1102, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
Step S1203: The base station transmits a UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant is used to indicate
PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, and n is an integer.
For a specific implementation principle and effect of step S1203 in this embodiment, refer to the related description
of step S1103, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
Step S1204: The base station receives, in the subframe n, the PUSCH transmitted by the UE.
The base station receives the PUSCH in the subframe n, where the PUSCH carries HARQ-ACK information.
Step S1205: The base station determines, according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference
configuration, the HARQ-ACK information, where the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH.

[0468] It should be noted that, step S1205 may specifically include the following substeps:

Substep M1: The base station determines that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration
1 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or the base station determines
that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink reference configuration
is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. Preferably, the base station determines the uplink reference
configuration as the uplink-downlink configuration 0 (in this case, the UL Grant includes no DAI).
Substep M2: The base station determines the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according
to the downlink reference configuration.
Substep M3: The base station determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0469] For a specific implementation principle and effect of substep M3, refer to all the related description of the solution
P in step S1105, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0470] Alternatively, substep M3: When the base station configures an HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the serving cell
c as HARQ-ACK bundling, the base station obtains the HARQ-ACK information. For a specific implementation principle
and effect, refer to all the related description of the solution O in step S1105, and details are not repeatedly described
herein.
[0471] In addition, when the base station determines that the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference
configuration are not among the combinations listed in substep M1, the base station determines the HARQ-ACK infor-
mation according to the DAI in the UL Grant.
[0472] Referring to FIG. 13, FIG. 13 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a seventh specific embodiment of a control
information feedback method according to the present invention. The control information feedback method according
to this embodiment includes but is not limited to the following steps:

Step S1301: A base station configures an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration.
In step S1301, preferably, the uplink reference configuration is different from the downlink reference configuration.
For a specific implementation principle and effect of step S1301, refer to the related description of step S1101, and
details are not repeatedly described herein.
Step S1302: The base station determines a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} according to the downlink
reference configuration, and determines an uplink association index k’ according to the uplink reference configuration.
Likewise, for a specific implementation principle and effect of step S1302, refer to the related description of step
S1102, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
Step S1303: The base station transmits a UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant is used to indicate
PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, and n is an integer.

[0473] For a specific implementation principle and effect of step S1303 in this embodiment, refer to the related de-
scription of step S1103, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0474] Step S1304: The base station receives, in the subframe n, the PUSCH transmitted by the UE.
[0475] The base station receives the PUSCH in the subframe n, where the PUSCH carries HARQ-ACK information.
[0476] Step S1305: The base station determines HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink reference config-
uration, where the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH.
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[0477] A difference from the foregoing embodiments lies in that, in this embodiment, step S1305 may specifically
include the following substeps:

Substep T1: The base station determines the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according
to the downlink reference configuration.

Substep T2: The base station determines an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to
the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

Substep T3: The base station determines a timing relationship between the subframe n-k’ and subframes in the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}.

Substep T4: The base station determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relationship.

[0478] Substep T4 includes the following two cases:

Case 1: If the timing relationship determined by the base station indicates that the subframe n-k’ is the subframe n-
kMc-1 or the subframe n-k’ is a subframe after the subframe n-kMc-1, the base station determines the HARQ-ACK
information according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the UL Grant, where the subframe n-kMc-1 is the last
subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}.
Case 2: If the timing relationship determined by the base station indicates that the subframe n-k’ is a subframe prior
to the subframe n-kMc-1, the base station determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink asso-
ciation set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. For a specific implementation principle and effect of the step in which "the base station
determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}", refer to all the
related description of the solution P in step S1105, and details are not repeatedly described herein.

[0479] Alternatively, case 2: If the timing relationship determined by the base station indicates that the subframe n-k’
is a subframe prior to the subframe n-kMc-1, and when the base station configures the HARQ-ACK feedback mode of
the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling, the base station obtains the HARQ-ACK information. For a specific imple-
mentation principle and effect, refer to all the related description of the solution O in step S1105, and details are not
repeatedly described herein.
[0480] In addition to the foregoing embodiments of a control information feedback method on a base station side, the
present invention may further include an eighth specific embodiment of a control information feedback method. It should
be noted that, in a TDD-FDD CA system, a serving cell c is a secondary cell and a duplex mode of the serving cell c is
FDD, and a serving cell d is a primary cell and a duplex mode of the serving cell d is TDD. When HARQ-ACK information
of the serving cell c is carried on a PUSCH of the serving cell d, refer to FIG. 14. FIG. 14 is a schematic flowchart
illustrating the eighth embodiment of the control information feedback method according to the present invention. A base
station may determine the HARQ-ACK information according to this specific eighth embodiment.
[0481] Step S1801: The base station transmits a UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant is used to indicate
PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, and n is a natural number.
[0482] Step S1802: The base station receives the PUSCH in the subframe n.
[0483] As mentioned above, on the UE side, the UE carries, in the subframe n, the HARQ-ACK information on the
PUSCH, and transmits the PUSCH to the base station.
[0484] Step S1803: The base station determines the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the UL Grant, or
the base station determines the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the UL Grant, Mc, and Md, where the
HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH, Mc is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a
subframe n of the serving cells c, Md is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a subframe n of the
serving cell d, the duplex mode of the serving cell c is FDD, and the duplex mode of the serving cell d is TDD.
[0485] In this embodiment, the base station determines an uplink association index k’ according to an uplink reference
configuration, and determines a downlink association set according to a downlink reference configuration.
[0486] When the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 or the uplink-downlink configu-
ration 6, and the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 or the uplink-
downlink configuration 6, the base station determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell c is  and HARQ information bits are  If a transmission mode of the serving cell c

supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the base station determines that 
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otherwise, the base station determines that   is the number of downlink subframes for which the

HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c. In this embodiment,  may be determined by

using the following two methods:

Method 1: The base station determines that  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the

UL Grant.

Method 2: The base station determines that  where Mc is the number of elements of

the downlink association set of the subframe n of the serving cell c, and Md is the number of elements of the downlink

association set of the subframe n of the serving cell d.

[0487] Referring to FIG. 15, FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a first embodiment of a base station
according to the present invention. The base station according to this embodiment includes but is not limited to a
configuring module 141, a parameter determining module 142, a transmitting module 143, a receiving module 144, and
a feedback determining module 145.
[0488] The configuring module 141 is configured to configure an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference
configuration.
[0489] When the base station configures only one serving cell c for a UE, that the configuring module 141 configures
an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration is specifically that "the configuring module 141
configures an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c". When the
base station configures multiple serving cells for the UE, the configuring module 141 needs to configure uplink reference
configurations and downlink reference configurations of the multiple serving cells. For example, the base station con-
figures the serving cell c and a serving cell d for the UE; accordingly, the configuring module 141 further needs to
configure an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration of the serving cell d, in addition to
the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c.
[0490] The downlink reference configuration is used to determine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or
downlink HARQ timing of a subframe n. The downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} is a downlink association set of a
subframe n of the serving cell c. Specifically, the base station determines the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}
of the serving cell c according to the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c. It should be noted that, when
the base station configures multiple serving cells for the UE, the base station needs to determine downlink association
sets of the multiple serving cells according to downlink reference configurations of the multiple serving cells. For example,
the base station configures the serving cell c and the serving cell d for the UE; accordingly, the base station needs to
determine a downlink association set of the serving cell d according to the downlink reference configuration of the serving
cell d, in addition to determining the downlink association set of the serving cell c according to the downlink reference
configuration of the serving cell c.
[0491] After the configuring module 141 configures the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference
configuration of the serving cell c, the base station may transmit higher-layer signaling to the UE, where the higher-layer
signaling indicates the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c.
[0492] As mentioned above, the downlink reference configuration may be among the 7 uplink-downlink configurations
defined in Table 3. Preferably, the downlink reference configuration is a configuration with a large number of downlink
subframes, for example, the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration 2. Likewise, the uplink
reference configuration may be among the 7 uplink-downlink configurations defined in Table 3, that is, the uplink-downlink
configurations 0 to 6. Preferably, the uplink reference configuration is a configuration with a large number of uplink
subframes, for example, the uplink-downlink configuration 0 or the uplink-downlink configuration 1.
[0493] It should be noted that, in an application scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, preferably,
the base station configures the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration as different
uplink-downlink configurations. For example, the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0 or
1, and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or 2. When the uplink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0, a UL Grant includes no DAI.
[0494] The parameter determining module 142 is configured to determine an uplink association index k’ according to
the uplink reference configuration.
[0495] The transmitting module 143 is configured to transmit the UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, where the UL Grant is
used to indicate PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, and n is an integer.
[0496] The transmitting module 143 transmits downlink data to the UE in a subframe n-k, where the downlink data
includes a PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling, where k ∈ {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1} includes Mc elements. Or, in other words, the transmitting module 143 transmits downlink data of the
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serving cell c in a subframe in the set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where the downlink data includes a PDSCH or downlink
SPS release signaling.
[0497] The receiving module 144 is configured to receive, in the subframe n, the PUSCH transmitted by the UE.
[0498] The receiving module 144 receives the PUSCH in the subframe n, where the PUSCH carries HARQ-ACK
information.
[0499] Apparently, in another embodiment, when the base station configures an HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the
serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling, and the feedback determining module 145 is configured to determine the HARQ-
ACK information, on the base station side, the following process is specifically included:

The feedback determining module 145 performs blind detection on a scrambling sequence, and determines Nbundled
according to an index of the scrambling sequence, where the scrambling sequence is used to scramble the HARQ-
ACK information on which encoding is performed.

[0500] The feedback determining module 145 performs the blind detection on the scrambling sequence, and obtains
the index i of the scrambling sequence; and then determines Nbundled according to a formula i = (Nbundled -1)mod4. When
Nbundled is not equal to the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} by the base station, the feedback determining module 145
determines that the UE has a PDSCH and/or downlink SPS release signaling loss in the set, and needs to retransmit
all PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling in the set.
[0501] The feedback determining module 145 obtains the HARQ-ACK information.
[0502] The feedback determining module 145 performs descrambling by using the scrambling sequence and performs
decoding, so as to obtain the HARQ-ACK information carried on the PUSCH, where the HARQ-ACK information is 1 or
2 bits. When at least one bit of the 1 or 2 bits indicates an NACK, the base station needs to retransmit all downlink data
corresponding to the NACK.
[0503] The feedback determining module 145 is configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, where the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH, and the feedback
determining module 145 may determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} according to the downlink reference
configuration and determine the HARQ-ACK bundling sub frame set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, where Mc is a natural number greater than or equal to 1.
[0504] Before the feedback determining module 145 determines the HARQ-ACK information, the base station further
needs to configure an HARQ feedback mode for the UE. If the base station configures Ncell serving cells for the UE, the
base station may separately configure an HARQ feedback mode for each serving cell; the HARQ feedback modes
configured by the base station for any two serving cells of the Ncell serving cells may be the same or different. In addition,
in an application scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, because different subframes are exposed
to different types of main interference, a loss of the HARQ-ACK information may occur if HARQ-ACK bundling is used,
causing performance deterioration. In view of this, in the application scenario of dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configu-
ration, it is allowed that the base station does not configure the HARQ-ACK bundling.
[0505] As shown in FIG. 16, the feedback determining module 145 may include a configuration determining unit 1450,
a set determining unit 1451, and a processing unit 1452. The processing unit 1452 may determine the HARQ-ACK
information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0506] During a process in which the processing unit 1452 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the processing unit 1452
determines, according to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the number of bits
of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1}. when the HARQ-ACK information which is Mc bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki is an ACK, the
processing unit 1452 determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki; conversely,
when the HARQ-ACK information which is Mc bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the
processing unit 1452 determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, and further,
the base station retransmits the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where ki ∈ {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0507] During a process in which the processing unit 1452 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the processing unit 1452
determines an HARQ-ACK bundling subframes set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determines whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink
special mini-subframe; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special
mini-subframe, the processing unit 1452 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc; or
when the set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit 1452 determines that
the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. When the HARQ-ACK information which is Mc or Mc-1 bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe
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n-ki is an ACK, the processing unit 1452 determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data in the subframe
n-ki; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is Mc or Mc-1 bits indicates that the downlink data in the
subframe n-ki is an NACK, the processing unit 1452 determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data
in the subframe n-ki, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where ki ∈
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0508] During a process in which the processing unit 1452 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the set determining unit 1451

determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set

{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; the processing unit 1452 determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number

 of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where 

and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and the processing

unit 1452 determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information is  Preferably, the physical layer channel is a PDCCH/ePDCCH. When  the processing

unit 1452 does not need to detect the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c in the subframe n. When the HARQ-

ACK information which is  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki is an ACK, the processing unit 1452

determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK

information which is  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the processing unit

1452 determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the

downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0509] During a process in which the processing unit 1452 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the set determining unit 1451

determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set

{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; the processing unit 1452 determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number

 of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determines

whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, where

 and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and

when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframes set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the

processing unit 1452 determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the

HARQ-ACK information is  or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a down-

link special mini-subframe, the processing unit 1452 determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes,

that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is  When  the processing unit 1452 does

not need to detect the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c in the subframe n. When the HARQ-ACK information

which is  or  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki is an ACK, the processing unit 1452

determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK

information which is  or  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the

processing unit 1452 determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the base station

retransmits the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink

subframes (or among the  downlink subframes except the downlink special mini-subframe).

[0510] If the base station configures only one serving cell for the UE, and configures the HARQ feedback mode of the
UE on the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling or HARQ-ACK multiplexing, the UE may execute the foregoing solution.
[0511] During a process in which the processing unit 1452 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the Ncell

serving cells include a serving cell c, the processing unit 1452 determines, according to the downlink association set
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{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on

the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c; when the transmission mode of the serving
cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit 1452 determines that the

number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving

cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit 1452 determines

that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  In addition, when the base station

transmits no PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling in any subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, the processing unit 1452 does not need to detect the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell

c in the subframe n. When the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that downlink data in a

subframe n-ki or downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an ACK, the processing unit 1452

determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which

is  or  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki or the downlink data corresponding to a

codeword in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the processing unit 1452 determines that the UE has incorrectly received

the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe

among the  downlink subframes.

[0512] Further, during a process in which the processing unit 1452 determines, according to the downlink association

set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back

on the serving cell c, the processing unit 1452 determines that  equals Mc, or the following may be further specifically

included: the set determining unit 1451 determines, after determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, whether the HARQ-ACK bundling sub-

frame set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set

{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit 1452 determines that  equals

Mc ; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe,

the processing unit 1452 determines that  equals Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink

association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0513] During a process in which the processing unit 1452 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the Ncell

serving cells include a serving cell c, the set determining unit 1451 determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determines, according to uplink-

downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling sub-

frame set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information

carried on a physical layer channel; and the processing unit 1452 determines, according to  the number 

of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determines

a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and when  the processing unit 1452 determines that the number

of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of the serving

cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit 1452 determines that the

number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when  and the transmission mode

of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit

1452 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  When the HARQ-

ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki or downlink data corre-

sponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an ACK, the processing unit 1452 determines that the UE has correctly

received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that
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the downlink data in the subframe n-ki or the downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an

NACK, the processing unit 1452 determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the

base station retransmits the downlink data, where the subframes n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink sub-

frames.

[0514] Specifically, during a process in which the processing unit 1452 determines, according to  the number

 of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, when

 the processing unit 1452 determines that  equals 0; when the  downlink subframes include no

downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit 1452 determines that  equals  or when the 

downlink subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit 1452 determines that

[0515] If the base station configures Ncell serving cells for the UE, and configures an HARQ feedback mode of the UE
on the serving cell c as PUCCH format 3, the UE may execute the foregoing solution.
[0516] The processing unit 1452 may, during a process of determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, specifically include a subframe determining unit, a first processing unit, and a
second processing unit.
[0517] After the set determining unit 1451 determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}
according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the subframe determining unit is configured to determine a
first subframe set and a second subframe set according to the subframe n-k’ and the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, where the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes the first subframe
set and the second subframe set, the last subframe in the first subframe set is the subframe n-k’ or a subframe prior to
the subframe n-k’ (that is, no subframe in the first subframe set is later than the subframe n-k’), and the first subframe
in the second subframe set is a subframe after the subframe n-k’ (that is, all subframes in the second subframe set are
later than the subframe n-k’).
[0518] The first processing unit is configured to determine, when the base station configures the HARQ-ACK feedback
mode on the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling, that first HARQ-ACK information is 1 or 2 bits. When at least one
bit of the first HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK, the base station retransmits downlink data corresponding to
at least one codeword in the first subframe set.
[0519] Alternatively, the first processing unit is configured to determine first HARQ-ACK information according to
downlink control information DAI in the UL Grant, where the first HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the first subframe
set.

[0520] The first processing unit is specifically configured to determine the number  of downlink assignments

DL Assignments transmitted in the first subframe set; the base station determines the number  of physical downlink

shared channels PDSCHs received in the first subframe set, where the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment;

the base station determines a value  indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant; and the base station determines the

first HARQ-ACK information according to   and  If it is determined that

 the base station concludes that the first HARQ-ACK information indicates

a non-acknowledgment NACK.
[0521] The first processing unit is specifically configured to determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK

information is  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant. Preferably, the base station configures

the HARQ feedback mode of the UE on the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK multiplexing or HARQ-ACK bundling. When

the HARQ-ACK information which is  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki is an ACK, the first

processing unit determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK

information which is  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the first processing

unit determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the

downlink data, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.
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[0522] If Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell >0, and the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell

c, the first processing unit is specifically configured to determine, according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number

 of downlink subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and

determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one
transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information

of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and

does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell c is  Preferably, the base station configures the HARQ feedback mode of the UE on the serving

cell c as PUCCH format 3. When the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that downlink data

in a subframe n-ki or downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an ACK, the first processing

unit determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information

which is  or  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki or the downlink data corresponding

to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the first processing unit determines that the UE has incorrectly received

the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data, where the subframes n-ki is one subframe

among the  downlink subframes.

[0523] The process in which the first processing unit determines  according to the DAI in the UL Grant includes

the following:

Scenario 1: The Ncell serving cells have a same downlink reference configuration, or uplink-downlink configuration

information carried on a physical layer channel indicates that the Ncell serving cells have a same uplink-downlink

configuration.
When the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6, or the uplink-downlink
configuration information carried on a physical layer channel indicates the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4,

or 6, the first processing unit determines that  or when the downlink reference configuration is the

uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical layer channel
indicates the uplink-downlink configuration 5, the first processing unit determines that

 where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

Scenario 2: At least two serving cells of the Ncell serving cells have different downlink reference configurations, or
uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical layer channel indicates that at least two serving cells
have different uplink-downlink configurations.

[0524] When none of downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration

5 or none of uplink-downlink configurations indicated by the uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a
physical layer channel is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, the first processing unit determines that

 or when a downlink reference configuration of at least one serving cell among the Ncell

serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical
layer channel indicates the uplink-downlink configuration 5, the first processing unit determines that

 where min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value,  is

the number of subframes in the first sub frame set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a maximum

Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments received in the first subframe set

of an ith serving cell and the number of PDSCHs not scheduled by using the DL Assignment, and 0≤i<Ncell.

[0525] The second processing unit is configured to determine second HARQ-ACK information, where the second
HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the second subframe set, and the HARQ-ACK information includes the first
HARQ-ACK information and the second HARQ-ACK information. When the base station configures the HARQ-ACK
feedback mode of the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling, the second processing unit determines that the second
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HARQ-ACK information is 1 or 2 bits. When at least one bit of the 1 or 2 bits indicates an NACK, the base station needs
to retransmit all downlink data corresponding to the NACK.
[0526] If only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the second processing unit may be specifically configured to
determine the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI in a downlink assignment DL
Assignment transmitted in the second subframe set.
[0527] If only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the second processing unit may be specifically configured to

determine that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is  where  is the number of subframes

in the second subframe set. When the HARQ-ACK information which is  bits indicates that downlink data in a

subframe n-ki is an ACK, the second processing unit determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data

in the subframe n-ki; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is  bits indicates that the downlink data

in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the second processing unit determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink

data in the subframe n-ki, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where the

subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0528] If Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell>0, and the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell

c, the second processing unit may be specifically configured to determine the number  of downlink subframes for

which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission
mode of the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses
spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determine that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell

c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial

HARQ-ACK bundling, determine that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is

 When the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe

n-ki or downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an ACK, the second processing unit determines

that the UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is  or

 bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki or the downlink data corresponding to a codeword in

the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the second processing unit determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink

data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the

 downlink subframes.

[0529] When the second subframe set includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit de-

termines that  or when the second subframe set includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the second

processing unit determines that and where  is the number of subframes in the second subframe

set.
[0530] Alternatively, the second processing unit determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration information,

the number  of downlink subframes included in the second subframe set, where the uplink-downlink configuration

information is information carried on a physical layer channel; when the  downlink subframes include no downlink

special mini-subframe, the second processing unit determines that  or when the  downlink

subframes include a downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit determines that 

[0531] It should be noted that, the HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, and
two serving cells are configured for the UE, where the two serving cells include a serving cell c and a serving cell d, and
the processing unit 1452 may be specifically configured to: determine, according to the number of elements of the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, and determine the
number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information according to Mc, which includes a solution 1 and a solution 2.

(1) Solution 1

[0532] Scenario 1: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are the same, an operation is
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performed according to the following method:

when Mc = 1 or 2, the processing unit 1452 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A ,
where A is 2, 3, or 4; or when Mc = 3 or 4, the processing unit 1452 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-
ACK information is 4; where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1},

[0533] Scenario 2: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are different, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when M = 1 or 2, the processing unit 1452 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A,
where A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when M = 3 or 4, the processing unit 1452 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

[0534] M = max(Mc,Md), Md is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving
cell d, and Mc is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving cell c.

(2) Solution 2

[0535] Scenario 1: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are the same, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when  or 2, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is

2, 3, or 4; or when  or 4, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

[0536] Scenario 2: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are different, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when NDL = 1 or 2, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when NDL = 3 or 4, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

  is the number of downlink subframes in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of

a subframe n of a serving cell d, and  is the number of downlink subframes in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set of a subframe n of the serving cell c. The processing unit 1452 determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
of the subframe n of the serving cell c or d according to the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c or d.
The processing unit 1452 determines the number of downlink subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of
the subframe n of the serving cell c/d according to the first/second uplink-downlink configuration information, where the
first uplink-downlink configuration information and the second uplink-downlink configuration information are information
carried on a same physical layer channel or different physical layer channels.
[0537] It is worth noting that, in an application scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, uplink-downlink
configuration information carried on a PDCCH or ePDCCH is a current uplink-downlink configuration used to indicate
uplink and downlink subframe assignment. The base station carries the uplink-downlink configuration information on the
PDCCH/PDCCH, and transmits the PDCCH/PDCCH to the UE. The base station instructs, by using the uplink-downlink
configuration information, the UE to detect the PDCCH/PDCCH in a downlink subframe indicated by the uplink-downlink
configuration information.
[0538] In another embodiment, the feedback determining module 145 is further configured to determine, according to
the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-ACK information.
[0539] Accordingly, the configuration determining unit 1450 is configured to determine that the uplink reference con-
figuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink config-
uration 2 or 5, or the base station determines that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration
6 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.
[0540] The set determining unit 1451 is configured to determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the
subframe n according to the downlink reference configuration.
[0541] The processing unit 1452 is configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. For a specific working process in which the processing unit 1452 determines the HARQ-
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ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, refer to the related description provided above,
which is within a scope of understanding by a person skilled in the art and is not repeatedly described. Alternatively,
when the base station configures an HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling, the
processing unit 1452 obtains the HARQ-ACK information. For a specific implementation principle and effect, refer to all
the related description of the foregoing embodiments, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0542] In addition, when the processing unit 1452 concludes that the uplink reference configuration and the downlink
reference configuration are not among the combinations listed by the configuration determining unit 1450, the processing
unit 1452 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the UL Grant.
[0543] Referring to FIG. 17, FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating modules of a second embodiment of a base station
according to the present invention. The base station according to this embodiment includes but is not limited to a processor
160, a transmitter 161, and a receiver 162.
[0544] The processor 160 is configured to configure an uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference con-
figuration. When the base station configures only one serving cell c for a UE, that the processor 160 configures an uplink
reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration is specifically that "the processor 160 configures an
uplink reference configuration and a downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c". When the base station
configures multiple serving cells for the UE, the processor 160 needs to configure uplink reference configurations and
downlink reference configurations of the multiple serving cells. For example, the base station configures the serving cell
c and a serving cell d for the UE; accordingly, the processor 160 further needs to configure an uplink reference configuration
and a downlink reference configuration of the serving cell d, in addition to the uplink reference configuration and the
downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c.
[0545] The downlink reference configuration is used to determine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or
downlink HARQ timing of a subframe n. The downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} is a downlink association set of a
subframe n of the serving cell c. Specifically, the processor 160 determines the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1} of the serving cell c according to the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c. It should be noted that,
when the base station configures multiple serving cells for the UE, the processor 160 needs to determine downlink
association sets of the multiple serving cells according to downlink reference configurations of the multiple serving cells.
For example, the base station configures the serving cell c and the serving cell d for the UE; accordingly, the processor
160 needs to determine a downlink association set of the serving cell d according to the downlink reference configuration
of the serving cell d, in addition to determining the downlink association set of the serving cell c according to the downlink
reference configuration of the serving cell c.
[0546] After the processor 160 configures the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration
of the serving cell c, the base station may transmit higher-layer signaling to the UE, where the higher-layer signaling
indicates the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c.
[0547] As mentioned above, the downlink reference configuration may be among the 7 uplink-downlink configurations
defined in Table 3. Preferably, the downlink reference configuration is a configuration with a large number of downlink
subframes, for example, the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration 2. Likewise, the uplink
reference configuration may be among the 7 uplink-downlink configurations defined in Table 3, that is, the uplink-downlink
configurations 0 to 6. Preferably, the uplink reference configuration is a configuration with a large number of uplink
subframes, for example, the uplink-downlink configuration 0 or the uplink-downlink configuration 1.
[0548] It should be noted that, in an application scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, preferably,
the base station configures the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration as different
uplink-downlink configurations. For example, the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0 or
1, and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or 2. When the uplink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0, a UL Grant includes no DAI.
[0549] The processor 160 is further configured to determine an uplink association index k’ according to the uplink
reference configuration.
[0550] The transmitter 161 is configured to transmit a UL Grant in a subframe n - k’, where the UL Grant is used to
indicate PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, and n is an integer.
[0551] It should be noted that, the transmitter 161 transmits downlink data to the UE in a subframe n - k, where the
downlink data includes a PDSCH or downlink SPS release signaling, where k ∈ {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} includes Mc elements. Or, in other words, the transmitter 161 transmits downlink data of
the serving cell c in a subframe in the set {n - k0, n - k1,..., n - kMc-1}, where the downlink data includes a PDSCH or
downlink SPS release signaling.
[0552] The receiver 162 is configured to receive, in the subframe n, the PUSCH transmitted by the UE.
[0553] The receiver 162 receives the PUSCH in the subframe n, where the PUSCH carries HARQ-ACK information.
[0554] Apparently, in another embodiment, when the base station configures an HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the
serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling, and the processor 160 is configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information,
on the base station side, the following process is specifically included:
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The processor 160 performs blind detection on a scrambling sequence, and determines Nbundled according to an
index of the scrambling sequence, where the scrambling sequence is used to scramble the HARQ-ACK information
on which encoding is performed.

[0555] The processor 160 performs the blind detection on the scrambling sequence, and obtains the index i of the
scrambling sequence; and then determines Nbundled according to a formula i = (Nbundled - 1)mod4. When Nbundled is not
equal to the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in an HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} by the base station, the processor 160 determines that the UE has a PDSCH and/or
downlink SPS release signaling loss in the set, and needs to retransmit all PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling
in the set.
[0556] The processor 160 obtains the HARQ-ACK information.
[0557] The processor 160 performs descrambling by using the scrambling sequence and performs decoding, so as
to obtain the HARQ-ACK information carried on the PUSCH, where the HARQ-ACK information is 1 or 2 bits. When at
least one bit of the 1 or 2 bits indicates an NACK, the base station needs to retransmit all downlink data corresponding
to the NACK.
[0558] In this embodiment of the present invention, the processor 160 is configured to determine the HARQ-ACK
information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} , where the HARQ-ACK information is carried on
the PUSCH, and the processor160 may determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} according to the downlink
reference configuration and determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0, n - k1,..., n - kMc-1} according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, where Mc is a natural number greater than or equal to 1.
[0559] Before the processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK information, the base station further needs to configure
an HARQ feedback mode for the UE. If the base station configures Ncell serving cells for the UE, the base station may
separately configure an HARQ feedback mode for each serving cell; the HARQ feedback modes configured by the base
station for any two serving cells of the Ncell serving cells may be the same or different. In addition, in an application
scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, because different subframes are exposed to different types
of main interference, a loss of the HARQ-ACK information may occur if HARQ-ACK bundling is used, causing performance
deterioration. In view of this, in the application scenario of dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, it is allowed that
the base station does not configure the HARQ-ACK bundling.
[0560] The processor 160 may determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,
k1,..., kMc-1}.
[0561] During a process in which the processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, if only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the processor 160 determines, according
to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK
information is Mc, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. When the HARQ-
ACK information which is Mc bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n - ki is an ACK, the processor 160 determines
that the UE has correctly received the downlink data in the subframes n-ki; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information
which is Mc bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n - ki is an NACK, the processor 160 determines that
the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, and further, the base station retransmits the
downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where ki ∈ {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0562] During a process in which the processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, if only one serving cell c. is configured for the UE, the processor 160 determines the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0, n-k1,..., n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and
determines whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0, n-k1,..., n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-
subframe; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0, n-k1,..., n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-sub-
frame, the processor 160 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc; or when the set {n-k0,
n-k1,..., n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 160 determines that the number of bits of the
HARQ-ACK information is Mc- 1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}
When the HARQ-ACK information which is Mc or Mc-1 bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki is an ACK,
the processor 160 determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki; conversely,
when the HARQ-ACK information which is Mc or Mc-1 bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki is an
NACK, the processor 160 determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, and
further, the base station retransmits the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where ki ∈{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
[0563] During a process in which the processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, if only one serving cell c. is configured for the UE, the processor 160 determines the

HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0, n-k1,..., n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set; the processor 160

determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes included
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in the HARQ-ACK bundling sub frame set {n-k0, n-k1,..., n-kMc-1}, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration

information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and the processor 160 determines, according to the

number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is  Preferably, the

physical layer channel is a PDCCH/ePDCCH. When  the processor 160 does not need to detect the HARQ-

ACK information of the serving cell c in the subframe n. When the HARQ-ACK information which is  bits indicates

that downlink data in a subframe n-ki is an ACK, the processor 160 determines that the UE has correctly received the

downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is  bits indicates that the downlink data in the

subframe n-ki is an NACK, the processor 160 determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and

further, the base station retransmits the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe

among the  downlink subframes.

[0564] During a process in which the processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, if only one serving cell c. is configured for the UE, the processor 160 determines the

HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0, n-k1,..., n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0, k1,..., kMc-1}; the

processor 160 determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink sub-

frames included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determines whether the HARQ-

ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,..., n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, where  and

the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and when the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0, n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 160 de-

termines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information

is  or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe,

the processor 160 determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the

HARQ-ACK information is  When  the processor 160 does not need to detect the HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c in the subframe n. When the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits

indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki is an ACK, the processor 160 determines that the UE has correctly

received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that

the downlink data in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the processor 160 determines that the UE has incorrectly received

the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where the subframe

n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes (or among the  downlink subframes except the downlink

special mini-subframe).
[0565] If the base station configures only one serving cell for the UE, and configures the HARQ feedback mode of the
UE on the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling or HARQ-ACK multiplexing, the UE may execute the foregoing solution.
[0566] During a process in which the processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink

association set {k0,k1, ...,kMc-1}, if  serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, and the Ncell serving

cells include a serving cell c, the processor 160 determines, according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,..., kMc-1},

the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell

c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c; when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports
one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 160 determines that the number of bits of the

HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two

transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 160 determines that the number of bits

of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  In addition, when the base station transmits no PDSCH
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or downlink SPS release signaling in any subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, the

processor 160 does not need to detect the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c in the subframe n. When the

HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki or downlink data

corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an ACK, the processor 160 determines that the UE has correctly

received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that the

downlink data in the subframe n-ki or the downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-k1 is an NACK,

the processor 160 determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the base station

retransmits the downlink data, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0567] Further, during a process in which the processor 160 determines, according to the downlink association set

{k0,k1, ...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back

on the serving cell c, the processor 160 determines that  equals Mc, or the following may be further specifically

included: the processor 160 determines, after determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}

according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-

kMc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe; when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}

includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 160 determines that  equals Mc; or when the HARQ-

ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,Mc-1} includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 160 determines

that  equals Mc-1, where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0568] During a process in which the processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,..., kMc-1}, if Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, and the Ncell serving cells

include a serving cell c, the processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}

according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration

information, the number  of downlink subframes included in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-

kMc-1}, where  and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer

channel; and the processor 160 determines, according to  the number  of downlink subframes for which the

HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determines a transmission mode of the serving

cell c; and when  the processor 160 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses

spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 160 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell c is ; or when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks

and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 160 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is  When the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that

downlink data in a subframe n - ki or downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an ACK, the

processor 160 determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK

information which is  or  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki or the downlink data

corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the processor 160 determines that the UE has incorrectly

received the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data, where the subframe n-ki is one

subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0569] Specifically, during a process in which the processor 160 determines, according to  the number 

of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, when 

the processor 160 determines that  equals 0; when the  downlink subframes include no downlink special mini-
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subframe, the processor 160 determines that  equals  or when the  downlink subframes include a

downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 160 determines that 

[0570] If the base station configures Ncell serving cells for the UE, and configures an HARQ feedback mode of the UE
on the serving cell c as PUCCH format 3, the UE may execute the foregoing solution.
[0571] The processor 160 may, during a process of determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, specifically include the processor 160, the processor 160, and the processor 160.
[0572] After the processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to
the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the processor 160 is configured to determine a first subframe set and a
second subframe set according to the subframe n-k’ and the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0, n-k1,..., n-kMc-1},
where the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} includes the first subframe set and the second sub-
frame set, the last subframe in the first subframe set is the subframe n-k’ or a subframe prior to the subframe n-k’ (that
is, no subframe in the first subframe set is later than the subframe n-k’), and the first subframe in the second subframe
set is a subframe after the subframe n-k’ (that is, all subframes in the second subframe set are later than the subframe n-k’).
[0573] The processor 160 is configured to determine, when the base station configures the HARQ-ACK feedback
mode of the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling, that first HARQ-ACK information is 1 or 2 bits. When at least one
bit of the first HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK, the base station retransmits downlink data corresponding to
at least one codeword in the first subframe set.
[0574] Alternatively, the processor 160 is configured to determine first HARQ-ACK information according to downlink
control information DAI in the UL Grant, where the first HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the first subframe set.

[0575] The processor 160 is specifically configured to determine the number  of downlink assignments DL

Assignments transmitted in the first subframe set; the base station determines the number  of physical downlink

shared channels PDSCHs received in the first subframe set, where the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment;

the base station determines a value  indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant; and the base station determines the

first HARQ-ACK information according to   and  If it is determined that

 the base station concludes that the first HARQ-ACK information indicates

a non-acknowledgment NACK.
[0576] The processor 160 is specifically configured to determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK infor-

mation is  where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant. Preferably, the base station configures

the HARQ feedback mode of the UE on the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK multiplexing or HARQ-ACK bundling. When

the HARQ-ACK information which is  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe n-ki is an ACK, the processor

160 determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information

which is  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the processor 160 determines that

the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data, where

the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the  downlink subframes.

[0577] If Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, and the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell

c, the processor 160 is specifically configured to determine, according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number  of

downlink subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine
a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport
block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not

use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell c is  Preferably, the base station configures the HARQ feedback mode of the UE on the serving cell c as

PUCCH format 3. When the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that downlink data in a
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subframe n - ki or downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an ACK, the processor 160

determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which

is  or  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki or the downlink data corresponding to a

codeword in the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the processor 160 determines that the UE has incorrectly received the

downlink data, and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe

among the  downlink subframes.

[0578] The process in which the processor 160 determines  according to the DAI in the UL Grant includes the

following:

Scenario 1: The Ncell serving cells have a same downlink reference configuration, or uplink-downlink configuration

information carried on a physical layer channel indicates that the Ncell serving cells have a same uplink-downlink

configuration.
When the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6, or the uplink-downlink
configuration information carried on a physical layer channel indicates the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4,

or 6, the processor 160 determines that  or when the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-

downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical layer channel indicates

the uplink-downlink configuration 5, the processor 160 determines that 

where  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

Scenario 2: At least two serving cells of the Ncell serving cells have different downlink reference configurations, or
uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical layer channel indicates that at least two serving cells
have different uplink-downlink configurations.

[0579] When none of downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration

5 or none of uplink-downlink configurations indicated by the uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a
physical layer channel is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, the processor 160 determines that

 or when a downlink reference configuration of at least one serving cell among the Ncell

serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5 or the uplink-downlink configuration information carried on a physical
layer channel indicates the uplink-downlink configuration 5, the processor 160 determines that

 where min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value,  is

the number of subframes in the first subframe set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a maximum

Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments received in the first subframe set

of an ith serving cell and the number of PDSCHs not scheduled by using the DL Assignment, and 0 ≤ i < Ncell.

[0580] The processor 160 is configured to determine second HARQ-ACK information, where the second HARQ-ACK
information corresponds to the second subframe set, and the HARQ-ACK information includes the first HARQ-ACK
information and the second HARQ-ACK information. When the base station configures the HARQ-ACK feedback mode
of the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 160 determines that the second HARQ-ACK information is
1 or 2 bits. When at least one bit of the 1 or 2 bits indicates an NACK, the base station needs to retransmit all downlink
data corresponding to the NACK.
[0581] If only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the processor 160 may be specifically configured to determine
the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI in a downlink assignment DL Assignment
transmitted in the second subframe set.
[0582] If only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, the processor 160 may be specifically configured to determine

that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is  where  is the number of subframes in the

second subframe set. When the HARQ-ACK information which is  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe

n-ki is an ACK, the processor 160 determines that the UE has correctly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki ;
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conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is  bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki

is an NACK, the processor 160 determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data in the subframe n-ki,

and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data in the subframe n-ki, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe

among the  downlink subframes.

[0583] If Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where Ncell > 0, and the Ncell serving cells include a serving cell

c, the processor 160 may be specifically configured to determine the number  of downlink subframes for which

the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of
the serving cell c; and when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial
HARQ-ACK bundling, determine that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is

 or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial

HARQ-ACK bundling, determine that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is

 When the HARQ-ACK information which is  or  bits indicates that downlink data in a subframe

n-ki or downlink data corresponding to a codeword in the subframe n-ki is an ACK, the processor 160 determines that

the UE has correctly received the downlink data; conversely, when the HARQ-ACK information which is  or

 bits indicates that the downlink data in the subframe n-ki or the downlink data corresponding to a codeword in

the subframe n-ki is an NACK, the processor 160 determines that the UE has incorrectly received the downlink data,

and further, the base station retransmits the downlink data, where the subframe n-ki is one subframe among the 

downlink subframes.
[0584] When the second subframe set includes no downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 160 determines

that  or when the second subframe set includes a downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 160

determines that  where  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

[0585] Alternatively, the processor 160 determines, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number

 of downlink subframes included in the second subframe set, where the uplink-downlink configuration information

is information carried on a physical layer channel; when the  downlink subframes include no downlink special

mini-subframe, the processor 160 determines that  or when the  downlink subframes include

a downlink special mini-subframe, the processor 160 determines that 

[0586] It should be noted that, the HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, and
two serving cells are configured for the UE, where the two serving cells include a serving cell c and a serving cell c, and
the processor 160 may be specifically configured to: determine, according to the number of elements of the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, and determine the number
of bits of the HARQ-ACK information according to Mc, which includes a solution 1 and a solution 2.

(1) Solution 1

[0587] Scenario 1: when downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are the same, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when Mc = 1 or 2, the processor 160 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A , where
A is 2, 3, or 4; or when Mc = 3 or 4, the processor 160 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK
information is 4; where Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

[0588] Scenario 2: when downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are different, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when M = 1 or 2, the processor 160 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where
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A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when M = 3 or 4, the processor 160 determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

[0589] M = max(Mc,Md), Md is the number of elements of a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving
cell d, and Mc is the number of elements in a downlink association set of a subframe n of the serving cell c.

(2) Solution 2

[0590] Scenario 1: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are the same, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when  or 2, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, where A is

2, 3, or 4; or when  3 or 4, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

[0591] Scenario 2: When downlink reference configurations of the two serving cells are different, an operation is
performed according to the following method:

when NDL = 1 or 2, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A , where A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when NDL = 3 or 4, the UE determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4.

  is the number of downlink subframes in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of a

subframe n of the serving cell d, and  is the number of downlink subframes in an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set of a subframe n of the serving cells c. The processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of the
subframe n of the serving cell c or d according to the downlink reference configuration of the serving cell c or d. The
processor 160 determines the number of downlink subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set of the subframe
n of the serving cell c / d according to the first/second uplink-downlink configuration information, where the first uplink-
downlink configuration information and the second uplink-downlink configuration information are information carried on
a same physical layer channel or different physical layer channels.
[0592] It is worth noting that, in an application scenario of a dynamic TDD uplink-downlink configuration, uplink-downlink
configuration information carried on a PDCCH or ePDCCH is a current uplink-downlink configuration used to indicate
uplink and downlink subframe assignment. The base station carries the uplink-downlink configuration information on the
PDCCH/PDCCH, and transmits the PDCCH/PDCCH to the UE. The base station instructs, by using the uplink-downlink
configuration information, the UE to detect the PDCCH/PDCCH in a downlink subframe indicated by the uplink-downlink
configuration information.
[0593] In another embodiment, the processor 160 is further configured to determine, according to the downlink refer-
ence configuration and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-ACK information.
[0594] Correspondingly, the processor 160 determines that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink
configuration 1 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or the base station
determines that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.
[0595] The processor 160 is configured to determine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n
according to the downlink reference configuration.
[0596] The processor 160 is configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}. For a specific working process in which the processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK information
according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, refer to the related description provided above, which is within
a scope of understanding by a person skilled in the art and is not repeatedly described. Alternatively, when the base
station configures an HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling, the processor 160 obtains
the HARQ-ACK information. For a specific implementation principle and effect, refer to all the related description of the
foregoing embodiments, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0597] In addition, the processor 160 determines the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the UL Grant when
concluding that the uplink reference configuration and the downlink reference configuration are not among the combi-
nations listed above.
[0598] In this embodiment of the present invention, a downlink reference configuration is used to determine a downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and the like, so that HARQ-ACK information is determined according to the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and the like. This is different from the prior art in which a UE must determine, when
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receiving a UL Grant, HARQ-ACK information according to a value (the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS
release signaling) indicated by a DAI carried by the UL Grant. The base station according to this embodiment effectively
avoids the following technical problem: when the UL Grant is transmitted prior to the last subframe in an HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set, for example, in a scenario in which an uplink-downlink configuration is dynamically configured,
the DAI carried by the UL Grant may not indicate the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that
are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set, thereby causing a UE to feed back incorrect HARQ-ACK
information. In addition, the base station according to this embodiment avoids another problem: when an uplink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 0, the UL Grant does not include a 2-bit DAI; therefore, the UL Grant
cannot indicate the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set. In this embodiment, the HARQ-ACK information may be determined by selecting and applying
different conditions according to different situations, which provides more options in determining the HARQ-ACK infor-
mation, and can effectively prevent a feedback error.
[0599] In the several embodiments provided in the present invention, it should be understood that the disclosed system,
apparatus, and method may be implemented in other manners. For example, the described apparatus embodiment is
merely exemplary. For example, the module or unit division is merely logical function division and may be other division
in an actual implementation. For example, multiple units or components may be combined or integrated into another
system, or some features may be ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or discussed mutual couplings or
direct couplings or communication connections may be implemented through some interfaces. The indirect couplings
or communication connections between the apparatuses or units may be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or
other forms.
[0600] The units described as separate parts may or may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as units
may or may not be physical units, may be located in one position, or may be distributed on multiple network units. A part
or all of the units may be selected according to an actual need to achieve the objectives of the solutions of the embodiments.
[0601] In addition, functional units in the embodiments of the present invention may be integrated into one processing
unit, or each of the units may exist alone physically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit. The integrated unit
may be implemented in a form of hardware, or may be implemented in a form of a software functional unit.
[0602] When the integrated unit is implemented in the form of a software functional unit and sold or used as an
independent product, the integrated unit may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium. Based on such an
understanding, the technical solutions of the present invention essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art, or all
or a part of the technical solutions may be implemented in the form of a software product. The software product is stored
in a storage medium and includes several instructions for instructing a computer device (which may be a personal
computer, a server, or a network device) or a processor to perform all or a part of the steps of the methods described
in the embodiments of the present invention. The foregoing storage medium includes any medium that can store program
code, such as a USB flash drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only memory (Read-Only Memory, ROM), a random
access memory (Random Access Memory, RAM), a magnetic disc, or an optical disc.
[0603] The foregoing descriptions are merely embodiments of the present invention, and the protection scope of the
present invention is not limited thereto. Any equivalent structure or process changes made according to the content of
this specification and accompanying drawings in the present invention, or by directly or indirectly applying the present
invention in other related technical fields, shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A control information feedback method, comprising:

receiving, by a UE, an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, wherein the UL Grant is used to indicate physical
uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n is an integer, and k’ is an uplink association index;
determining hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgment HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink
reference configuration, wherein the downlink reference configuration is used to determine a downlink associ-
ation set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or determine downlink HARQ timing, and the HARQ-ACK information is carried on
the PUSCH; and
transmitting the PUSCH in the subframe n.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the receiving, by a UE, an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n-
k’, the method further comprises:

determining the uplink association index k’ according to an uplink reference configuration.
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3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the determining HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference
configuration specifically comprises:

determining the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference
configuration; and
determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the determining HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference
configuration specifically comprises:

determining, according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-
ACK information.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the determining, according to the downlink reference configuration and
the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-ACK information specifically comprises:

determining that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1 and the downlink
reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or determining that the uplink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-
downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5;
determining the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference
configuration; and
determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

6. The method according to claim 2, wherein the determining HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference
configuration specifically comprises:

determining the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to the downlink reference
configuration;
determining an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1};
determining a timing relationship between the subframe n-k’ and subframes in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} and
determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relationship.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing
relationship comprises:

if the subframe n-k’ in the determined timing relationship is a subframe n-kMc-1 or the subframe n-k’ is a subframe
after the subframe n-kMc-1, determining the HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment index
DAI in the UL Grant, wherein the subframe n-kMc-1 is the last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}.

8. The method according to claim 6 or 7, wherein the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing
relationship further comprises:

if the subframe n-k’ in the determined timing relationship is a subframe prior to the subframe n-kMc-1, determining
the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

9. The method according to claim 3, 5, or 8, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining
the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}specifically comprises:

determining, according to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the number
of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, wherein Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

10. The method according to claim 3, 5, or 8, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining
the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically comprises:
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determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determining whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} com-
prises a downlink special mini-subframe; and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises no downlink special mini-subframe,
determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, determining that the number
of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc-1, wherein Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

11. The method according to claim 3, 5, or 8, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining
the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically comprises:

determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1};

determining, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes

comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, wherein  and the uplink-

downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and

determining, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information is 

12. The method according to claim 3, 5, or 8, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining
the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically comprises:

determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1};

determining, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes

comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determining whether the HARQ-

ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, wherein

 and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel;

and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises no downlink special mini-subframe,

determining, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information is  or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink

special mini-subframe, determining, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of

bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

13. The method according to claim 3, 5, or 8, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell>0, the
Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} comprises:

determining, according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes

for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determining a transmission
mode of the serving cell c; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK

bundling, determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is  or

when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-

ACK bundling, determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 
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14. The method according to claim 13, wherein the determining, according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the

serving cell c specifically comprises:

determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determining whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} com-
prises a downlink special mini-subframe; and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises no downlink special mini-subframe,

determining that  equals Mc; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} com-

prises a downlink special mini-subframe, determining that  equals Mc-1, wherein Mc is the number of

elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

15. The method according to claim 3, 5, or 8, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell>0, the
Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically comprises:

determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1};

determining, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes

comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, wherein  and the uplink-

downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel;

determining, according to  the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information

needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determining a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and

when  determining, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 0;

when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial

HARQ-ACK bundling, determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is

 or when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and

does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information

of the serving cell c is 

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the determining, according to , the number  of downlink

subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically comprises:

when  determining that  equals 0; when the  downlink subframes comprise no downlink

special mini-subframe, determining that  equals Mc; or when the  downlink subframes comprise a

downlink special mini-subframe, determining that  equals Mc-1, wherein Mc is the number of elements of

the set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

17. The method according to claim 3, 5, or 8, wherein the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically comprises:

determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1};
determining a first subframe set and a second subframe set according to the subframe n-k’ and the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, wherein the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-

1} comprises the first subframe set and the second subframe set, the last subframe in the first subframe set is
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the subframe n-k’ or a subframe prior to the subframe n-k’, and the first subframe in the second subframe set
is a subframe after the subframe n-k’;
determining first HARQ-ACK information according to downlink control information DAI in the UL Grant, wherein
the first HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the first subframe set; and
determining second HARQ-ACK information, wherein the second HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the
second subframe set;
wherein the HARQ-ACK information comprises the first HARQ-ACK information and the second HARQ-ACK
information.

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining
first HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the UL Grant specifically comprises:

determining the number  of downlink assignments DL Assignments received in the first subframe set;

determining the number  of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the first subframe

set, wherein the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment;

determining a value  indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant; and

determining the first HARQ-ACK information according to   and 

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein the determining the first HARQ-ACK information according to 

 and  comprises:

if it is determined that  determining that the first HARQ-ACK infor-

mation indicates a non-acknowledgment NACK.

20. The method according to claim 17, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining
first HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the UL Grant comprises:

determining that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information is  wherein  is a value

indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

21. The method according to claim 17, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell>0, the Ncell
serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the determining first HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the
UL Grant comprises:

determining, according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number  of downlink subframes for which the first

HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determining a transmission mode of
the serving cell c; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK

bundling, determining that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial
HARQ-ACK bundling, determining that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell

c is 

22. The method according to claim 21, wherein the determining, according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number

 of downlink subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c

specifically comprises:

when none of downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5,

determining that  or
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when a downlink reference configuration of at least one serving cell among the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-

downlink configuration 5, determining that 

wherein min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value,  is the number of subframes in the first subframe

set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a maximum Ui value of the Ncell serving cells,

Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments received in the first subframe set of an ith serving cell and

the number of PDSCHs not scheduled by using a DL Assignment, and 0≤i<Ncell.

23. The method according to claim 17, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining
second HARQ-ACK information specifically comprises:

determining the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI in a downlink assignment
DL Assignment received in the second subframe set.

24. The method according to claim 17, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining
second HARQ-ACK information comprises:

determining that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is  wherein  is the number

of subframes in the second subframe set.

25. The method according to claim 17, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell>0, the Ncell
serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the determining second HARQ-ACK information specifically comprises:

determining the number  of downlink subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to

be fed back on the serving cell c, and determining a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK
bundling, determining that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is

 or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use

spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell c is 

26. The method according to claim 25, wherein the determining the number  of downlink subframes for which

the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically comprises:

when the second subframe set comprises no downlink special mini-subframe, determining that  or

when the second subframe set comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, determining that 

wherein  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

27. The method according to claim 25, wherein the determining the number  of downlink subframes for which

the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically comprises:

determining, according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes

comprised in the second subframe set, wherein the uplink-downlink configuration information is information
carried on a physical layer channel;

when the  downlink subframes comprise no downlink special mini-subframe, determining that

 or

when the  downlink subframes comprise a downlink special mini-subframe, determining that
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28. The method according to claim 3, 5, or 8, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining
the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically comprises:

Determining the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1};
determining a first DL Assignment, wherein the first DL Assignment is the last DL Assignment detected in the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; and
determining the HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the first DL Assign-
ment.

29. The method according to claim 28, wherein the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the
first DL Assignment specifically comprises:

determining the number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set

{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determining a value  indicated by the DAI in the first DL Assignment, wherein

the first DL Assignment is specifically the last DL Assignment among the UDAI,c DL Assignments; and

determining the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c and 

30. The method according to claim 29, wherein the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c and

 comprises:

if it is determined that UDAI,c>0 and  determining that the HARQ-ACK infor-

mation indicates a non-acknowledgment NACK.

31. The method according to claim 28, wherein the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the
first DL Assignment specifically comprises:

determining the number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1};
determining the number NSPS of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, wherein the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment;

determining a value  indicated by the DAI in the first DL Assignment;

determining the total number K of subframes, with PDSCH transmission and downlink SPS release signaling
transmission, that are indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant; and

determining the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c, NSPS,  and K.

32. The method according to claim 31, wherein the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c, NSPS,

 and  comprises:

if it is determined that UDAI,c>0 and  or if it is determined that K >UDAI,c +

NSPS and  determining that the HARQ-ACK information indicates a

non-acknowledgment NACK.

33. The method according to any one of claims 28 to 32, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and
after the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to a DAI in the first DL Assignment, the method further
comprises:

determining that Nbundled = (UDAI,c + NSPS), wherein UDAI,c is the determined number of DL Assignments received
in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; NSPS is the determined number of physical
downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1},
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and the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment; and
determining a scrambling sequence according to Nbundled, wherein the scrambling sequence is used to scramble
the HARQ-ACK information on which encoding is performed.

34. The method according to claim 3, 5, or 8, wherein an HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format 1b with
channel selection, and two serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein the two serving cells comprise a serving
cell c, and the determining the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}
specifically comprises:

when Mc = 1 or 2, determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, wherein A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when Mc = 3 or 4, determining that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4;
wherein Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

35. A user equipment UE, comprising:

a receiving module, configured to receive an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, wherein the UL Grant is
used to indicate physical uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n is an integer, and k’
is an uplink association index;
a processing and feedback module, configured to determine hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgment
HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference configuration, wherein the downlink reference con-
figuration is used to determine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or determine downlink HARQ
timing, and the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH; and
a transmitting module, configured to transmit the PUSCH in the subframe n.

36. The user equipment according to claim 35, wherein the user equipment further comprises:

a parameter determining module, configured to determine the uplink association index k’according to an uplink
reference configuration before the receiving module receives the UL Grant in the subframe n-k’.

37. The user equipment according to claim 36, wherein the processing and feedback module specifically comprises:

a set determining unit, configured to determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n
according to the downlink reference configuration; and
a processing unit, configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} determined by the set determining unit.

38. The user equipment according to claim 36, wherein the processing and feedback module is specifically configured
to determine, according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-
ACK information.

39. The user equipment according to claim 38, wherein the processing and feedback module specifically comprises:

a configuration determining unit, configured to determine that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-
downlink configuration 1 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5,
or determine that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink
reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5;
a set determining unit, configured to determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n
according to the downlink reference configuration; and
a processing unit, configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association
set {k0, k1,..., kMc-1} determined by the set determining unit.

40. The user equipment according to claim 36, wherein the processing and feedback module specifically comprises:

a set determining unit, configured to determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n
according to the downlink reference configuration, and determine an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and
a processing unit, configured to determine a timing relationship between the subframe n-k’ and subframes in
the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} and determine the HARQ-ACK information accord-
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ing to the timing relationship.

41. The user equipment according to claim 40, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the
HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the UL Grant if the subframe n - k’ in the
determined timing relationship is a subframe n -kMc-1 or the subframe n - k’ is a subframe after the subframe n-kMc-

1, wherein the subframe n-kMc-1 is the last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1 }.

42. The user equipment according to claim 40 or 41, wherein the processing unit is further configured to determine the
HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} when the subframe n-k’ in the
determined timing relationship is a subframe prior to the subframe n -kMc-1.

43. The user equipment according to claim 37, 39, or 42, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and
the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, according to the number of elements of the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, wherein Mc is the number
of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

44. The user equipment according to claim 37, 39, or 42, wherein only one serving cell C is configured for the UE, and
the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-

1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling sub-
frame set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe; and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises no downlink special mini-subframe,
the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc; or when the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit
determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc -1, wherein Mc is the number of elements
of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

45. The user equipment according to claim 37, 39, or 42, wherein only one serving cell C is configured for the UE:

the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} the

number  of downlink subframes comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-

1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, wherein  and the uplink-downlink

configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and determine, according to the

number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

46. The user equipment according to claim 37, 39, or 42, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and
the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} the number

 of downlink subframes comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according

to uplink-downlink configuration information, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set

{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, wherein  and the uplink-downlink

configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises no downlink special mini-subframe,

the processing unit determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of

the HARQ-ACK information is  or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} com-

prises a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines, according to the number  of downlink
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subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

47. The user equipment according to claim 37, 39, or 42, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein

Ncell > 0, the Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the processing unit is specifically configured to

determine, according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for

which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode
of the serving cell c; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling,

the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-
ACK bundling, the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell c is 

48. The user equipment according to claim 47, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1},

and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special

mini-subframe; and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises no downlink special mini-subframe,

the processing unit determines that  equals Mc ; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set

{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines that  equals

Mc-1, wherein Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

49. The user equipment according to claim 37, 39, or 42, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, where
in Ncell > 0 , the Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c:

the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} the

number  of downlink subframes comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-

1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, wherein  and the uplink-downlink con-

figuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; determine, according to  the

number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving

cell c; and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and

when  the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block

or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is  or when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c

supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines

that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

50. The user equipment according to claim 49, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to: when 
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determine that  equals 0; when the  downlink subframes comprise no downlink special mini-subframe,

determine that  equals Mc; or when the  downlink subframes comprise a downlink special mini-sub-

frame, determine that  equals Mc -1, wherein Mc is the number of elements of the set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

51. The user equipment according to claim 37, 39, or 42, wherein the processing unit specifically comprises:

a subframe determining unit, configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, a first
subframe set and a second subframe set according to the subframe n-k’ and the set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1};
a first processing unit, configured to determine first HARQ-ACK information according to downlink control in-
formation DAI in the UL Grant; and
a second processing unit, configured to determine second HARQ-ACK information;
wherein the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises the first subframe set and the
second subframe set, the last subframe in the first subframe set is the subframe n-k’ or a subframe prior to the
subframe n-k’, the first subframe in the second subframe set is a subframe after the subframe n-k’, the first
HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the first subframe set, the second HARQ-ACK information corresponds
to the second subframe set, and the HARQ-ACK information comprises the first HARQ-ACK information and
the second HARQ-ACK information.

52. The user equipment according to claim 51, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the first

processing unit is specifically configured to determine the number  of downlink assignments DL Assignments

received in the first subframe set; determine the number  of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs

received in the first subframe set, wherein the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment; and determine a value

 indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, so as to determine the first HARQ-ACK information according to

  and 

53. The user equipment according to claim 52, wherein the first processing unit is specifically configured to determine,

when it is determined that  that the first HARQ-ACK information indicates

a non-acknowledgment NACK.

54. The user equipment according to claim 51, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the first
processing unit is specifically configured to determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information is

 wherein  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

55. The user equipment according to claim 51, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell >0,

the Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the first processing unit is specifically configured to determine,

according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number  of downlink subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK

information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling,
the first processing unit determines that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c

is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use
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spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the first processing unit determines that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is 

56. The user equipment according to claim 55, wherein the first processing unit is specifically configured to: when none
of downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determine that

 or when a downlink reference configuration of at least one serving cell among the

Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determine that

wherein min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value,  is the number of subframes in the first subframe

set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a maximum Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui

indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments received in the first subframe set of an ith serving cell and the
number of PDSCHs not scheduled by using a DL Assignment, and 0≤i<Ncell.

57. The user equipment according to claim 51, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the second
processing unit is specifically configured to determine the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value
indicated by a DAI in a downlink assignment DL Assignment received in the second subframe set.

58. The user equipment according to claim 51, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the second
processing unit is specifically configured to determine that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information

is  wherein  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

59. The user equipment according to claim 51, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell > 0,

the Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the second processing unit is specifically configured to determine

the number  of downlink subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on

the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling,
the second processing unit determines that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell C is ; or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not

use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the second processing unit determines that the number of bits of the second

HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

60. The user equipment according to claim 59, wherein the second processing unit is specifically configured to:

when the second subframe set comprises no downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  or

when the second subframe set comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, determine that 

wherein  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

61. The user equipment according to claim 59, wherein the second processing unit is specifically configured to determine,

according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes comprised in
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the second subframe set, wherein the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical
layer channel;

when the  downlink subframes comprise no downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit

determines that  or

when the  downlink subframes comprise a downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit

determines that 

62. The user equipment according to claim 37, 39, or 42, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and
the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, a first DL
Assignment, wherein the first DL Assignment is the last DL Assignment detected in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; and determine the HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment index DAI
in the first DL Assignment.

63. The user equipment according to claim 62, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the
number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and

determine a value  indicated by the DAI in the first DL Assignment, so as to determine the HARQ-ACK

information according to UDAI,c and  wherein the first DL Assignment is specifically the last DL Assignment

among the UDAI,c DL Assignments.

64. The user equipment according to claim 63, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to: when it is

determined that UDAI,c>0 and  determine that the HARQ-ACK information indi-

cates a non-acknowledgment NACK.

65. The user equipment according to claim 62, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the
number UDAI,c of DL Assignments received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; determine

the number NSPS of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; wherein the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment; determine a value 

indicated by the DAI in the first DL Assignment; and determine the total number K of subframes, with PDSCH
transmission and downlink SPS release signaling transmission, that are indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, so

as to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to UDAI,c, NSPS,  and K.

66. The user equipment according to claim 65, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, when

it is determined that UDAI,c>0 and  or when it is determined that K >UDAI,c +

NSPS, that the HARQ-ACK information indicates a non-acknowledgment NACK.

67. The user equipment according to any one of claims 62 to 66, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the
UE, and the processing unit is further configured to determine that Nbundled = (NDAI,c+NSPS) after determining the
HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the first DL Assignment, so as to determine a scrambling sequence
according to Nbundled, wherein UDAI,c is the number, which is determined by the processing unit, of DL Assignments
received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, NSPS is the number, which is determined
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by the processing unit, of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs received in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, the PDSCH has no corresponding DL Assignment, and the scrambling sequence is used
to scramble the HARQ-ACK information on which encoding is performed.

68. The user equipment according to claim 37, 39, or 42, wherein an HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format
1b with channel selection, and two serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein the two serving cells comprise
a serving cell c, and the processing unit is specifically configured to:

when Mc = 1 or 2, determine that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, wherein A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when Mc = 3 or 4, determine that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4;
wherein Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

69. A control information feedback method, comprising:

transmitting, by a base station, an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n-k’, wherein the UL Grant is used to
indicate physical uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n is an integer, and k’ is an uplink
association index;
receiving, by the base station in the subframe n, the PUSCH transmitted by the UE; and
determining, by the base station, hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgment HARQ-ACK information
according to a downlink reference configuration, wherein the downlink reference configuration is used to deter-
mine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and/or determine downlink HARQ timing, and the HARQ-ACK
information is carried on the PUSCH.

70. The method according to claim 69, wherein before the transmitting, by a base station, a UL Grant in a subframe n-
k’, the method further comprises:

determining, by the base station, the uplink association index k’ according to an uplink reference configuration.

71. The method according to claim 70, wherein the determining, by the base station, HARQ-ACK information according
to a downlink reference configuration specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to
the downlink reference configuration; and
determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

72. The method according to claim 70, wherein the determining, by the base station, HARQ-ACK information according
to a downlink reference configuration specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference
configuration, the HARQ-ACK information.

73. The method according to claim 72, wherein the determining, by the base station according to the downlink reference
configuration and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-ACK information specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1
and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5, or determining, by the base
station, that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink reference
configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5;
determining, by the base station, the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to
the downlink reference configuration; and
determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

74. The method according to claim 70, wherein the determining, by the base station, HARQ-ACK information according
to a downlink reference configuration specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n according to
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the downlink reference configuration;
determining, by the base station, an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1};
determining, by the base station, a timing relationship between the subframe n - k’ and subframes in the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; and
determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the timing relationship.

75. The method according to claim 74, wherein the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information ac-
cording to the timing relationship comprises:

if the subframe n - k’ in the timing relationship determined by the base station is a subframe n-kMc-1} or the
subframe n-k’ is a subframe after the subframe n- kMc-1, determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK
information according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the UL Grant, wherein the subframe n-kMc-1 is the
last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}.

76. The method according to claim 74 or 75, wherein the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information
according to the timing relationship further comprises:

if the subframe n - k’ in the timing relationship determined by the base station is a subframe prior to the subframe
n- kMc-1, determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

77. The method according to claim 71, 73, or 76, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the
determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1} specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station according to the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1}, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc, wherein Mc is the number of elements of the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

78. The method according to claim 71, 73, or 76, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the
determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1} specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, and determining whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe; and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises no downlink special mini-subframe,
determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc; or when the set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station, that the
number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc-1, wherein Mc is the number of elements of the downlink
association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

79. The method according to claim 71, 73, or 76, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the
determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1} specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1};

determining, by the base station according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of

downlink sub frames comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, wherein

 and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer chan-

nel; and
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determining, by the base station according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits

of the HARQ-ACK information is 

80. The method according to claim 71, 73, or 76, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the
determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-

1} specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1};

determining, by the base station according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of

downlink subframes comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, and determining

whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-sub-

frame, wherein  and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a

physical layer channel; and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, comprises no downlink special mini-sub-

frame, determining, by the base station according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number

of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is  or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set

{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station according

to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

81. The method according to claim 71, 73, or 76, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell >
0, the Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information
according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} comprises:

determining, by the base station according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number 

of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and
determining a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK
bundling, determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell c is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not

use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is 

82. The method according to claim 81, wherein the determining, by the base station according to the downlink association

set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed

back on the serving cell c specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and determining whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set
{n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe; and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n -k1,..., n - kMc-1} comprises no downlink special mini-
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subframe, determining, by the base station, that  equals Mc ;or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe

set {n -k0,n - k1,...,n - kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station, that

 equals Mc - 1 , wherein Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,..., kMc-1}.

83. The method according to claim 71, 73, or 76, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell >
0, the Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c , and the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK
information according to the downlink association set {k0, k1,...,kMc-1} specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n k0, n-k1, ..., n-kMc-1} according to
the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1};

determining, by the base station according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of

downlink sub frames comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n - k0,n - k1,..., n - kMc-1} ,wherein

 and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel;

determining, by the base station according to , the number  of downlink subframes for which the

HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determining a transmission mode of
the serving cell c; and

when , determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of

the serving cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport

block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the

HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is ; or when  and the transmission mode of the

serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the

base station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

84. The method according to claim 83, wherein the determining, by the base station according to  the number

 of downlink subframes for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c

specifically comprises:

when  determining, by the base station, that  equals 0; when the  downlink subframes

comprise no downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station, that  equals Mc; or when

the  downlink subframes comprise a downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station,

that  equals Mc-1, wherein Mc is the number of elements of the set

85. The method according to claim 71, 73, or 76, wherein the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information
according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0, k1,..., n-kMc-1} according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,..., kMc-1};
determining, by the base station, a first subframe set and a second subframe set according to the subframe n
- k’ and the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}, wherein the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises the first subframe set and the second subframe set, the last subframe in
the first subframe set is the subframe n - k’ or a subframe prior to the subframe n - k’, and the first subframe in
the second subframe set is a subframe after the subframe n - k’;
determining, by the base station, first HARQ-ACK information, wherein the first HARQ-ACK information corre-
sponds to the first subframe set; and
determining, by the base station, second HARQ-ACK information, wherein the second HARQ-ACK information
corresponds to the second subframe set;
wherein the HARQ-ACK information comprises the first HARQ-ACK information and the second HARQ-ACK
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information.

86. The method according to claim 85, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining,
by the base station, first HARQ-ACK information specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, that the first HARQ-ACK information is 1 or 2 bits; and
when at least one bit of the first HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK, retransmitting, by the base station,
downlink data corresponding to at least one codeword in the first subframe set.

87. The method according to claim 85, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining,
by the base station, first HARQ-ACK information specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, the first HARQ-ACK information according to downlink control information DAI
in the UL Grant.

88. The method according to claim 87, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining,
by the base station, the first HARQ-ACK information according to the DAI in the UL Grant comprises:

determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information is  wherein

 is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

89. The method according to claim 87, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell > 0 , the Ncell
serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the determining, by the base station, the first HARQ-ACK information
according to the DAI in the UL Grant comprises:

determining, by the base station according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number  of downlink subframes

for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determining a trans-
mission mode of the serving cell c; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling,
determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell

c is ; or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not

use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the first HARQ-

ACK information of the serving cell c is .

90. The method according to claim 89, wherein the determining, by the base station according to the DAI in the UL

Grant, the number  of downlink subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back

on the serving cell specifically comprises:

when none of the downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration

5, determining, by the base station, that  or

when a downlink reference configuration of at least one serving cell among the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-

downlink configuration 5, determining, by the base station, that

wherein min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value,  is the number of subframes in the first subframe

set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a maximum Ui value of the Ncell serving cells,

Ui indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments transmitted in the first subframe set of an ith serving cell

and the number of PDSCHs not scheduled by using a DL Assignment, and 0 ≤ i < Ncell.

91. The method according to claim 85, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining,
by the base station, second HARQ-ACK information specifically comprises:
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determining, by the base station, the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value indicated by a DAI
in a downlink assignment DL Assignment transmitted in the second subframe set.

92. The method according to claim 85, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the determining,
by the base station, second HARQ-ACK information comprises:

determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information is  wherein

 is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

93. The method according to claim 85, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell > 0, the Ncell
serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the determining, by the base station, second HARQ-ACK information
specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, the number  of downlink subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK

information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determining a transmission mode of the serving cell
c; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK
bundling, determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell c is ; or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and

does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the

second HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

94. The method according to claim 93, wherein the determining, by the base station, the number  of downlink

subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically
comprises:

when the second subframe set comprises no downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station,

that  or

when the second subframe set comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base station,

that 

wherein  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

95. The method according to claim 93, wherein the determining, by the base station, the number  of downlink

subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c specifically
comprises:

determining, by the base station according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of

downlink subframes comprised in the second subframe set, wherein the uplink-downlink configuration informa-
tion is information carried on a physical layer channel;

when the  downlink subframes comprise no downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base

station, that ; or

when the  downlink subframes comprise a downlink special mini-subframe, determining, by the base

station, that 

96. The method according to claim 71, 73, or 76, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and before
the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1} the method further comprises:

configuring, by the base station, an HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the serving cell c as HARQ-ACK bundling;
performing, by the base station, blind detection on a scrambling sequence, wherein the scrambling sequence
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is used to scramble the HARQ-ACK information on which encoding is performed; and
determining, by the base station, Nbundled by using an index of the scrambling sequence.

97. The method according to claim 96, wherein the determining, by the base station, Nbundled by using an index of the
scrambling sequence specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station according to a formula i = (Nbundled - 1)mod4, Nbundled, wherein i is the index
of the scrambling sequence.

98. The method according to claim 96 or 97, wherein the determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK information
according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically comprises:

determining, by the base station, the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the
downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1};
determining, by the base station, that the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling that
are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} is K, wherein K is a positive integer;
when Nbundled is not equal to K, determining, by the base station, that the UE has lost a PDSCH and/or downlink
SPS release signaling in the HARQ-ACK bundling sub frame set {n - k0, n - k1,..., n - kMc-1}; and
retransmitting, by the base station, the lost PDSCH and/or downlink SPS release signaling.

99. The method according to claim 71, 73, or 76, wherein an HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format 1b with
channel selection, and two serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein downlink reference configurations of
the two serving cells are the same, the two serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the determining, by the base
station, the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} specifically comprises:

when Mc = 1 or 2, determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A ,
wherein A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when Mc = 3 or 4, determining, by the base station, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4;
wherein Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

100.Abase station, comprising:

a transmitting module, configured to transmit an uplink grant UL Grant in a subframe n - k’, wherein the UL
Grant is used to indicate physical uplink shared channel PUSCH transmission in a subframe n, n is an integer,
and k’ is an uplink association index;
a receiving module, configured to receive, in the subframe n, the PUSCH transmitted by the UE; and
a feedback determining module, configured to determine hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgment
HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink reference configuration, wherein the downlink reference con-
figuration is used to determine a downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} and/or determine downlink HARQ
timing, and the HARQ-ACK information is carried on the PUSCH.

101.The base station according to claim 100, wherein the base station further comprises:

a parameter determining module, configured to determine the uplink association index k’ according to an uplink
reference configuration before the transmitting module transmits the UL Grant in the subframe n - k’.

102.The base station according to claim 101, wherein the feedback determining module specifically comprises:

a set determining unit, configured to determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n
according to the downlink reference configuration; and
a processing unit, configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} determined by the set determining unit.

103.The base station according to claim 101, wherein the feedback determining module is specifically configured to
determine, according to the downlink reference configuration and the uplink reference configuration, the HARQ-
ACK information.

104.The base station according to claim 103, wherein the feedback determining module specifically comprises:
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a configuration determining unit, configured to determine that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-
downlink configuration 1 and the downlink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 2 or 5,
or determine that the uplink reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 6 and the downlink
reference configuration is the uplink-downlink configuration 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5;
a set determining unit, configured to determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n
according to the downlink reference configuration; and
a processing unit, configured to determine the HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association
set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} determined by the set determining unit.

105.The base station according to claim 101, wherein the feedback determining module specifically comprises:

a set determining unit, configured to determine the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} of the subframe n
according to the downlink reference configuration, and determine an HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-
k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}; and
a processing unit, configured to determine a timing relationship between the subframe n - k’ and subframes in
the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} ,and determine the HARQ-ACK information ac-
cording to the timing relationship.

106.The base station according to claim 105, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the
HARQ-ACK information according to a downlink assignment index DAI in the UL Grant if the subframe n - k’ in the
determined timing relationship is a subframe n -kMc-1 or the subframe n - k’ is a subframe after the subframe n -kMc-

1, wherein the subframe n - kMc-1 is the last subframe in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}.

107.The base station according to claim 105 or 106, wherein the processing unit is further configured to determine the
HARQ-ACK information according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} when the subframe n - k’ in the
determined timing relationship is a subframe prior to the subframe n -kMc-1.

108.The base station according to claim 102, 104, or 107, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and
the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, according to the number of elements of the downlink
association set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} , that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc , wherein Mc is
the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

109.The base station according to claim 102, 104, or 107, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and
the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-
kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,..., kMc-1}, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling
subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe; and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises no downlink special mini-subframe,
the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc; or when the set {n-k0,n-
k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines that the number of bits
of the HARQ-ACK information is Mc -1 , wherein Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set
{k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

110.The base station according to claim 102, 104, or 107, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE:

the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} the

number  of downlink subframes comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-

1} according to uplink-downlink configuration information, wherein , and the uplink-downlink con-

figuration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and determine, according to the number

 of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 

111.The base station according to claim 102, 104, or 107, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and
the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1} the number
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 of downlink subframes comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according

to uplink-downlink configuration information, and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-

k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, wherein , and the uplink-downlink configu-

ration information is information carried on a physical layer channel; and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises no downlink special mini-subframe,

the processing unit determines, according to the number  of downlink subframes, that the number of bits of

the HARQ-ACK information is ; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} com-

prises a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines, according to the number c of downlink

subframes, that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is .

112.The base station according to claim 102, 104, or 107, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein

Ncell > 0 , the Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the processing unit is specifically configured to

determine, according to the downlink association set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} the number  of downlink subframes

for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission
mode of the serving cell c; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling,

the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-
ACK bundling, the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell c is .

113.The base station according to claim 112, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to determine the
HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1},

and determine whether the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises a downlink special

mini-subframe; and
when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises no downlink special mini-subframe,

the processing unit determines that  equals Mc ; or when the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-

kMc-1} comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, the processing unit determines that  equals Mc-1, wherein

Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.

114.The base station according to claim 102, 104, or 107, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein
Ncell > 0 , the Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c :

the processing unit is specifically configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-
ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the

number  of downlink subframes comprised in the {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, the number  of downlink subframes

comprised in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to uplink-downlink config-

uration information, wherein  and the uplink-downlink configuration information is information

carried on a physical layer channel; determine, according to  the number  of downlink subframes

for which the HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c; and determine a transmission
mode of the serving cell c; and

when  the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the

serving cell c is 0; when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block
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or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is  or when  and the transmission mode of the serving cell c

supports two transport blocks and does not use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the processing unit determines

that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

115.The base station according to claim 114, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to: when ,

determine that  equals 0; when the  downlink subframes comprise no downlink special mini-subframe,

determine that  equals Mc; or when the  downlink subframes comprise a downlink special mini-subframe,

determine that  equals Mc -1, wherein Mc is the number of elements of the set {ko,k1,...,kMc-1}.

116.The base station according to claim 102, 104, or 107, wherein the processing unit specifically comprises:

a subframe determining unit, configured to determine, after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK
bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}, a first
subframe set and a second subframe set according to the subframe n - k’ and the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe
set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1};
a first processing unit, configured to determine first HARQ-ACK information; and
a second processing unit, configured to determine second HARQ-ACK information;
wherein the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} comprises the first subframe set and the
second subframe set, the last subframe in the first subframe set is the subframe n - k’ or a subframe prior to
the subframe n - k’ the first subframe in the second subframe set is a subframe after the subframe n - k’, the
first HARQ-ACK information corresponds to the first subframe set, the second HARQ-ACK information corre-
sponds to the second subframe set, and the HARQ-ACK information comprises the first HARQ-ACK information
and the second HARQ-ACK information.

117.The base station according to claim 116, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the first
processing unit is specifically configured to determine that the first HARQ-ACK information is 1 or 2 bits; and
when at least one bit of the first HARQ-ACK information indicates an NACK, the base station retransmits downlink
data corresponding to at least one codeword in the first subframe set.

118.The base station according to claim 116, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the first
processing unit is specifically configured to determine the first HARQ-ACK information according to downlink control
information DAI in the UL Grant.

119.The base station according to claim 118, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the first
processing unit is specifically configured to determine that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information is

 wherein  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant.

120.The base station according to claim 118, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell > 0 ,

the Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the first processing unit is specifically configured to determine,

according to the DAI in the UL Grant, the number of downlink subframes for which the first HARQ-ACK

information needs to be fed back on the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling,
the first processing unit determines that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c

is  or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not use

spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the first processing unit determines that the number of bits of the first HARQ-ACK

information of the serving cell c is 

121.The base station according to claim 120, wherein the first processing unit is specifically configured to: when none
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of downlink reference configurations of the Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determine that

 and when a downlink reference configuration of at least one serving cell among the

Ncell serving cells is the uplink-downlink configuration 5, determine that

wherein min() is a function for obtaining a minimum value,  is the number of subframes in the first subframe

set,  is a value indicated by the DAI in the UL Grant, U is a maximum Ui value of the Ncell serving cells, Ui

indicates a sum of the number of DL Assignments transmitted in the first subframe set of an ith serving cell and the
number of physical downlink shared channels PDSCHs not scheduled by using a DL Assignment, and 0 ≤ i < Ncell.

122.The base station according to claim 116, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the second
processing unit is specifically configured to determine the second HARQ-ACK information according to a value
indicated by a DAI in a downlink assignment DL Assignment transmitted in the second subframe set.

123.The base station according to claim 116, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and the second
processing unit is specifically configured to determine that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information

is  wherein  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

124.The base station according to claim 116, wherein Ncell serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein Ncell > 0 ,

the Ncell serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the second processing unit is specifically configured to determine

the number  of downlink subframes for which the second HARQ-ACK information needs to be fed back on

the serving cell c, and determine a transmission mode of the serving cell c ; and
when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports one transport block or uses spatial HARQ-ACK bundling,
the second processing unit determines that the number of bits of the second HARQ-ACK information of the serving

cell c is ; or when the transmission mode of the serving cell c supports two transport blocks and does not

use spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, the second processing unit determines that the number of bits of the second

HARQ-ACK information of the serving cell c is 

125.The base station according to claim 124, wherein the second processing unit is specifically configured to:

when the second subframe set comprises no downlink special mini-subframe, determine that  or

when the second subframe set comprises a downlink special mini-subframe, determine that 

wherein  is the number of subframes in the second subframe set.

126.The base station according to claim 124, wherein the second processing unit is specifically configured to determine,

according to uplink-downlink configuration information, the number  of downlink subframes comprised in the

second subframe set, wherein the uplink-downlink configuration information is information carried on a physical
layer channel;

when the  downlink subframes comprise no downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit

determines that  or

when the  downlink subframes comprise a downlink special mini-subframe, the second processing unit de-

termines that 

127.The base station according to claim 102, 104, or 107, wherein only one serving cell c is configured for the UE, and
the processing unit is further configured to configure an HARQ-ACK feedback mode of the serving cell c as HARQ-
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ACK bundling; perform blind detection on a scrambling sequence, wherein the scrambling sequence is used to
scramble the HARQ-ACK information on which encoding is performed; and determine Nbundled by using an index
of the scrambling sequence.

128.The base station according to claim 127, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to determine Nbundled
according to a formula i = (Nbundled-1)mod4, wherein i is the index of the scrambling sequence.

129.The base station according to claim 127 or 128, wherein the processing unit is specifically configured to determine,
after the set determining unit determines the HARQ-ACK bundled subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} according to
the downlink association set {k0, k1,..., kMc-1}, that the total number of PDSCHs and downlink SPS release signaling
that are transmitted in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1} is K, wherein K is a positive integer;
when Nbundled is not equal to K, the processing unit determines that the UE has lost a PDSCH and/or downlink SPS
release signaling in the HARQ-ACK bundling subframe set {n-k0,n-k1,...,n-kMc-1}; and the base station retransmits
the lost PDSCH and/or downlink SPS release signaling.

130.The base station according to claim 102, 104, or 107, wherein an HARQ feedback mode of the UE is PUCCH format
1b with channel selection, and two serving cells are configured for the UE, wherein downlink reference configurations
of the two serving cells are the same, the two serving cells comprise a serving cell c, and the processing unit is
specifically configured to:

when Mc = 1 or 2, determine that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is A, wherein A is 2, 3, or 4; or
when Mc = 3 or 4, determine that the number of bits of the HARQ-ACK information is 4;
wherein Mc is the number of elements of the downlink association set {k0,k1,...,kMc-1}.
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